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The electroweak production and subsequent decay of single top quarks is determined by
the properties of the Wtb vertex, which can be described by the complex parameters of an
effective Lagrangian. An analysis of angular distributions of the decay products of single
top quarks produced in the t-channel constrains these parameters simultaneously. The thesis
presents an analysis using 20.2 fb−1 of proton–proton collision data at a centre-of-mass energy
of 8 TeV collected with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The fraction f1 of decays containing
transversely polarised W bosons is measured to be f1 = 0.296
+0.048
−0.051 (stat. + syst.). The
phase δ− between amplitudes for transversely and longitudinally polarisedW bosons recoiling
against left-handed b quarks, is measured to be δ− = 0.002pi+0.016pi−0.017pi (stat. + syst.), giving no
indication of CP violation. The fraction of longitudinal to transverse W bosons accompanied
by right-handed b-quarks are also constrained at 95% C.L. to f+1 < 0.118 and f
+
0 < 0.085.
Based on these measurements limits are placed at 95% C.L. on the ratio of the complex
coupling parameters gR and VL such that Re [gR/VL] ∈ [−0.122, 0.168] and Im [gR/VL] ∈
[−0.066, 0.059]. Constraints are also placed on the magnitudes of the ratios |VR/VL|, and
|gL/VL|. Finally the polarisation of single top quarks in the t-channel is constrained to be
P > 0.718 (95% C.L.). None of the above measurements make assumptions on the value of
any of the other parameters or couplings and all of them are in agreement with the Standard
Model.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Particle physics is the study of the elementary building blocks of nature. It is often called
High Energy Physics because of the tools- accelerators and particle detectors- used in the
study of elementary particles.
The idea that matter consists of elementary “building blocks” can be traced back to
ancient Greece when Democritus proposed the idea of the atom. However, the idea of atom
lacked proof until the end of 19th century when experiment was able to study the constituents
of matter. In 1898, Joseph Thompson discovered [13] cathode rays, or electrons-the first
subatomic particle discovered, and Thompson’s discovery encouraged many advances in the
field of particle physics, such as the discovery of the nucleus by Ernest Rutherford [14].
In Rutherford’s model, an atom consists of a heavy charged nucleus and a light negatively
charged electron orbiting the nucleus. Later in 1932, James Chadwick discovered that all
nuclei, except that of simple hydrogen, contains neutral constituents called “neutrons” [15,
16].
Meanwhile, early detector techniques were developed to study elementary particles. In
the 1910’s, Charles Wilson devised the cloud chamber1. In this device, water evaporates in
an enclosed container to the point of saturation and under low pressure, producing a super-
saturated volume of air. Charged particles pass through the chamber and condense the
vapor into tiny droplets, producing a visible trail marking the particle’s path. This device
was widely used since then and proved to be highly effective in the study of elementary
particles. The first “antiparticle”, the positron, corresponding to the electron provides an
1There are other kinds of particle detectors-Geiger counter, bubble chambers, spark chambers, drift
chambers, photographic emulsions, and so on. Most detector mechanisms rely on the fact that when high-
energy charged particles pass through matter, they ionize atoms and leave tracks along their path
1
example. In 1928, the relativistic quantum theory of P.A.M Dirac hypothesized the existence
of positively charged electron [17], which is the antiparticle of the electron. It was detected
by Carl Anderson in 1932 [18] when he allowed cosmic rays to pass through a cloud chamber
surrounded by a magnet.
The strong interaction is responsible for holding the nucleus together. The first theory
of the strong force was proposed by Hideki Yukawa in 1934 [19, 20]. Yukawa suggested that
a meson (a charged particle with a mass intermediate between those of the electron and the
proton)2 might be exchanged between nucleons. At that time, numerous studies of cosmic
rays were in progress. The following year a particle of approximately the required mass
(about 200 times that of the electron) was discovered in 1936 by the American physicists Carl
D. Anderson and Seth Neddermeyer [21] separately, and named the mu meson, or muon(µ±).
In the same period, particle accelerators produced particle beams in the laboratory and these
elementary particles were also produced.
With the detectors like cloud chambers, bubble chambers and even photographic plates,
many new and exotic particles were discovered between 1940s and 1950s. In particular, in
1947, the pion (pi±) was discovered by Csar Lattes, Giuseppe Occhialini and Cecil Pow-
ell [22]. In the same year, G. D. Rochester and Clifford Charles Butler of the University
of Manchester found heavy electronically neutral particles (called kaons) that decayed into
pions [23]. As more and more new particles were discovered, theoretical and experimental ev-
idence begin to indicate that the hadrons (proton, neutron, other baryons, and mesons that
can make an two-page-long list) have composite structures and they are consisted with more
fundamental particles. These fundamental particles (quarks and leptons) were discovered,
together with the particles mediate in interactions between these constituents, made up the
most complete theory framework till now, the Standard Model (SM), which was proposed
by Steven Weinberg [24], Sheldon Glashow [25] and Abdus Salam [26] in 1967 and developed
mainly in 1960s and 1970s.
The SM describes interactions between a set of matter fields (particles) and a set of
force-carrying fields(interaction particles) which interact with each other. This model is a
2The electron is called a lepton(‘light-weight’), whereas the proton and neutron are baryons(‘heavy-
weight’)
2
relativistic quantum field theory. More specifically, it’s a non-Abelian Yang-Mills relativistic
quantum field theory of the topological group SU(3)C⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y . The SU(3)C group
corresponds to quantum chromodynamics (the strong-nuclear force) and the the SU(2)L ⊗
U(1)Y corresponds to the electroweak model (the unified force of the weak-nuclear force and
electromagnetic force). The SM is very successful in accounting for most of the observed
phenomena at the microscopic frontier of physics, and has been repeatedly tested and verified
in many experiments in the last decades3. The SM also includes the the last building block
of matter called the Higgs boson, which has been searched for in many experiments. In
the summer of 2012, both ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) and CMS (Compact Muon
Solenoid) collaborations at the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) facility at CERN reported the
discovery of a Higgs-like boson, which exhibits most of the predicted characteristics of the
searched Higgs boson [27]. The elementary particles of the SM are tabulated in Figure 1.1.
1.0.1 Fermions
In the SM, elementary particles of spin s = 1
2
, called fermions, are the building blocks of
matter. Their name comes from the description of the quantum mechanical statistics of
such particles described by Fermi and Dirac. They obey the Pauli exclusion principle, which
states that two identical fermions cannot occupy the same quantum state. Twelve of these
fermions are included in the SM. Six of them are called as quarks and the other six are called
leptons. We also say these fermions have different flavours, a terminology that indicates an
intrinsic property of the fermions. Therefore, there are 6 flavours of leptons and 6 flavour
of quarks. In addition, these twelve fermions are arranged into three generations. Each
quark generation contains an up-type quark (up, charm, top) and a down-type quark (down,
strange, bottom). As with quarks, leptons are also arranged into three generations. Each
generation consists of one charged lepton and its corresponding neutrino. The mass of the
3The SM describes everything that has ever been observed in the laboratory except for neutrino masses
and therefore also their oscillations, and cannot account for certain astronomical observations like dark
matter or dark energy
3
Figure 1.1: The particles of the Standard Model.
fermions increases with each generation, and the neutrinos are taken to be exactly massless
in the SM, but evidence now exists for small neutrino masses, which represents a rare case
of standard model violation. Leptons have integer charges only. Unlike the leptons, quarks
carry fractional electric charge, which can be either Q = +2
3
or Q = −1
3
.
Quarks carry an additional quantum number, the color charge. Three types of colors
are used in the SM: red, green, or blue. A red quark carries one unit of redness only, a
blue quark has only one unit of blueness and a green has one unit of greenness. A particle
is colorless if the total amount of each color is zero or all three colors are present in equal
amounts. Leptons have zero color. In fact, no free colored particles have been observed in
nature; quarks are confined into color-less composite particles. These bound states of quarks
are either baryons(consisting of three quarks) or mesons(consisting of quark and antiquark).
Baryons and mesons are both called hadrons. The best known of hadrons are protons and
neutrons, which are the building blocks of atomic nuclei.
Although the positron was the first antimatter particle discovered, every particle has
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an anti-particle. Particles and their anti-particles have the same mass, identical spins and
opposite electrical charges.
The fermions are responsible for making up “everyday matter”. According to the Particle
Data Group, around 300 different particles with different combinations of quarks have been
discovered at present. Ordinary matter is constructed with only the first generation fermions.
The higher generation fermions, once produced in high energy interactions, decay rapidly
into ligher fermions of the first generations.
1.0.2 Gauge Bosons
The elementary particles having spin s = 1 in quantum field theory representing fields
transmitting the forces are called gauge bosons. In the SM, there are three kinds of force
mediating particles: photons (γ), massive bosons (the W± and Z) and gluons (g). The γ
is a massless particles and interacts only with electrically charged particles. The weak force
is experienced by all particles, and is mediated by three massive bosons: the W± and Z.
At high energy scales, the electromagnetic force and the weak force are unified by a theory
called Electroweak theory. The strong force between color charged particles is described by
a non-abelian theory called Quantum Chromo-Dynamics(QCD). The electronically neutral
gluon g is the mediator particle of QCD interaction. The only force in nature that is not
included in the SM is gravity.
1.0.3 Higgs Boson
In the SM, to endow particles with mass, the Higgs mechanism was proposed by three
independent groups in 1964: by Robert Brout and Franois Englert [28]; by Peter Higgs [29];
and by Gerald Guralnik, C. R. Hagen, and Tom Kibble [30, 31]. Through interaction with
the Higgs field the particles can acquire their mass without breaking the gauge invariance
of SM Lagrangian. The SM does not predict the magnitude of the mass of each particles.
Higgs boson is also the only boson that has spin s = 0 in SM.
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1.0.4 Top quark physics and the subject of this analysis
Understanding the constituents of particles and their interactions is the goal of the modern
experimental high energy physics. The SM is a successful theory for describing both the
elementary particles that constitues the matters in our universe and the interactions between
them. On the other hand, high energy physicists are also interested to look at phenomenons
beyond the SM–including searching for new particles and new interactions beyond the SM.
The top quark since its first observation in 1995 at the Tevatron (via the flavour- con-
serving strong interaction) and then subsequently through single top-quark production in
2009 (via charged-current electroweak, or EW process), has been known to be the heaviest
fundamental particle and its large mass gives it many interesting properties, making the top
quark a privileged window for searching new physics beyond the SM. At leading-order (LO)
in EW perturbation theory, single top-quark production is described by three sub-processes:
an exchange of a virtual W boson either in the t-channel or in the s-channel, or the as-
sociated production of a top quark and an on-shell W boson (Wt-channel). As for the its
decays, because the top quark has a smaller lifetime than its hadronization scale, the top
quark decays before hadronization, predominantly through the weak process t → Wb that
governed by the Wtb vertex. This means that the spin of the top quark is transformed to
its decay products.
The subject of this thesis is to analyze the Wtb vertex based on the measurement of
angular distribution of the decay products of single top quarks produced in the t-channel
from pp interactions at
√
8 TeV at Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The analysis applies to
20.2 fb−1 of collision data collected with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. Probes of new
physics phenomena affecting the production or decay of the top quark is parameterized with
a series of effective couplings. Six observables are determined simultaneously, five generalised
helicity fractions and phases, as well as the polarisation of the top quarks. Fourier techniques,
in particular a variant of the ordinary convolution theorem, are used for deconvolving the
detector effects from the measured differential rates.
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2.0 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 THE STANDARD MODEL OF PARTICLE PHYSICS
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is a SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y relativistic
Quantum Field Theory (QFT) developed to describe the electroweak and strong interactions
of elementary particles in a single framework. The theory was initially designed to unify
electrodynamics and the weak interaction by Sheldon Glashow in 1960 [25] and later in 1967
by Steven Weinberg [24] and Abdus Salam [26]. At almost the same time, the theory of the
strong interaction, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), was developed in parallel through the
1960s-70s. Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig [32] independently suggested the existence
of quarks with different flavors as the components of hadrons and, in 1965, Moo-Young Han
with Yoichiro Nambu [33] and Oscar W. Greenberg [34] proposed an additional SU(3)c gauge
degree of freedom, the color charge. The modern SM form was reached in 1973 with the
discovery of asymptotic freedom of strong interactions by David Politzer [35] and David Gross
together with Frank Wilczek [36] allowing perturbation theory techniques to be applied.
In the SM, we use the Klein-Gordon Lagrangian to describe quantum scalar or pseudo-
scalar field, a field whose quanta are spinless particles, and Dirac Lagrangian to describe
free Fermions. In order to describe the interactions between particles, we introduce gauge
principle. There are two possible types of gauge transformations, local and global. In the SM,
we require that our general Lagrangian satisfies a local transformation. Gauge invariance on
one hand can give us the interaction terms, but on the other hand, it requires the gauge fields
have to be massless in order to preserve gauge invariance, which clearly does not describe
nature. A typical weak interaction process (i.e beta decay) indicates W and Z gauge bosons
have masses of the 80.4 GeV/c2 and 91.2 GeV/c2, respectively [37, 38]. In order to solve this
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massness problem, we invoke Higgs mechanism with spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB).
An SU(2) doublet of scalar field φ is introduced. With SSB, we postulate the existence of
a boson field with an non-zero expectation value, then we re-express this Higgs field with
respect to a true minimum of the field (vacuum). A transformation of the Lagrangian cannot
change the physics, but a valid perturbation theory is expanded around its ground state.
After this transformation, we break the manifest symmetry of the Lagrangian, but reap great
benefits: the particles acquire mass.
In the SM, the electromagnetic force and weak force are unified within the so called
electroweak interaction. The Lagrangian,
L = −1
4
~W µν · ~Wµν − 1
4
BµνBµν + ψ¯Lγ
µiDuψL + ψ¯Rγ
µ(i∂µ − g′ Y
2
Bµ)ψR
+ |Duφ|2 − V (φ)−
(
G1ψ¯LφψR +G2ψ¯LφcψR + h.c
)
, (2.1)
contains four parts: the first part includes W±,Z and photon (γ) kinetic terms and self-
interactions; the second part includes lepton and quark kinetic terms and their interactions
with W±,Z and γ, the third part includes W±,Z,γ, and Higgs masses and couplings; finally
the last part includes lepton and quark masses and coupling to Higgs.
The kinetic term of the gauge fields contains three vector bosons ~W µ and a fourth vector
Bµ. It can be seen below:
~Wµν = ∂µ ~Wν − ∂ν ~Wµ − g ~Wµ × ~Wν ,
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ. (2.2)
The Du is a covariant derivative term defined as
Du = ∂u + ig ~Wu · ~τ/2 + ig′ 1
2
BuY, (2.3)
where g is a coupling constant and the covariant derivative term includes a vector of Pauli
matrices ~τ , where {τx, τy, τy}:
τx =
0 1
1 0
 , τy =
0 −i
i 0
 , τz =
1 0
0 −1
 , (2.4)
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Y is the Weak-Hyper charge Y . ψL denotes a left-handed fermion (quark or lepton) doublet,
and ψR denotes a right-handed fermion singlet. In the last Yukawa term, G1 and G2 are
arbitrary constants related to the mass of leptons and quarks, respectively. φ (and its
charged-conjugation φc) is a 2-component matrix that represents complex Higgs field.
2.2 SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y SYMMETRY
Fermi’s famous paper [39] in 1932 explains beta-decay with a postulated weak current in-
spired by the electromagnetic current from electron proton scattering. Fermi uses the EM
interaction as model and assumes in the β-decay process, or
pe− → nνe; (2.5)
the current forms of lepton and proton are
Jlepton = ψ¯eγµψe,
Jproton = ψ¯pγµψp
respectively. Fermi assumed weak interaction has a vector-vector form (as it is for the
electromagnetic interaction). However, experimental results in the parity violation and CP
invariance [40] indicate that Fermi’s pure vector-vector form of the weak current needs to
be modified to V-A (vector minus axial vector) form. The essential changes required in
Fermi’s original proposal are the replacement of γµ by γµ(CV +γ5CA), which CV and CA are
free parameters to be determined by experiment1. A maximal violation V-A form (1 − γ5)
is confirmed experimentally and used in the SM. We define left-handed and right-handed
fermion fields as:
ψL = PLψ and ψR = PRψ, (2.6)
where PL =
1
2
(1− γ5) and PR = 12(1 + γ5) are called projection operators.
1A mixture of γµ and γ5γµ terms automatically violates parity conservation, i.e see [41].
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Experimentally, the W couples to the left-handed νe and left-handed electron. The left-
handed states form an isospin doublet2, and the right-handed states form an isospin singlets.
ψ1 =
 ν
l−

L
, ψ2 = νR, ψ3 = l
−
R (2.7)
(2.8)
The left-handed u-quark and d-quark also form a weak isospin doublet.
ψ1 =
u
d

L
, ψ2 = uR, ψ3 = dR. (2.9)
(2.10)
Then a SU(2) gauge symmetry applies to left-handed fermion doublet only, not to the
right-handed singlet. However, since the mass term has the form mψ¯ψ = m(ψ¯LψR + ψ¯RψL),
it is not invariant under a SU(2)L symmetry, as we have discussed before, and is therefore
disallowed. In next section, we’ll see how the spontaneous symmetry broken solves this
problem.
In addition, U(1)Y symmetry applies to both left-handed fermion and right-handed
fermions. The weak hyper-charge Y is a good quantum number since each member of
the weak doublet has the same weak hyper-charge. The SM defines a weak hyper-charge as
Y = 2(Q− T ), in analogy with the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula [42] for strong interaction
quantum numbers. Table ?? lists all the weak numbers for the first generation of quark and
lepton. In this expression, Q is the electromagnetic charge we usually use when we describe
the electromagnetic force between two particles and T is the isospin we defined before.
In fact, a “covariant derivative” defined in 2.1 is used to replace ∂µ.
Du = ∂u + ig ~Wu · ~T + ig′ 1
2
BuY, (2.11)
where
~T = ~τ/2. (2.12)
2The left-handed states are grouped together but the right-handed states are not, as they don’t interact
with the Wµ fields. In addition, the SM doesn’t include the right-handed neutrino, though evidences exist
that neutrinos have masses and some extension of the SM is needed, i.e seesaw mechanism.
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Lepton T T 3 Q Y
νe
1
2
−1
2
0 −1
e−L
1
2
−1
2
−1 −1
e−R 0 0 −1 −2
Lepton T T 3 Q Y
uL
1
2
−1
2
+2
3
+1
3
d−L
1
2
−1
2
−1
3
+1
3
u−R 0 0 +
2
3
+4
3
d−R 0 0 −13 −23
Table 2.1: Weak Isospin and Hypercharge Quantum Numbers of Leptons and Quarks
The coupling constant g and g′ are defined in terms of the Weinberg or weak mixing
angle θW (see next section for detail 2.3)
g sin θW = g
′ cos θW = e, (2.13)
The Lagrangian is invariant under the infinitesimal local gauge transformations for
SU(2)L and U(1)Y independently, as described in Table 2.2.
SU(2)L U(1)Y
ψL → [1 + ig ~T · ~α(x)]ψL ψL → [1 + ig′ 12Y β(x)]ψL
ψR → ψR ψR → [1 + ig′ 12Y β(x)]ψR
~Wµ → ~Wµ − ∂µ~α(x)− g~α(x)× ~Wµ ~Wµ → ~Wµ
Bµ → Bµ Bµ → Bµ − ∂µβ(x)
Table 2.2: The infinitesimal local gauge transformations for the terms in the Lagrangian.
The isotriplet ~Wµ and the singlet Bµ are introduced in this derivative to preserve the
local gauge invariance and ~α(x) and β(x) are the gauge parameters corresponding to the
four gauge field ~Wµ and Bµ respectively.
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Following the discussion above and with the definition of the derivative Dµ, we have the
covariant derivative of ψj(x)(j = 1, 2, 3) below:
Dµ
left-handed fermion︷ ︸︸ ︷
ψ1(x) =
(
∂µ + i
g
2
~τ · ~Wµ + ig
′
2
Y1Bµ
)
ψ1(x),
Dµ
right-handed fermion︷ ︸︸ ︷
ψ2(x) =
(
∂µ + i
g′
2
Y2Bµ
)
ψ2(x),
Dµ
right-handed fermion︷ ︸︸ ︷
ψ3(x) =
(
∂µ + i
g′
2
Y3Bµ
)
ψ3(x). (2.14)
It can be checked that the free Dirac Lagrangian for massless fermions
Lfree =
3∑
j=1
iψ¯j(x)γ
µDµψj(x) (2.15)
satisfies the invariance property under the local gauge transformation and the remaining
gauge invariance kinetic terms are
Lkinetic = −1
4
WµνW
µν − 1
4
BµνB
µν , (2.16)
where
Wµν = ∂µ ~Wν − ∂ν ~Wµ − g ~Wµ × ~Wν ,
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ. (2.17)
In this massless model, the full Lagrangian can be written out explicitly as :
L = −1
4
WµνW
µν − 1
4
BµνB
µν +
3∑
j=1
ψ¯jiγ
µDµψj, (2.18)
or we can combine the left-handed terms and right-handed terms respectively to restore the
form we showed at the beginning of this chapter.
L = −1
4
WµνW
µν − 1
4
BµνB
µν + ψ¯Lγ
µ(i∂µ − g
2
~τ · ~Wµ − g′ Y
2
Bµ)ψL + ψ¯Rγ
µ(i∂µ − g′ Y
2
Bµ)ψR.
ψL denotes a left-handed fermion(quark or lepton) doublet, ψR denotes a right-handed
fermion singlet. The last two terms are actually equivalent to
∑3
j=1 ψ¯jiγ
µDµψj.
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2.3 ELECTROWEAK INTERACTION
The Lagrangian 2.18 contains interactions of the fermion fields with the gauge bosons, and
using 2.14 we can write the interaction Lagrangian (ignore the kinetic terms) down as follows:
L →
3∑
j=1
(
g
2
ψ¯j(x)γ
µ(~τj · ~Wµ)ψj(x) + g
′
2
YjBµψ¯j(x)γ
µψj(x)
)
=
g
2
ψ¯1(x)γ
µ(τ1 ·W 1µ + τ2 ·W 2µ)ψ1(x) +
g
2
ψ¯1(x)γ
µ(τ3 ·W 3µ)ψ1(x)
+
3∑
j=1
g′
2
YjBµψ¯j(x)γ
µψj(x). (2.19)
The first term will give rise to charged-current interactions with the boson field W−µ =
(W 1µ + iW
2
µ)/
√
2 and its conjugate W+µ = (W
1
µ − iW 2µ)/
√
2. If we define the isospin raising
and lowering operator T± = (T 1 ± iT 2)/√2. Then the charged-current is [43]
g
2
ψ¯1γ
µ(τ1 ·W 1µ + τ2 ·W 2µ)ψ1 =
g√
2
(J+µL W
+
µ + J
−µ
L W
−
µ ), (2.20)
which J±µL =
√
2ψ¯γµT±L ψ and the operator TL vanishes on ψR, since in our notation only ψ1
is lefted-handed and ψ2, ψ3 are right-handed fermions.
For a single family of quarks and leptons, it is
Lcc = − g√
2
(
u¯γµ(1− γ5)dW+µ + ν¯eγµ(1− γ5)eW+µ
)
+ h.c. (2.21)
The remaining terms contain the neutral fields W 3µ and Bµ. We will need a mixture of
these two fields to find the photon current(Aµ) and the Z current(Zµ). Indeed, when we
break our symmetry (see next section), the two neutral field W 3u and Bu must mix in such
a way that Aµ and Zµ are the physically distant mass eigenstates [41]:
W 3µ
Bµ
 =
 cos θW sin θW
− sin θW cos θW
 =
Zµ
Aµ
 (2.22)
where θW is the electroweak mixing angle or Weinberg angle.
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Thus the neutral-current Lagrangian is given in terms of Zµ and Aµ as
LNC =
3∑
j=1
ψ¯jγ
µ
{
Aµ
[
gT 3L sin θW +
g′
2
Yj cos θW
]
+ Zµ
[
gT 3L cos θW −
g′
2
Yj sin θW
]}
ψj,
(2.23)
here the subscript “L” in TL indicates that the operator acts only upon left-handed fermion.
We have so far rewritten the electroweak neutral current as
gW 3µT
3
L +
g′
2
BµY → Aµ(g sin θWT 3L + g′ cos θW
1
2
Y )
+ Zµ(g cos θWT
3
L − g′ sin θW
1
2
Y )
(2.24)
The first term on the right hand side is the electromagnetic current Jµem = ψ¯γ
µQψ,
therefore the expression in the bracket must be ieQ = ie(T3 +
1
2
Y )(right handed fermions
have T = 0). We have to impose g sin θW = g
′ cos θW = e. Notice that, by introducing
these new gauge fields, the old four orthogonal generator T i, Y have been combined in a
different way as T± and e(T 3 + 1
2
Y ) and (g cos θWT
3− g′ sin θW 12Y ) (or (T 3± 12)), which are
corresponding to W±, Aµ and Z.
Next, if we define gZ = e/(sin θW cos θW ), we may also express neutral weak interaction
Z term as
JµZ = ψ¯γ
µ(T 3L − sin2 θWQ)ψ
In summary, the interaction of gauge bosons with fermion arises from
∑3
j=1 ψ¯jiγ
µDµψj
can be written as
L′ = eJµemAµ +
g√
2
(J+µL W
+
µ + J
−
LW
−
µ ) + gZJ
µ
ZZµ + kinetic terms, (2.25)
where
J±µL =
√
2ψ¯γµT±L ψ
JµZ = ψ¯γ
µ(T 3L − sin2 θWQ)ψ
Jµem = ψ¯γ
µQψ (2.26)
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In the unbroken theory, the angle θW is a parameter of the model. For a θW , all gauge
coupling can be fixed by the electrical charge e and the weak and electromagnetic interactions
are therefore unified. But the Z and W± are all massless particles. Next section spontaneous
symmetry broken (the broken theory) performs a miracle and save us.
For completeness, we also write down the cubic and quartic self-interaction terms among
the gauge bosons from 2.16 [1]:
L3 =
− ie cot θW
{
(∂µW ν − ∂νW µ)W+µ Zν − (∂µW ν+ − ∂νW µ+)WµZν +WµW+ν (∂µAν − ∂νZµ)
}
− ie{(∂µW ν − ∂νW µ)W+µ Aν − (∂µW ν+ − ∂νW µ+)WµAν +WµW+ν (∂µAν − ∂νAµ)} (2.27)
L4 =
− e
2
2 sin2 θW
{
(W+µ W
µ)2 −W+µ W µ+WνW ν
}− e2 cot2 θW {W+µ W µZνZν −W+µ ZµWνZν}
− e2 cot θW
{
2W+µ W
µZνA
ν −W+µ ZµWνAν −W+µ AµWνZν
}
− e2 {W+µ W µAνAν −W+µ AµWνAν} (2.28)
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f ′
f ′
W±
(a)
f
Z0, γ
f ′
(b)
W±
Z0, γ
W∓
(c)
W±
W±
W∓, Z0, γ
W∓, Z0, γ
(d)
Figure 2.1: Allowed electroweak-interaction. (a) charged vertices, (b) neutral vertices, (c)
three-boson couplings, and (e) four-boson couplings. These plots are from [1] and reformat-
ted.
2.4 SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING
2.4.1 Introduction
The role of spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) is to introduce massive particles into
the theory without breaking the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge symmetry of the electroweak
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sector of the standard model, required for renormalizability. SSB gives masses to all the
fermions and the gauge bosons. Only the photon remains massless. The problems of mass
are circumvented by SSB, where the gauge symmetry is broken or rather “hidden” by the
selection of a specific vacuum state. In addition to the acquisition of mass, SSB theory
predicts a neutral scalar particle called “Higgs Boson”, discovered at the LHC in 2012 by
ATLAS and CMS.
2.4.2 A Toy model for SSB
In the SM, a complex isospin doublet field called the Higgs field is introduced to sponta-
neously break SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y symmetries. To understand how this works, we first discuss a
simplified model-a scalar field before returning to a discussion of the Weinberg-Salam model.
The interested reader can find its detail elsewhere. Consider a Lagrangian consisting of just
one scalar field
L ≡ T − V = 1
2
(∂µφ)
2 − (1
2
µ2φ2 + βφ4), (2.29)
where we have used the he most general renormalizable potential form V = 1
2
µ2φ2 + βφ4.
Figure 2.2: The potential V (φ) = 1
2
µ2φ2 + βφ4 for µ2 > 0 and µ2 < 0.
Now we consider this model for two ranges of the vacuums µ2, since they rise to two
types of physics.
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• If u2 > 0, this Lagrangian simplifies describes a scalar field with a mass u. The ground
state is easily to see from the potential curve, φ = 0.
• If u2 < 0, as shown in Figure 2.2, φ = 0 is not the minimum state, but instead the
two minimum point are φ = ±√−µ2/(4β). Without any loss of generality, we can
reparameterize our scalar field according to φ → φ(x) = ν + η, where ν is the vacuum
expectation value of φ and η(x) is a small term, and we expanded our field around its
minimum.
We continue our discussion of the second case. The simple reparameterization of field φ
indeed doesn’t change any physics. The field η describes deviation from the ground state, or
vacuum. There are now two ground states (vacuums) which both are far from φ = 0. The
new L′ has φ(x) = ν+η(x), and obviously the L′ is not symmetric under the transformation
η → −η. We say the symmetry is broken, though more precisely the symmetry is hidden
by the choice of a specific state as our ground state. Importantly, the theory remains
renormalizable.
If we repeat the procedure using complex scalar field on a local gauge invariant theory,
i.e U(1) local gauge invariant theory (QED), with the same potential, we can generate a
mass-term for the gauge boson (the photon). Without breaking the U(1) symmetry of the
Lagrangian, we then find that a scalar field (called Goldstone boson) is introduced. It may
seem that an extra degree of freedom is introduced but in fact, this extra degree of freedom
is actually unphysical, and a gauge transformation of the Aµ field (choice of a particular
gauge called unitary gauge) will eliminate it. Therefore, the Goldstone boson actually does
not appear in the theory and apparently this extra degree of freedom corresponds only to
the freedom to make a gauge transformation. The unwanted massless Goldstone boson has
been converted into the longitudinal polarization of the massive gauge photon. This is called
the “Higgs Mechanism”.
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2.4.3 Choice of the Higgs Fields
2.4.4 Gauge Boson Mass
In the SM the W± and Z bosons acquire their mass through an SU(2) doublet of complex
fields φ (four scalar fields are used). In 1999, Weinberg and Salam added a SU(2) ⊗ U(1)
invariant Lagrangians of 2.18 called Lφ where
Lφ = (Dµφ)†(Dµφ)− V (|φ|2), (2.30)
which Du = (∂u + igWuT + ig
′ 1
2
BµY ) is the covariant derivative previously defined. Elec-
troweak symmetry breaking happens when a new scalar partial φ is introduced in Lφ. In
the kinetic term, this mechanism generates mass for charged and neutral interactions, repre-
sented by mixture of ~Wµ and Bµ fields into the W
± and Z bosons with mass MW , MZ and
massless photon.
The renormalizable scalar potential V used in Weinberg’s theory is
V = µ2 |φ|2 + β(φ†φ)2, (2.31)
where µ2 < 0, β > 0 and φ is
φ(x) =
1√
2
φ+
φ0
 = 1√
2
φ1(x) + iφ2(x)
φ3(x) + iφ4(x)
 . (2.32)
To keep Lφ gauge invariant, the φ must belong to S(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y multiplet and we give
these fields fixed quantum numbers given in table ??. φ is a left-handed isospin doublet
like the electron neutrino doublet. Both φ+ and φ0 are complex fields, with isospin 1
2
. In
addition, the lower component has Q = 0 to ensure φ0 does not couple to Aµ and the upper
component has one more unit of charge Q than the lower component. These requirements
are vital for reasons that will become more clear later.
Here we will introduce the Higgs mechanism so that the W± and Z become massive
while the photon remains massless. Since the electric charge is a conserved quantity, only
the neutral scalar field φ0 can acquire a vacuum expectation value. Once we choose a
particular ground state, the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry will break to the electromagnetic
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Lepton T T 3 Q Y
φ+ 1
2
1
2
1 1
φ0 1
2
−1
2
0 1
Table 2.3: Weak Isospin and Hypercharge Quantum Numbers of complex fields.
subgroup U(1)em. According to Goldstone theorem three massless scalars should appear.
We can redefine the scalar doublet as below generally and try to separate the neutral scalar
from others:
φ(x)→ φ(x) = ei~τ ·~θ/2
 0
(v + h(x))/
√
2
 (2.33)
where all the four scalar fields ~θ and h(x) all have zero vacuum expectation and we use h(x)
to indicate this will be a physical scalar Higgs field3.
The local SU(2)L invariance of the Lagrangian allows us to rotate away any dependence
on ~θ, so we can choose the unitary gauge and let ~θ = 0. We will see this particular gauge
will eliminate the explicit appearance of θi in the Lagrangian. Moreover, the θi degree of
freedom (in total 3) doesn’t vanish, but essentially reappears as the longitudinal component
of W± and Z when they acquire masses. Sometimes it is said that the Goldsone boson has
been “eaten” by the gauge field.
The covariant derivative couples with this scalar multiplet giving
Dµφ =
iν√
8
 g(W1 − iW2)
−gW3 + g′Yφ0Bµ
 ,
3It’s easy to check that the above φ after removing the phase chooses a ground state that is only invari-
ant under a U(1)em transformation (e
i ~α(x)Qφ0 = 0), but changes under SU(2)L or U(1)Y transformation.
Alternatively, we can say T i and Y generator symmetry are all broken, but one combination of T 3 and
Y (Q = T 3 + 12Y ) is not, hence a massless photon is predicted. The other three broken generators pre-
dicts three massive gauge bosons. This process of symmetry breaking can be summarized to the statement
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y → U(1)em.
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and
(Dµφ)†(Dµφ) =
1
8
ν2
[
g2(W 21 +W
2
2 ) + (−gW3 + g′Yφ0Bµ)2)
]
.
The first term will generate mass of MW , and the second term affects the Z and γ. This
demonstrates why the choice of quantum numbers are important. Specifically, expanding
the second term, we have
(−gW3 + g′Yφ0Bµ)2 = (W3, Bµ)
 g2 −gg′Yφ0
−gg′Yφ0 g′2
W3
Bµ
 . (2.34)
Only when Yφ0 = ±1, the determinant of the mixing matrix vanishes and one of the
combinations of W3 and Bµ become massless (the requirement of forcing the coefficient of
Aµ to be 0). In the usually notation, Yφ0 = 1 is used.
Following the calculations above and plugging in the potential term, the Lagrangian Lφ
now is combined with two parts LHG2 and LH ,
LHG2 =
1
8
g2ZZµZ
µ(ν + h)2 +
1
4
g2W+W−(ν + h)2 − V [(ν + h)]
=
1
2
M2ZZµZ
µ(
ν + h
ν
)2 +M2WW
+W−(
ν + h
ν
)2.
Thus we find mass terms for gauge bosons are
MW =
1
2
gν, MZ =
1
2
gZν, Mγ = 0. (2.35)
The kinetic and potential terms generate the Higgs mass and its self-couplings:
LH =
1
2
(∂h)2 − 1
2
M2Hh
2 − M
2
H
2ν
h3 − M
3
H
8ν2
h4 +
1
4
hν4,
which MH =
√−2µ2 = √2βν. By using the relation MW = 12gν and the measured values
for MW and g, the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field is found to be ν ≈ 246GeV .
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2.4.5 Generation of fermion mass
Spontaneous symmetry breaking will generate lepton and quark masses if we add a Yukawa
interaction of fermion and φ fields. Proceeding as before, we can find the general SU(2)L ⊗
U(1) gauge invariant Yukawa interaction for one fermion is
LFφ = −
(
G1ψ¯LφψR +G2ψ¯LφcψR + h.c
)
. (2.36)
which φc = −iτ2φ∗ represents the charge conjugation of φ. Again, ψL denotes a left-handed
fermion (quark or lepton) doublet, ψR denotes a right-handed fermion singlet. To show how
this Yukawa interaction generates electron or a quark doublet masses, we choose the minimal
choice of a single Higgs doublet. Two examples are shown below.
For the terms which generate the electron mass, the above expression is
LFφ (electron) = −Ge
(ν¯e, e¯)L
 0
ν+h√
2
 eR + e¯R(0, ν + h√
2
)
νe
e

L
 ,
= −mee¯e− me
ν
e¯eh, (2.37)
where me =
Geν√
2
generates the electron mass. The Yukawa coupling Ge and thus the quark
mass is not predicted by the SM. The second term is the interaction term coupling the Higgs
scalar to the electron.
The second term including the conjugated φ that transforms identically to φ and is used
to generate the quak mass,
φc = iτ2φ
∗ SSB−−→
ν+h√2
0
 , (2.38)
LFφ ((µ, d)L) = −Gd(µ¯, d¯)L
 0
ν+h√
2
 dR −Gu(µ¯, d¯)L
ν+h√2
0
µR + h.c
= −mµµ¯µ−mdd¯d− mµ
µ
ν¯µh− md
ν
d¯dh, (2.39)
where the mass are defined similarly as electron mass
mµ =
Gµν√
2
and md =
Gdν√
2
. (2.40)
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However, this example is incomplete. The weak interaction operates not only on the double
(µ, d)L, but on a linear combination of the flavor eigenstates. A mixture of these flavor
eigenstates (with a CKM matrix) has to be considered to generate masses of all doublets
and the coupling of scalar higgs to mixed generations. (See the ‘Cabibbo angle’ and GIM
theory [44, 45]).
With the three generation assumption, the most general SU(2)L⊗U(1) invariant Yukawa
interaction is (comparing with Equation 2.39)
L =
3∑
i,j=1
[−Gijd (u¯i, d¯i)LφdjR −Giju (u¯i, d¯i)LφcujR]+ h.c. (2.41)
Rewrite it with two matrices Mu and Md that each of them has 9 complex parameters,
Mui,j =
ν√
2
Gui,j,M
d
i,j =
ν√
2
Gdi,j. (2.42)
Then we get the mass terms
−(d1, d2, d3)LMd

d1
d2
d3

R
+ h.c, (2.43)
−(u1, u2, u3)LMu

u1
u2
u3

R
+ h.c. (2.44)
Note that these (u1, u2, u3) or (d1, d2, d3) are not the quark mass eigenstates, but instead
are the linear combinations of the mass eigenstates. Now we have assumed the quarks have
three generations (correspond to three independent eigenstates), so the complex matrices
Mu(d) are diagonalizable. We can find unitary matrices UR, UL, DR, DL, that satisfy
u1
u2
u3

L,R
= UL,R

u
c
t

L,R
,

d1
d2
d3

L,R
= DL,R

d
s
b

L,R
. (2.45)
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The charged-current weak interaction are also modified, i.e
u1, u2, u3Lγµ

d1
d2
d3

L
== (u, c, t)LU
†
LDLγµ

d
s
b

L
, (2.46)
and the matrix
V = U †LDL (2.47)
is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. One can write the explicit form of the
CKM matrix as
VCKM =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
 . (2.48)
With this basis, the charge-current weak interaction for the quarks expressed interms of
CKM matrix is
J+Lµ = (u, c, t)LγµVCKM

d
s
b

L
. (2.49)
There are nine elements in this CKM matrix, however these elements are not all indepen-
dent. When three generations are assumed, the 3× 3 CKM in fact has four free parameters.
It can be reduced to a ‘canonical form’ in which three parameters called ‘generalised angle’,
(θ12, θ2,3, θ1,3) are introduced, plus one additional phase factor δ. Cosines and sines of the
angles are denoted cij and sij, respectively.
VCKM =

c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδ13
−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ13 c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ13 s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ13 −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ13 c23c13
 . (2.50)
The magnitude of the elements in the CKM are determined by experimental results.
In this analysis, the Wtb vertex that governs the weak production and decay of single top
quarks will be discussed, as will effect beyond the standard model which may enter through
six dimensional operators from an Effective Theory.
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3.0 TOP QUARK PHYSICS
3.1 TOP QUARK PRODUCTION
There are two mechanisms for the production of top quarks at hadron colliders. The strong
interaction produces top and antitop pairs (called tt¯ production); either from quark and
antiquark annihilation (qq¯) or from gluon fusion (gg), as depicted in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Leading order Feynman diagrams of top pair production at the LHC: (a) qq¯
annihilation (b) gluon fusion.
Another mechanism is electroweak production of single top quark. There are three
distinct channels which produce single top. Those three classes of production process, s-
channel Drell-Yan, t-channel Wb fusion, and associated Wt diagrams are shown in Figure
3.2. In this thesis we are concerned with single top produced in t-channel Wb fusion. The
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corresponding production rate can be calculated in two different schemes: in Figure 3.2, the
top right diagram illustrates the so called four-flavor scheme (4FS, or 2 to 3 process) where
the proton is considered to be composed of only four light quarks (u, d, c and s) and when
b and b¯ quarks arise from the splitting of a virtual gluon into bb¯. The top left diagram in
Figure in 3.2 illustrates the five-flavor (5FS, or 2 to 2 process). Some details about these
two processes are presented in Appendix A.1 and their simulation with Monte is presented
in Section 6.2.3.
Figure 3.2: Leading order Feynman diagram of single top production at the LHC: (top)
t-channel (middle) Wt associated production (bottom) s-channel.
The tt¯ and single top quark production cross sections have been measured at the LHC.
Figure 3.4 is shows the cross section measured by ATLAS compared to theoretical predic-
tions. At
√
s = 8 TeV the production rates are approximately 242.9 pb for tt¯ [46] and 89.6 pb
for electroweak production of single top quark in the t-channel [47].
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3.1.1 Single top decay and the structure of the Wtb vertex in the standard
model
In the SM, the top quark decays weakly into a down-type quark d, s, b and a on-shell W
boson. The size of the weak transition from top quarks to W and d, s, b is given by Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa(CKM) matrix element Vtd,Vts and Vtb respectively. The dominant decay
channels for a top quark is t→ Wb with the decay width given by [48]:
Γt = |Vtb|2GFm
3
t
8pi
√
2
(1− m
2
W
m2t
)2(1 + 2
m2W
m2t
)
[
1− 2αs
3pi
(
2pi2
3
− 5
2
)
]
≈ 1.5 GeV ≈ 1
0.5× 10−24 s . (3.1)
The other SM decays of top quark including t → Wd and t → Ws are negligible con-
tributions to the total decay width because the values of |Vtd|2, |Vts|2 are both significantly
smaller than |Vtb|2 .
In addition, the numerical calculation of the decay width Equation 3.1 implies that the
lifetime of the top quark is approximately 0.5 × 10−24 s, which is significantly shorter than
the hadronization time τhad ≈ 3 × 10−24 s [49]. Therefore, a top quark will decay via weak
interaction before it can form a hadron.
The subsequent decay of W boson can be further divided into two categories: hadronic
decays to two light quarks or weak decays to a lepton and an anti-neutrino. In this analysis,
we consider only the leptonic decay of t-channel single top quark into electron or muon and
their corresponding neutrinos.
3.1.2 Effective field theory and anomalous couplings.
In the SM the structure of the Wtb vertex appearing in the single top-quark t-channel
production and decay is described by the Lagrangian
LSM = − g√
2
b¯γµ
1
2
(1− γ5)tW−µ + h.c. (3.2)
where g is the weak coupling constant and (1− γ5)/2 is the left-handed projection operator.
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New physics at the Wtb transition can be described by an effective Lagrangian, which
modifies the structure of the Wtb vertex, presented by dimension-six effective couplings
Leff =
∑ Cx
Λ2
Ox + · · · , (3.3)
where Ox are effective operators invariant under the SM gauge symmetry, Cx are dimension-
less constants, and Λ is a new physics scale chosen such that higher-dimension operators are
sufficiently suppressed by higher powers of Λ, and Λ  v√
2
, where v is the Higgs vacuum
expectation value. Of the standardized set of dimension-six operators set forth in Ref. [50],
four contribute independently to the Wtb vertex at tree level:
O
(3,3+3)
φq =
i
2
[
φ†(τ I
−→
Dµ −←−Dµτ I)φ
] (
q¯L3γ
µτ IqL3
)
,
O3,3φφ = i
(
φ˜†
−→
Dµφ
)
(t¯Rγ
µbR) ,
O3,3dW =
(
q¯L3σ
µντ IbR
)
φW Iµν ,
O3,3uW =
(
q¯L3σ
µντ ItR
)
φ˜W Iµν .
(3.4)
Fields qL3 are the third-generation left-handed doublets, tR and bR are right-handed
singlets, φ is the Higgs doublet, φ˜ = iσ2φ
∗, and τ I , I = 1, 2, 3 are the Pauli matrices.
Electroweak symmetry breaking of the SM Wtb Lagrangian plus these operators results in a
general Lorentz-covariant Lagrangian, expressed by Ref. [51, 52], where radiative corrections
to the vertex are absorbed into four non-renormalizable effective complex couplings called
anomalous couplings:
LWtb = − g√
2
bγµ (VLPL + VRPR) tW
−
µ −
g√
2
b
iσµνqν
mW
(gLPL + gRPR) tW
−
µ + h.c., (3.5)
where the four complex effective couplings VL,R, gL,R can be identified with the coefficients
Cx,
VL = Vtb + C
(3,3+3)
φq
v2
Λ2
, VR =
1
2
C3,3∗φφ
v2
Λ2
, gL =
√
2 C3,3∗dW
v2
Λ2
, gR =
√
2 C3,3uW
v2
Λ2
. (3.6)
Here, g is the weak coupling constant, and mW the mass and qν the four-momentum
of the W boson. PL,R ≡ (1 ∓ γ5)/2 are the left and right-handed projection operators and
σµν = i[γµ, γν ]/2. VL,R and gL,R are the left- and right-handed vector and tensor complex
couplings, respectively. Within the SM, VL = Vtb ∼ 1 and VR,gL,gR vanish at the tree level.
If CP is conserved in the decay, the coupling constants can be taken to be real.
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3.1.3 W-boson helicity fraction
Top quark decay in the framework of the standard model proceeds via the left-handed charged
current weak interaction, exhibiting a vector minus axial vector V − A structure. This is
reflected in the observed helicity states of the W boson, which can be exploited to examine
the couplings at the Wtb vertex.
Using the helicity basis to quantize spin, the W± bosons produced in the decay can
have helicity 0, +1, and −1, with corresponding helicity fractions F0, FR, FL, satisfying
FL+FR+F0 = 1. The V −A structure forces the decay amplitude into W (λ = +1) suppressed
by a factor m2b/M
2
W . In fact, the V −A structure in the SM couples only negative-helicity b
quark, and if b were massless, then its helicity is equivalent to its chirality and in this case,
FR vanishes Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Illustration of top-quark decay into a b quark and a W+ boson with λW+ = 0,±1.
The double arrows represent the spin of the particles, while the single arrows stand for their
momenta. The conservation law of angular momentum determines the spin distribution
between b quark and W+ and here the orbital part is zero when top quark is at stationary.
For W+, the b quark must have positive helicity, which vanishes for mb → 0.
In a typical W -helicity analysis in experimental high energy physics, we consider the
decay t→ bW+ → bl+νl and define one single angle θ∗ to be the angle between the direction
of l+ in the W+ rest frame and the momentum direction of W+ in the top rest frame. Then
we can obtain the lepton distribution of this angle:
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θ∗l
=
3
8
(1 + cos θ∗l )
2FR +
3
8
(1− cos θ∗l )2FL +
3
4
sin2 θ∗l F0 (3.7)
with Fi ≡ ΓiΓ the helicity fractions. The interference between those three terms vanishes as
we can see from the equation. In the SM, the NNLO QCD calculation gives F0 ≈ 0.689,
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FL ≈ 0.309, FR ≈ 0.0017, for mt = 173.5 GeV, MW=80.385 GeV, mb=0 [53]. In the
presence of anomalous couplings, the helicity fraction Fi(i=L,R,0) are modified with respect to
SM values:
F0 =
1
Γ
g2|~q|
32pi
{
m2t
M2W
[V 2L + V
2
R](1− x2W − 2x2b − x2Wx2b + x4b)
+ [g2L + g
2
R](1− x2W + x2b)− 4xb [VLVR + gLgR]
− 2 mt
MW
VL [gR − xbgL] (1− x2b)− 2
mt
MW
VR [gL − xbgR] (1− x2b)
+ 2xWVL[gR + xbgL] + 2xWVR[gL + xbgR]
}
(3.8)
FR,L =
1
Γ
g2|~q|
32pi
{
[V 2L + V
2
R](1− x2W + x2b)− 4xb[VLVR + gLgR]
+
m2t
M2W
[g2L + g
2
R](1− x2W − 2x2b − x2Wx2b + x4b)
− 2 mt
MW
VL[gR − xbgL](1− x2b)− 2
mt
MW
VR[gL − xbgR](1− x2b)
+ 2xWVL[gR + xbgL] + 2xWVR[gL + xbgR]
}
± g
2
64pi
m3t
M2W
{
− x2W [V 2L − V 2R] + [g2L − g2R](1− x2b) + 2xWVL[gR + xbgL]
− 2xWVR[gL + xbgR]
}
(1− 2x2W − 2x2b − 2x2bx2W + x4W + x4b) (3.9)
where xW = MW/mt, xb = mb/mt and ~q represents the momentum of W boson in the top
rest frame with expression:
|~q| = 1
2mt
(m4t +M
4
W +m
4
b − 2m2tM2W − 2m2tm2b − 2M2Wm2b)1/2. (3.10)
Their variations are plotted in Fig.3.9 considering that only one coupling is different from
zero at a time and restricting ourselves to the CP-conserving case of real VR, gR and gL. Due
to the interference term VLg
∗
R, FL and F0 are much more sensitive to gR than to gL and VR.
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Figure 3.6: Dependence of the helicity fractions Fi = Γi/Γ on the anomalous couplings in
the CP-conserving case.
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3.1.4 From decay amplitude to an angular distribution of top quark decay prod-
ucts
The analysis presented in this thesis is a powerful extension which uses the full decay kine-
matics described by three angles to simultaneously constrain all of the anomalous couplings.
q′
W+
b
t
ℓ+
ν
W+
b
q
(a) 2→2 process
q′
W+
b
t
ℓ+
ν
W+
b
b¯
g
q
(b) 2→3 process
Figure 3.7: Representative LO Feynman diagrams for t-channel single top-quark production
and decay. Here q represents a u or d¯ quark, and q′ represents a d or u¯ quark, respectively.
The initial b-quark arises from (a) a sea b-quark in the 2→ 2 process, or (b) a gluon splitting
into a bb¯ pair in the 2→ 3 process.
Figure 3.7 shows the t-channel single top quark production and decay at the LHC. We
use this figure to illustrate how we can construct a coordinate system and use it to describe
the full kinematics of the top decay. Experimentally one can detect and fully reconstruct the
decay t→ W+b;W+ → l+ν and measure the momentum of the spectator jet. The neutrino
in the decay can be reconstructed from missing transverse energy in a “hermetic” detector
covering a solid angle of approximately 4pi. The coordinate system then can be constructed
as follows. The momentum of the W boson in the top quark rest frame is called ~q and the
spectator quark jet direction ~st in space orthogonal to ~q are meaningful as proposed in [54]
and described in Fig 3.8:
~N = ~st × ~q,
~T = ~q × ~N.
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Using these directions we can construct a right-handed coordinate system such that the
xˆ direction points along ~T ; the yˆ direction lies along ~N , and the zˆ direction points along
~q. The momentum of the charged lepton as measured in the W rest frame is called ~pl. We
define θ as the angle between ~st and ~q in the top quark rest frame, the θ
∗ between qˆ and ~pl
and the complementary azimuthal angle φ∗. This θ∗ is the same angle as used to measure
the W boson helicity fraction.
zˆ
pˆs
~p`
yˆ
xˆ
φ∗
θ∗
θ
Figure 3.8: Definition of the right-handed coordinate system with xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ defined as
shown from the momentum directions of the W boson, qˆ ≡ zˆ, and the spectator quark, pˆs,
in the top-quark rest frame. The angles θ* and φ* indicate the lepton direction pˆ` while the
angle θ indicates the spectator quark direction pˆs in this coordinate system.
With this coordinate system, we construct the angular dependence of the decay t →
W+b;W+ → l+b using the helicity formalism [55]. The angular dependence of the amplitude
for two-body decay is given by
A(a→ f1f2) =
√
2J + 1
4pi
DJ∗M,λ(φ, θ,−φ)Aλ1,λ2 (3.11)
where λ1 and λ2 are the helicities of the outgoing particles and λ = λ1 − λ2. J and M are
the spin and helicity of the decaying particle, DJM,L is the Wigner D-function, and the angles
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are defined in the rest frame of the decaying particle. Aλ1,λ2 is the amplitude for the decay
to the specified helicity states as depicted in Fig 3.9.
Figure 3.9: The subscripts λ1,λ2 in the decay amplitude Aλ1,λ2 represent the helicity of the
W boson and b quark respectively. Nature takes all of these four paths at the same time.
There is interference in transitions to these two final states in top (and bottom) but no
interference between the upper two paths and the lower two paths in this diagram.
One can construct the full triple differential decay rate for the angular distribution by
including the amplitude for t→ W+b and W+ → l+ν. For W+ → l+ν, J = 1, λ1 = 12 , λ2 =
−1
2
, and λ = 1:
A(t→ W+b) =
√
1
2pi
D
1
2
∗
1
2
,λW−λb(φ, θ,−φ)AλW ,λb
A(W+ → l+νl) =
√
3
4pi
D1∗λW ,1(φ, θ,−φ)A 12 , 12 (3.12)
We then obtain the total angular distribution from summing the amplitude over possible
intermediate W helicities, squaring the magnitude and summing over the possible final state
b-helicities:
|M(t→ W+b→ l+νlb|2 ≡ dN
dΩdΩ∗
=
∑
λb
|
∑
λW
A(t→ W+b)A(W+ → l+ν|2
=
∑
λb
∣∣∣∣∣∑
λW
6
4pi
D
1
2
∗
1
2
,λW−λb(φ, θ,−φ)D
1∗
λW ,1
(φ∗, θ∗,−φ∗)
∣∣∣∣∣
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For λb =
1
2
, only intermediate W helicities λW = 1, 0 are possible, while for λb = −12 ,
λW = −1, 0 are possible. Thus the angular distribution contains 6 possible terms: 4 pro-
portional to the square of each of the possible general amplitudes, as depicted in Figure 3.9,
and 2 for the two possible interference terms. So although there are general amplitudes with
3 relative phases, only 2 relative phases are accessible in the decay information for polarised
single top quark decay. The interference term between intermediate W s with helicity ±1
above has zero amplitude from the t→ Wb decay. Note that the direction definition ϕ = 0
is arbitrary, but will be the same for ϕ (the plane defined by the top quark polarisation
direction and the W direction in the top quark rest frame), and ϕ∗ (the plane defined by the
W direction in the top quark rest frame and lepton direction in the W rest frame). Thus all
dependences appear in the combined formula as φ∗ = ϕ∗ − ϕ.
The total angular distribution of top quark decay including the top polariation P be
expressed in terms of the spherical harmonics Y ml and the associated Legendre functions
Pml :
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ρ(θ, θ∗, φ∗) =
1
N
dN
dΩdΩ∗
1
(4pi)
3
2
[{(
|A2
1, 1
2
| + |A−1,− 12 |
2 + |A0, 1
2
|2 + |A0,− 1
2
|2
)
P 00 (cos θ)
+ P
(
|A1, 1
2
|2 − |A0, 1
2
|2 + |A0,− 1
2
|2 + |A−1,− 1
2
|2
)
P 01 (cos θ)
}
Y 00 (θ
∗, φ∗)
+
√
3
2
{
|A1, 1
2
|2 − |A−1,− 1
2
|2P 00 (cos θ)
+ P (|A1, 1
2
|2 + |A−1,− 1
2
|2)P 01 (cos θ)
}
Y 01 (θ
∗, φ∗)
+
1
2
√
5
{(
|A1, 1
2
|2 − 2|A0, 1
2
|2 − 2|A0,− 1
2
|2 + |A−1,− 1
2
|2
)
P 00 (cos θ)
+ P
(
|A1, 1
2
|2 + 2|A0, 1
2
|2 − 2|A0,− 1
2
|2 − |A−1,− 1
2
|2
)
P 01 (cos θ)
}
Y 02 (θ
∗, φ∗)
− P
{√
3
2
(
A1, 1
2
A∗
0, 1
2
+ A∗−1,− 1
2
A0,− 1
2
)
P 11 (cos θ)Y
1
1 (cos θ
∗, φ∗)
−
√
3
2
(
A∗
1, 1
2
A0, 1
2
+ A−1,− 1
2
A∗
0,− 1
2
)
P 11 (cos θ)Y
−1
1 (cos θ
∗, φ∗)
+
√
3
2
√
5
(
A1, 1
2
A∗
0, 1
2
− A∗−1,− 1
2
A0,− 1
2
)
P 11 (cos θ)Y
1
2 (cos θ
∗, φ∗)
−
√
3
2
√
5
(
A∗
1, 1
2
A0, 1
2
− A−1,− 1
2
A∗
0,− 1
2
)
P 11 (cos θ)Y
−1
2 (cos θ
∗, φ∗)
}]
. (3.13)
It is interesting to note that if we integrate out the angle θ and φ appears in the expression
above, with proper notation (use Fi instead of Aλa,λb), we can restore the Equation 3.7.
In the analysis we will discuss in later chapter, we will use this triple differential decay
rate for constructing our physics observables, analyzing the interested events, and estimating
the anomalous couplings. This specifically chosen method provides us:
• a simultaneous measurements of all our physics parameters.
• the usage of full information from each event.
• without assumptions on other parameters including top polarisation and obtaining an
estimation of the polarisation.
• getting all the correlations of physics observables.
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3.2 PREVIOUS MEASUREMENTS
Previous measurements have constrained the anomalous couplings and theoretical scenarios
that give rise to them.
Tight indirect constraints are on some of the anomalous couplings come from the mea-
sured branching ratio B¯ → Xsγ in Ref.[56]. A recent update of this calculation [2] yields
Re [VR] ∈ [−0.0008, 0.0021], Re [gL] ∈ [−0.0011, 0.0004], Re [gR] ∈ [−0.19, 0.48]. These
bounds obtained by assuming the anomalous couplings to be real and allowing only one
of the couplings to be non-zero in one single measurement.
The best constraints on Re [gR] come fromW boson helicity fractions in top-quark decays,
with Re [gR] constrained to be in [−0.08, 0.04] and [−0.08, 0.07], both at 95% C.L., from
ATLAS [57] and from CMS [58], respectively. These limits use the measured single top-quark
production cross-section [59, 60] along with the assumption that VL = 1 and Im [gR] = 0.
Without these assumptions, no value within the range 0.0 ≤ Re [gR/VL] ≤ 0.8 can be
excluded.
The limits presented in paper [12] remove these assumptions and extend the knowledge of
gR to the whole complex plane by simultaneously measuring information about Re [gR/VL]
and Im [gR/VL]. It gives a tight measurement on Im [gR/VL] ∈ [−0.17, 0.23] but a looser
measurement on Re [gR/VL] ∈ [−0.36, 0.10]. In addition, the correlation of these two variables
are given as ρ(Re [gR/VL] , Im [gR/VL]) = 0.11. This measurement assumes VR/VL = 0.
On the theoretical side, there have been a number of studies on new physics contributions
to top decay process, such as vectorlike quark model, two-Higgs double models, G(221)
models (with a new gauge boson W ′ introduced and mixed with the SM gauge boson), top-
color assisted technicolor models, the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard
model(MSSM) and etc. Two of these models are briefly described below and more details
about new physics models modifying the Wtb vertex can be found in [2, 3, 52, 61–64].
• Vectorlike quark model
The vector-like quark (VQL) model is a common extension of SM models to new physics.
In VQL, the Wtb coupling is modified by the mixing between top-quark with their
corresponding partner, called T . The spontaneous symmetry breaking gives the mass
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terms of the top-quark and T in the singlet or triplet models:
Ltmass = −
ytν√
2
t¯LtR − xtt¯LTR −MT¯LTR + h.c. (3.14)
where yt is the Yukawa coupling of top quark in the SM, xt is the mixing parameter
between t and T , and M is the mass of the new vectorlike quark T .
For the doublet vectorlike quark mode, the mass terms are:
Ltmass = −
ytν√
2
t¯LtR − xtT¯LtR −MT¯LTR + h.c. (3.15)
In addition, the mass eigenstates can be transformed to the weak eigenstates as:
 tL,R
TL,R

weak
=
 ctL,R stL,R
−stL,R ctL,R
 ·
 t′L,R
T ′L,R
 (3.16)
where t′L,R and T
′
L,R represent the mass eigenstates. c
t
L,R and s
t
L,R denote the cosine and
sine of the mixing angles between left-handed and right-handed top quark with its top
partner and can be computed in the singlet and triplet model:
stL =
Mxt√
(M2 −m2t )2 +M2x2t
, stR
mt
M
stL. (3.17)
For the doublet
stR =
Mxt√
(M2 −m2t )2 +M2x2t
, stL
mt
M
stR, (3.18)
where mt is the top quark mass.
In table 3.1, we show the seven possible vector-like models and their VL and VR. The
Figure 3.10 shows allowed parameter space of stL,R and s
b
L,R obtained by a fit with previous
ATLAS and CMS data [2]. The cbL,R and s
b
L,R denote the cosine and the sine of the mixing
angles between left-handed and right-handed bottom quark with the bottom partner
BL,R.
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model (T) (B) (X,T) (T,B) (B,Y) (X,T,B) (T,B,Y)
VL c
t
L c
b
L c
t
L c
t
Lc
b
L + s
t
Ls
b
L c
b
L c
t
Lc
b
L +
√
2stLs
b
L c
t
Lc
b
L +
√
2stLs
b
L
VR 0 0 0 s
t
Rs
b
R 0
√
2stRs
b
R
√
2stRs
b
R
Table 3.1: The Wtb vertex in seven models.
Figure 3.10: The possible values for stL,R using a global fit on CMS and ATLAS data. (a)
Doublet (T,B) model; (b) Triplet models; (c) Singlet, Doublet (X,T ), (B,Y) models. From
reference [2].
• Two-Higgs doublet extensions
The two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) is an extension of the Standard Model in which
two Higgs doublets are employed. In a general type-II 2HDM, where the Higgs dou-
blets φ1 and φ2 couple only to right-handed down-type fermions and up-type fermions,
respectively.
In the case when the tree-level Higgs potential is CP-invariant. In addition to the two
neutral Higgs boson masses mh0 ,mH0 , one pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass mA0 , and two
charged Higgs bosons mH+ , the model has two more free parameters, ν1 and ν2, which
are the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs fields φ1,2 respectively. After considering
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the contribution in Figure 3.11 for the decay amplitudes. Two generic features about
the anomalous coupling form factors can be found [3]
|δVL = VL − Vtb|  |gR|  |VR|, |gL|,
|Re [δVL] |  |Re [gR] |  |Im [δVL] |, |Im [gR] |. (3.19)
based on the constrained experimental results
mh0 ,mH0 ,mA0 ≥ 120 GeV,mH+ ≥ 320 GeV, 0.5 ≤ tan β = tan
ν2
ν1
≤ 50. (3.20)
Besides, for low tan β, the possible magnitudes of δVL and gR are 6× 10−3 and 5× 10−4,
while only 2× 10−2 and 2× 10−4 are expected for high tan β, respectively.
As for the CP-violating neutral Higgs-boson exchange in the 2HDM, |Im [δVL] | ≤ 5 ×
10−4 and |Im [gR] | ≤ 3.5 × 10−4 is expected when mφ1 = 120 GeV,mφ2 = mφ3 =
700 GeV,mH+ = 320 GeV, tan β = 1 (CP violation effects are largest).
Figure 3.11: The possible Higgs contribution to the Wtb vertex in the type-II 2HDM. The
self-energy correction Feynman diagrams are not included here. From reference [3].
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4.0 THE LHC AND THE ATLAS EXPERIMENT
The status of top quark physics require collision data from high energy experiments. Since
the top quark is very massive and its production requires a large amount of energy. In
this chapter we discuss the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) used to produce proton-proton
collisions, and the ATLAS particle detector operating in the LHC. Millions of top quarks
are produced in these collisions at the LHC annually. Top quarks are then detected by the
particle detectors, recorded as data and analyzed by us.
4.1 THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER
4.1.1 Overview of LHC
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [65] is the worlds longest and highest energy circular proton-
proton collider. It is located at CERN1, fitted in a tunnel that was previously built for the
large electron positron collider [67] (LEP). At the collision points, four large experiments
sits below ground in huge carven over the LHC rings.
The physics of strong interacting matter is studied at extreme energy densities using a
Large Heavy Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE [68]). CMS [69] and ATLAS [70] are two
general purpose detectors. Both the detectors serve the same purpose however they differ in
their magnetic system designs. The Large Hadron Collider Beauty (LHCb [71]), experiment
designed to study heavy quark flavor b and c, and to investigate CP violation. The analysis
described in this thesis is performed using the data produced by the LHC and collected by
1The European Organisation for Nuclear Research(CERN) laboratory is the largest particle physics lab
in operation [66].
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Figure 4.1: The LHC is a particle accelerator of 27 km length. Four main experiment
(ATLAS, CMS, ALICE, and LHCb) built around the collision points at LHC are shown. The
biggest operational particle physics lab CERN is situated in the border between Switzerland
and France near Geneva. (Courtesy of CERN)
the ATLAS detector during 2012.
4.1.2 The collision and luminosity
The LHC can be used for producing both the heavy ion (HI) collision and proton-proton
(pp) collisions [72]. The protons or heavy ion are accelerated in many pre-accelerators before
they are injected into the LHC.
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The beginning of the path of a proton, in pp collision is a bottle of hydrogen gas at the
linear accelerator [73]. Hydrogen atoms are stripped of their electrons by a strong electric
field for injection into the LINAC-2 accelerator. As the Fig 4.2 shows, the protons are then
accelerated in the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), the Proton Synchrotron (PS), the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) and finally the proton-bunches are divided into two halves,
where they are injected into the LHC in opposite directions.
Figure 4.2: Accelerator facilities at CERN and associated experiments. This figure is taken
from [4].
The performance of LHC can be summarized with two parameters, the instantaneous
luminosity, L, and the center-of-mass energy,
√
s. The instantaneous luminosity is a measure
the number of collisions produced per cm2 per second in a detector. It relates the production
rate of a given process to its cross section:
dN
dt
= L× σ. (4.1)
The integrated luminosity is the integral of the instantaneous luminosity. In 2012, the
beam energy of the LHC was 4 TeV, giving a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 8 TeV. At
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this energy, the corresponding peak instantaneous is around 7.7 × 1033 [74]. Fig 4.3 shows
the luminosity delivered by the LHC (23.3 fb−1) as well the luminosity recorded by ATLAS
(21.7 fb−1).
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Figure 4.3: Cumulative luminosity versus day delivered to (green), and recorded by ATLAS
(yellow) during stable beams and for pp collisions at 8 TeV centre-of-mass energy in 2012.
(ATLAS Courtesy)
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4.2 THE ATLAS DETECTOR
The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) detector is a general purpose particle detector [70]
used to identify particles that are produced in the collisions at the corresponding interaction
region of the LHC. It is 46 meters in length and 25 meters in diameter, weighing 7 thousand
tonnes. It consists of three main sub-detector systems. Figure 4.4 gives an overview of the
components in each system. To identify, select and measure the final states of single top
quark events produced in t-channel, all these subdetectors are used. The innermost layers
of tracking detector are used to provide precision measurements of the impact parameter of
charged particles. The electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter that surround the tracking
provide measurements of the energy of particles. For identifying and measuring the momen-
tum of muons, an additional muon spectrometer is positioned outside the calorimeters. In
addition, neutrinos, and other possible currently unknown weakly interacting particles must
be inferred from an imbalance in the transverse momentum of all the particles measured
in a collision. The magnet occupies most of the volume of the muon chambers and the
calorimeter.
Figure 4.4: Sliced view of the ATLAS detector, with indication of the main sub-system.
(Courtesy of ATLAS collaboration).
The detector hardware is integrated with a trigger and a data acquisition system. The
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trigger is a multi-level system composed of electronics, computers and software. It selects
useful events from millions more occurring per second. The data acquisition system processes
the data from detector to storage device.
4.2.1 The ATLAS coordinate system
We describe the ATLAS detector using a right-handed coordinate system. The origin of
the coordinate system is at the interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector. The
x − y plane is perpendicular to the beam axis. A positive Cartesian x-axis is defined as
the horizontal direction towards the LHC center and the z-axis positions towards beam pipe
axis. Polar coordinates (r, ρ) can be used in transverse plane. The pseudo-rapidity of particle
measured is defined as:
η = − ln
[
tan
(
θ
2
)]
, (4.2)
where θ is the angle between the particle three-momentum p and the positive direction of
the beam axis.
In terms of momentum above equation can be written as:
η =
1
2
ln
( |P|+ pL
|P| − pL
)
, (4.3)
where pL = pz is the momentum along the beam direction.
If the particle travels with the speed of light pseudo-rapidity approaches the rapidity
defined by particle experimental physics:
y =
1
2
ln
(
E + pL
E − pL
)
. (4.4)
Here E is the total energy of the particle and E ∼ p.
Tracks and other physics objects can be described by in terms of other useful parameters
which will help in reconstruction of objects physics.
• pT the transverse component of the momentum which is the projection of total momen-
tum into x− y plane.
• ∆R = √(η2 − η1)2 + (φ2 − φ1)2 quantifies the η−φ distance corresponds to a rectangular
coordinate system in η and φ.
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4.2.2 Inner detector
The inner detector (ID) [75, 76] is the first sub-detector through which particles pass.
The Figure 4.5 shows its layout. It is comprised of three sub-detectors: a silicon pixel detec-
tor (PIX), a silicon micro-strip (SCT) detector and a transition radiation detector (TRT).
The superconducting solenoid provides a magnetic field of 2T around the inner detector.
This magnetic field bends the paths of charged particles.
Primary and secondary vertices 2 are reconstructed from hits measured in the inner
detector. The pixel detector is installed as close as possible to the beam line for precise
impact parameter measurement. A large number of tracks converge near to the beam line,
so the inner detector require segments for pattern recognition and high resolution for precise
measurement.
The coverage of inner detector is shown in Figure 4.6. Details of the pixel detector, the
SCT, and the TRT are given below.
a. The Pixel Detector
The innermost sub-detector of the ID is the silicon pixel detector [77]. The barrel region
of the pixel detector consists of three cylindrical layers of silicon pixels. These layers are
positioned at a radius of 50.5 mm, 88.5 mm , and 122.5 mm. Three disks are positioned as
two end caps. Barrel and end caps both carry the basic element of a pixel detector which
is a silicon sensor module. A single silicon module is a dimension 6 × 2 cm rectangular
chip with 50,000 cells of pixels. A pixel cell has a uniform size of 50×400µm2. This size is
required to obtain the desired spatial resolution of 12 µm [78]. The pixel detector has 80
million readout channels out of which 13 million are in the endcaps and about 67 million
are in the barrels. The pixel detector has the highest spatial resolution of any ATLAS
detectors. The number of precision layers is limited only by the dead material and the
costs. Inner pixel layers can sustain an ionization does of 500kGy, which is the normal
amount of expected dose during LHC’s 5 year operational period [79]. Figure 4.6 shows
the η coverage of pixel detector, which extends to a pseudo-rapidity 2.5 while covering
full φ [77].
2The primary vertex refers to the collision point and the second vertex is due to the short lived particles
such as B-Hadrons.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: The ATLAS inner detector overview(a) and the cross-section view at barrel(b).
(Courtesy of CERN).
b. The SemiConductor Tracker
The semiconductor tracker(SCT) [80] is positioned concentrically around the silicon pixel
detector. It provides four layers of micro-strip modules between 30 cm and 51 cm. The
end-caps are positioned as indicated in the Figure 4.5. On each side of barrel there
are 9 disks used which cover up to η of 2.5. The total number of readout channels for
semiconductor tracker are 6.3 million divided into 4088 modules [5]. The functionality of
both the silicon pixel detector and semiconductor tracker are similar. In semiconductor
tracker strips are used rather than pixels.
The construction of a semiconductor module is based on two silicon strip layers through
a stereo angle of 40 mrad with respect to the module axis [81]. Precision points in the
rφ is provided by strips which are positioned parallel to the beam line. The resolution is
16 µm in rφ direction and z coordinate is also measured by using stereo angle up to 580
µm. Four different precision measurements hits are provided by semiconductor tracker
including impact parameters, vertex positions and particle momentum [75].
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Figure 4.6: The overview of the η-coverage of the subdetectors in the inner detector. The
overall η-coverage increases to the edge of the end-cap semiconductor tracker with η = 2.5
and it has a full φ coverage. Figure is from [5].
c. The Transition Radiation Tracker
The outermost inner detector – the transition radiation tracker (TRT) – lies between 55
and 108 cm in radius. The end-caps lie between 64 cm and 103 cm [75]. The pseudo-
rapidity coverage over which the particles can be measured by TRT is from 0 to 2. Straw
tubes are the basic detector elements of the transition radiation tracker. The diameter
of a tube is 4 mm, which is chosen as a compromise between the response speed and
operational stability [82]. The straws are filled with nonflammable mixture of Xenon,
Carbon dioxide and oxygen gas [83]. A charged particle transversing the TRT ionizes
the gas inside the straws and develops an electric signal on a sense wire within the
straw. In addition to functioning as a straw tracker, the TRT plays a role in electron
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identification by detecting transition-radiation of photons produced by electrons passing
through the tubes. The end caps of the TRT contains about 320,000 radial straws and
the barrel contains approximately 50,000 straws, making the total number of readout
channels approximately to 420,000 [75]. This design ensures that charged particles with
pT > 0.5 GeV cross over 30 tubes (except for the transition region between barrel and
endcap) [84]. The spatial resolution provided by a TRT straw tube is about 130 micro
meter.
4.2.3 Calorimeters
A calorimeter system surrounds the inner detector as depicted in Figure 4.7. The calorimeter
system measures the energy and position of both charged and neutral particles. On entering
the calorimeters particles lose their energies and produce showers. Active and passive vol-
umes alternate in the ATLAS calorimeter. In the active volume the energy of the shower is
sampled. In the passive volume the showers are initiated and developed.
The calorimeters are further divided into two segments, electromagnetic and hadronic.
Electromagnetic calorimeters [7] are designed to measure electrons, positrons, and photons.
The hadronic calorimeters [85] measure heavy particles interacting through the strong inter-
action. The liquid argon (LAr) EM calorimeter covers the pseudo-rapidity region |η| < 3.2.
Hadronic calorimeter in the barrel region is based on scintillator tiles. Liquid Argon is also
used for hadronic endcap calorimeter. The barrel hadronic calorimeter covers |η| < 1.7, and
LAr hadronic covers at end-caps between 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. However, In the ATLAS detector
at the LHC, the precision calorimetry for electrons and photons covers up to |η| < 2.5. A
forward LAr calorimeters(FCal) is applied to cover the pseudo-rapidity 3.1 < |η| < 4.9.
Both the hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters are described in more detail below.
a. The Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The energy and position of photons and electrons is measured in the ATLAS electro-
magnetic calorimeter. The electromagnetic calorimeter adopts an accordion geometry (see
Figure 4.8). Many layers of lead form the structure of accordion shape. Liquid argon is used
in between these layers for sampling the energy of showering particles.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic view of the ATLAS calorimeter system. In light yellow the electro-
magnetic and in grey the barrel hadronic calorimeter. The very forward calorimeter is shown
in dark yellow, and the hadronic end-caps are also painted dark yellow. From reference [6].
The electromagnetic calorimeter is divided into two parts i.e. a central barrel located in
a cylindrical cryostat and end-caps at both sides. These are perpendicular to the pipe beam.
Two identical half barrels form a central barrel with coverage of |η| < 1.475. The two halves
are separated by a small distance with η = 0. The two electromagnetic end-caps are further
divided into coaxial wheels, denoted as outer and inner wheels. They covers pseudo-rapidity
of 1.375 < |η| < 2.5 and 2.5 < η < 3.2 respectively.
b. The Hadronic Calorimeter
The Hadronic calorimeters include the Tile calorimeter, the liquid-argon Hadronic end-
cap (HEC) and liquid-argon Forward hadronic calorimeters (FCals) as depicted in Figure
4.7.
The Tile calorimeter [85] is located behind the solenoid and the EM calorimeter and is
a sampling calorimeter using steel as absorber and scintillating tiles as active material. It
is further divided into four parts, two central barrels (|η| < 1.0) and two extended barrels
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: This plots shows the accordion shape of the calorimeter. From reference [7].
(0.8 < |η| < 1.7). These four partitions are segmented into 64 modules by the azimuth
φ. Modules are divided longitudinally into three layers and into cells whose dimensions are
optimized to obtain a structure of projective towers with a granularity in ∆η×∆φ = 0.1×0.1
in the inner two layers and ∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.1 in the third layer.
The HEC is a liquid argon sampling calorimeter which provides hadronic coverage 1.5 <
|η| < 3.2. Liquid argon technology is used in Hadronic end-cap calorimeter because this
region sustains more radiations than the barrel region. It consists of two independent wheels
for each end-cap, each wheel containing two longitudinal sections, so there are four layers
for each end-cap, 32 modules per wheel. The cells on these two HEC wheels are segmented
into towers of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1 and ∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.2 respectively .
The FCal is also separated into two components, the EM Forward calorimeter and the
Hadronic Forward calorimeter. Three modules of two different types are installed in each
end-cap of the FCal, 1 EM (Copper as absorber and closer to the collision point than the
hadronic modules) and 2 Hadronic (Tungsten as absorber). The gap width between these
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three modules is also different and as well as the total number of electrodes. These choices
optimizes the measurement of electromagnetic fields in the first module and of hadronic
energy in the other two modules. The coverage of the FCal is 3.1 < |η| < 4.9. The
position of the FCal is close to the beam line. It completes the nearly 4pi coverage for the
hadronic events with high pT produced in the LHC, and calibrates in an important way to
the determination of missing EmissT .
4.2.4 Muon Spectrometer
The largest system, sitting on the outside of the detector, is Muon spectrometer [8, 70, 86].
It is used for detecting masses and their momentum. The muon spectrometer assembly
consists of three big superconducting air core toroids. It has precision tracking chambers for
measurement of momentum resolution, including a cathode strip chambers (CSC), Monitored
Drift Tube (MDT) and quick response chambers for triggering. These response chambers
consists of resistive plate chamber (RPC) and thin gap chambers (TGC). The schematic
diagram is shown in the figure Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: The muon spectrometer overview. (Courtesy of ATLAS Collaboration).
For high precision measurement, the MDTs are placed separately in three stations as
depicted in the Figure 4.9. Each station has a multi-layer design that measures the η-
coordinate of the particle passing by. The MDT covers most of the area except in the region
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(|η| > 2.0) where particle flux is high and the CSC is used instead to provide a better
resolution. In addition, the CSC provides a rough measurement of the φ-coordinate.
The triggering function of the muon system is realized by the two other champers RPC
and TGC. In practice, the trigger chambers for the Muon System have several purposes:
in addition to the muon pt trigger selection, it provides bunch-crossing identification and
coordinate measurements in both η and φ (RPC at |η| < 1.05 and TGC at 1.05 < |η| < 2.4).
4.2.5 Forward Detectors
In this analysis the luminosity is used to calculate backgrounds from their theoretical cross
sections and to normalize the background estimation (section 7.1). Luminosity is measured
in the so called Forward Detectors.Forward detectors [70, 87] are depicted in Figure 4.11.
Different types of forward sub-detectors with functions are used in ATLAS to independently
measure luminosity and monitor linearity. In Figure 4.11, the luminosity detectors are
arranged in order of their distance from interaction point. At ±17 m from the interaction
region is LUCID, which measures the integrated luminosity of ATLAS runs and performs
monitoring of the instantaneous luminosity and beam conditions. The second system is
the so-called zero degree calorimeter (ZDC) located at ±140m from the interaction point,
just beyond the point where the beam pipes split into two inside the so-called TAN (Target
Absorber Neutral) absorber. The most remote system is the ALFA (Absolute Luminosity For
ATLAS) located at ±240m from the interaction point. The main purpose of the ALFA is to
the measure the elastic pp-scattering and small angles in the Coulomb-Nuclear Interference
(CNI) region.
Various other sub-detectors including the Beam Condition Monitors (BCM), Minimum
Bias Trigger Scintillators (MBTS) are also used for detection of luminosity.
4.2.6 Magnet System
Powerful magnetic fields [88] are produced by magnet system in the ATLAS. They are used
to bend the path of particles in order to determine momentum of the particles. For the inner
detector a solenoid magnetic system is used. In the two end caps and barrel, a toroidal mag-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: A cross-section with details on the layout of muon detector. (a) cross-section
in the x-y plane. (b) cross-section in the y-z plane. Image source: (a) ATLAS Experiment
2011 CERN. (b) From reference [8].
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Figure 4.11: The top depicts the luminosity detectors and the bottom shows their distances
from the ATLAS interaction point. From reference [9].
net is installed. An aluminum and Niobium-copper/Titanium alloy superconductor makes
up the ATLAS solenoid (as a barrel around the beam as shown in Figure 4.12). The solenoid
is located within the LAr cryostat and beyond the inner detector. The axial length is 5.3
m, the inner diameter is 2.44 m and the thickness is 0.1 m. The temperature of solenoid is
cooled to 4.5 K by using liquid helium. A peak magnetic field of 2.6 T and central field of 2
T parallel to axis of beam are produced at the superconductor itself. The solenoid magnets
are made of thin material to minimize the energy loss before the calorimeter.
The toroid magnet system consists an end cap toroid and a barrel toroid as depicted
in the Figure 4.12. It is also one of the biggest systems in ATLAS. The outer diameter
is 20 m and the length of the system is 26 m. Eight large superconducting coils provide
toroidal magnetic field. A large amount of heat is produced, which is dissipated and the
setup is cooled to 4.5 K and providing a peak value at 3.9 T for the muon spectrometer.
The pseudo-rapidity range covered by this field is η ∈ [0, 1.3] in the detector. The other two
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endcap toroids are installed on opposite ends of the barrel, producing a magnetic field with
the peak value at 4.1 T. The endcap toroid covers the region η ∈ [1.6, 2.7]. Three different
magnets provide the magnetic field. Due to this construction relatively nonuniform field
is produced. The field in transition regions between components is complex and a precise
modelling is required to achieve an accurate measurement of track momentum.
Figure 4.12: The overview of the ATLAS magnet system. (Courtesy of CERN).
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4.2.7 The trigger system
Data is generated at the rate of 60 million megabytes per second when a bunch crossing
(BC) rate of 40 MHz (one collision per 25 ns) is achieved in LHC. ATLAS is not able to save
all of it due to limited storage and bandwidth; in addition, not all collisions are intersting
for analysis. Only 1 out of 10 million events are stored in ATLAS. ATLAS incorporates a
multi-layer triggering system [89–91] that determines in real time whether to store a particle
event. It reduces the initial 40 MHz rate to 75 KHz.
Figure 4.13: Block diagram of the ATLAS trigger system. From reference [10].
As depicted in the Figure 4.13, the system is divided in three levels. Its first level (LVL1)
is implemented in electronics and firmware and consists of three parts: the Calorimeter
Trigger (L1Calo), the Muon Trigger (L1Muon), and the LVL1 event-decision part (the red
ball in Figure 4.14) implemented in a central trigger processor (CTP). A new decision is
delivered every 25 ns, but the allowed latency 2.5 µs in the trigger mechanism is longer
than the BC period. To solve this problem, detector data are held in the pipeline memories
(the green pipes in the Figure 4.14) while L1 makes its decision. Thus the processing is
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broken down into a series of steps each of which can be performed within a single BC period
and many operations can be performed in parallel by having separate processing logic for
each one. In addition, L1 inputs data from about 7200 analogue trigger towers of reduced
granularity of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1, from all the ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters.
With information based on L1Calo, the trigger selects events with features of interesting
physics. More specifically, it applies criteria to select high transverse-energy ET events, such
as high transeverse-energy electrons, photons, jets, and hadronically-decaying τ leptons.
The L1Muon trigger is built to receive signals from the RPCs in the barrel and TGCs in
the end-cap, as described in Sections 4.2.4. The information collected in these regions is
combined with other information, to help identify objects such as high pT muons. The
tracking information from the inner detector is not used directly, since the readout and
reconstruction time doesn’t allow a fast trigger decision.
The LVL2 trigger recalculates full detector information from the data in Regions of
Interest (RoIs) held in readout buffers and performs the predefined selection on the basis
of this data by generating geometrical mapping of objects. Higher granularity calorimeter
information can be used by LVL2 with information from internal detector. The objects are
reconstructed and compared with selection cuts. The time limit of LVL2 is more relaxed,
around 40 ms, which allow the processing in greater detail than in LVL1. Therefore, LVL2
uses algorithms such as tracking, cluster tracking match, and calorimeter clustering. Events
from LVL2 pass to the dataflow manger (DFM) before entering the next stage called event
filter (EF). All other events are rejected and cleared from readout sections. A rate of 3.5
KHz is achieved by the end of LVL2 trigger system.
The event building procedure is carried out by EF using the full oﬄine software. It
combines, integrates and processes information from all the sources in a sophisticated man-
ner using reconstruction algorithms, including alignmentsand calibration. The final data is
written at rate of 100Mb per second and further reduced to 200 Hz. The streams of data
are categorized according to particles i.e. electron, muon, photon, tau, and b physics. Other
topologies like Jet, Tau, EmissT , and Muons are also used in ATLAS. These streams accept
events passing its corresponding trigger chain. Two physics streams used in the analysis of
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single top events are the Muons and Egamma streams, which require that the event passes
electron and photon trigger and the muon trigger chain. Events can pass through two trigger
chains and are not mutually exclusive. They are stored separately.
Several steps are used by ATLAS to refine raw data as shown in the Figure 4.14. To
reduce the final size, each step in the diagram makes several cuts. Reduced datasets called
TopD3PD and SingleTopD3PD are standard and shared by the ATLAS top group and its
single top subgroup. These dataset are the basis of the analysis described in this thesis.
Figure 4.14: A dataflow diagram in ATLAS.
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5.0 PHYSICS OBJECT IDENTIFICATION & RECONSTRUCTION
In the last chapter, the information from pp collisions recorded by ATLAS detector hard-
ware has been explained in detail. The detector response includes the information about the
position, magnitude and time of energy deposits in the inner detector, calorimeters, or muon
spectrometers and can be further reconstructed into physics objects, such as tracks, elec-
trons, muons, photons, light jets, b-jets, missing transverse energy. To interpret the detector
signals of various sub-detector systems, reconstruction algorithms using dedicated software
are employed. This chapter will give an brief introduction to the reconstructed physics ob-
jects needed for analysis of single top quark t-channel events. They include electrons, muons,
jets and their corresponding b-flavor identification, and missing transverse momentum that
indicates an undetected neutrino.
5.1 TRACKS AND PRIMARY VERTICES
Track reconstruction aims to provide a precise determination of the trajectories of charged
particles. Due to solenoidal magnetic fields within the Inner Detector, charged particles are
bent into helical trajectories. In this region, the path of such particles can be reconstructed
by fitting ID hits with such a curve. Once the tracks are reconstructed, the proton-proton
interaction points as well as the decay vertices of unstable particles in the corresponding
process can be found by fitting the common interaction points between a set of particle
trajectories.
In proton-proton collisions, a large number of charged particles are produced, resulting
in numerous inner detector hits. It is the track reconstruction software’s job to determine
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which hits originate from a common particle and to fit a trajectory that best matches the
measurements. Two methods to the reconstruction of tracks are used in ATLAS.
The first approach is an inside-out reconstruction strategy, where track seeds are chosen
within three measurements in the Pixel and SCT and are propagated out towards the TRT
using a combinational Kalman filter [92]. Specifically, three steps are used in the inside-out
strategy. The inside-out strategy begins with the constructions of 3-dimensional silicon space
points [93]. Each silicon space-point represents a 3D measurement that can be reconstructed
from either a cluster of silicon pixels or the intersection of the front and backside silicon
strips in the SCT module. A pattern recognition procedure is performed after these silicon
space-point are formed. If any of these three space points are compatible with a minimum
pT cut of 500 MeV, a track seed is defined. Then the tracks are propagated out from the
seed towards the TRT using a combinational Kalman filter and additional silicon hits are
added to the seeds. Every track seed that contains a minimum of 7 silicon hits is defined
as a track candidate. In fact, a large number of track seeds can be found depending on
the underlying physics events, resulting in numerous fake track segments formed from them.
To reduce the the number of track candidates, an ambiguity solving procedure is applied
in the next step to remove track candidates with incorrectly assigned hits. The ambiguity
solving process applies a quality criteria: a ‘score’ is assigned to each track candidate to
indicate the likelihood that the track candidate originates from a real particle. The presence
of ‘holes’, defined as the passage of the track through a detector element without producing
a hit, reduces the track score. The χ2 of the track fit is also used as one of the quality
criteria. After the track reconstruction in the pixel and SCT detectors, the candidates are
extrapolated into the TRT volume and combined with measurement there. Then the score
from the fit with the included additional TRT measurements is compared with the one
calculated by original fit, and only new track has a higher score is accepted as a successfully
reconstructed track.
The second approach in track reconstruction is a outside-in algorithm, which is used in
addition after the inside-out method is evaluated. It aims to reconstruct tracks that are
missed by the inside-out method. It uses the same procedure but starts from unassigned
TRT segments and looks for matching hits in the inner layers of the ID. Particles coming
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from the late decays of neutral particles (secondary vertices, those outside the innermost
beampipe), photon conversions, or electrons with catastrophic energy loss are reconstructed
with the outside-in algorithm.
A typical pp collision contains multiple interactions distributed out along the beam spot.
To find the interaction point of the hard scattering, the primary vertex1needs to be recon-
structed. For some analysis, it’s also vital to locate the secondary vertices, for instance in
the case of b-jet identification. Vertex reconstruction in ATLAS uses reconstructed tracks to
determine the locations of primary interactions and secondary decay. There are four main
steps in a primary vertex reconstruction.
1. Seeding
In this step, all the tracks that possibly originating form the interaction regions are
considered. A vertex seed is pre-selected from the maximum of the distribution of tracks
in z0 direction, the longitudinal impact parameter with respect to the beam spot
2.
2. Tracking assignment
Tracks that are compatible with the seed are grouped together for a χ2 fit.
3. Adaptive Fitting
The position of this vertex is fitted based on the seed location and the nearby tracks with
an adaptive vertex fitter [94]. The fit is an iterative procedure and in each iteraction
tracks that are incompatible with the vertex by more than 7σ are used to created a new
vetex seed. Then the process is repeated with the new seed and the iteration stops only
when all tracks are assigned to a vertex or a seed generated has no compatible tracks for
fitting.
4. Determination of the primary vertex
The reconstructed vertex with the highest
∑
p2T is assigned as the default primary in-
teraction.
Various effects can affect the performance of the vertex reconstruction, such as the merg-
ing of two vertices, the splitting of a high pT vertex into two separate vertices, or fake vertex.
1The IP, also called the Primary Vertex, is defined as the vertex with the highest sum of transverse pT ,∑
tracks p
2
T .
2The definition of z0 is based on the ‘perigee’, or the point of closest approach to the z-axis, and the z0
is the z coordinate of the perigee.
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For the topologies considered in this analysis, the primary vertex identification has a high
efficiency.
5.2 OBJECT IDENTIFICATION & RECONSTRUCTION
5.2.1 Jet reconstruction
The aim of jet reconstruction is to reconstruct the particles from a single parton and es-
timate its momentum. In this analysis, jets are reconstructed using a so-called “anti-kt
algorithm” [95] with a width parameter 0.4, using topological clusters calibrated with the
local calibration weighting method which partially corrects for detector response from the
non-compensating nature of the calorimeters.
5.2.2 Identification of b-tagged jets
The identification of jets containing b hadrons is not only important to identify top-quark
candidate events, but also plays an role to discriminate the large background with light-quark
jets and c-quark jets from the signal. Jets originating from the fragmentation of b-quarks
are identified by reconstructing secondary and tertiary vertices from the tracks associated to
the jets and by combining their spatial parameters with lifetime-related information. This
is because b-flavoured hadrons have a relatively long lifetime (about 10−13 s) resulting in a
significant flight path length which leads to measurable secondary and/or tertiary vertices
and impact parameters of the decay products.
5.2.3 Leptons
• Electrons
Isolated electrons are an important component of the single top-quark event signature
and their efficient identification as well as good background rejection are important.
Oﬄine electron candidates are reconstructed using information from the electromag-
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netic calorimeter, where they deposit their energy, and from the inner detector. The
reconstruction procedure begins of cells in the EM calorimeter from the sliding-window
algorithm [96, 97], in which a window of 3 × 5 cells slides over a grid and sums the
transverse energy in the window to form a cluster, keeping clusters with ET > 2.5 ‘GeV.
Then the electron candidate formed in this way is matched with a track in the ID, and
the cells are reclustered at size 3 × 7 (5 × 5) in the barrel (end-cap). The track-cluster
matching is performed by extending the track to the electromagnetic calorimeter layer
and comparing the impact point to the cluster. A match must satisfy ∆η < 0.05, and,
to account for the bremsstrahlung losses, ∆φ < 0.1 or ∆φ < 0.05. When an ambiguity
arises when multiple tracks satisfy these conditions for one cluster, the track-cluster se-
lects with the smallest ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2. More details about electron reconstruction,
identification and their calibration can be found in [96, 97].
• Muons
Oﬄine muon candidates used in this analysis are reconstructed by combining track seg-
ments found in the inner detector and in the muon system, using the complete track
information of both detectors and accounting for material effects of the ATLAS detector
structure. Further details for the muon reconstruction can be found in [98].
5.2.4 Missing transverse momentum
In hadron colliders, the initial momentum of the colliding partons along the beam is not
known due to the composite nature of the proton. However,with a good approximation the
sum of the initial transverse momentum of the interacting partons can be considered equal
to 0, allowing for the determination of the missing transverse energy EmissT , defined as:
EmissT =
√
(Emissx )
2 + (Emissy )
2. (5.1)
If a momentum imbalance in the plane transverse to the beam axis is measured, it may
signal the presence of undetectable particles, such as neutrinos or new weakly-interacting
particles. Because the final state of semileptonically decaying top quarks include a neutrino,
it is vital to have a good measurement of the missing transverse momentum.
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The EmissT reconstruction mainly uses energy deposits in the calorimeters and muons
reconstructed in the muon spectrometer [11]. Additionally, the deposits not associated to
any reconstructed physics objects are taken into account. Thus the EmissT is calculated as
follows:
Emissx(y) = E
miss,e
x(y) + E
miss,γ
x(y) + E
miss,τ
x(y) + E
miss,jets
x(y) + E
miss,softjets
x(y) + E
miss,CellOut
x(y) + E
miss,µ
x(y) , (5.2)
where the EmissT terms on the right hand side are calculated as the negative sum of the
calibrated calorimeter cell energies of the corresponding objects. The calorimeter energy de-
posits are associated with a reconstructed and identified high-pT parent object in a specific
order: electron, photons, muon, hadronically decaying taus, jets and muons.“Jets” denote
reconstructed jets with pT > 20 GeV and “soft jets” indicates reconstructed jets with trans-
verse momentum of 7 GeV < pT ≤ 20 GeV . “CellOut” indicates the contribution that is
from unassociated calorimeter clusters or tracks. Emiss,µT is the negative sum of the momen-
tum of the reconstructed muon. If a muon is isolated from all jets by at least ∆R > 0.3,
then the pT of the isolated muon is calculated from the combined ID and MS information. In
this case, the muon pT measurement includes its energy deposit in the calorimeters and the
muon contribution to the calorimeter term is omitted to avoid double counting. By contrast,
non-isolated muon pT is only measured from the muon spectrometer in a standalone way,
after energy loss in the calorimeter, and the calorimeter muon term is added.
The EmissT is the measurement of the undetectable particles (as for example, escaping
neutrinos) but also includes energy losses due to detector inefficiencies and its resolution,
leading to the mis-measurement of the true EmissT of the final interacting objects.Additionally,
a correction is applied for the energy lost in the cryostat, and several methods are used to
suppress pile-up to restore the EmissT resolution to the ones observed in the absence of pile-up,
without spoiling the EmissT response and creating fake E
miss
T . The performance of the E
miss
T
reconstruction is studied using the process of Z → l+l− and W± → l±ν. More information
on the EmissT reconstruction and performance of the measurement can be found in [11].
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: The plots show distributions of EmissT reconstructed (a) as measured in a data
sample of Z → µµ events after pile-up suppression with the STVF (b), with the Jet Area
Filtered methods. The expectation from Monte Carlo simulation is superimposed and nor-
malized to data, after each MC sample is weighted with its corresponding cross-section. The
lower parts of the figures show the ratio of data over MC. See Ref. [11]
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5.3 OBJECT SELECTIONS
The object reconstruction and identification we have discussed so far is used generally in the
analysis of ATLAS data. This section describes briefly the procedures used to reconstruct,
calibrate and select the physics objects (electrons, muons, jets, b-tagged jets and missing
transverse momentum) required to identify events with a t-channel signature. These proce-
dures are standardized and recommendations of the ATLAS top-quark reconstruction work-
ing group [99]. More details on object selection and calibration can be found in Ref. [100, 101].
5.3.1 Jets
To suppress jets from in-time pile-up, at least 50% of the scalar pT sum of the tracks associ-
ated with a jet, called jet-vertex fraction (JVF), is required to be from tracks compatible with
the primary vertex. This cleaning cut is only applied to low pT and central jets (pT < 50 GeV
and |η| < 2.4). Furthermore, a jet cleaning is applied and events which contain at least one
jet with a pT > 10 GeV and reconstructed from noisy calorimeter cells are removed. Jets
overlapping with selected electron candidates within a cone of radius ∆R equal to 0.2 are
removed from events, as the jet and the electron are very likely to correspond to the same
physics object (only the jet closest to an accepted electron is rejected). If a remaining jets
with pT > 25 GeV is found close to an electron within a cone of radius ∆R = 0.4, then
the electron is discarded. Finally, jets considered in this analysis are required to have a pT
sufficiently high to be on the reconstruction efficiency plateau:
pT > 30 GeV (5.3)
and the pseudo-rapidity acceptance is required to be in the range
|η| < 4.5, (5.4)
which corresponds to the acceptance of the calorimeters.
To remove some mis-modelling in the transition region between the central and forward
hadronic calorimeters, the pT threshold is raised to 35 GeV for the jets failling in the tran-
sition region between 2.7 < |η| < 3.5.
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5.3.2 Leptons
5.3.2.1 Electron Several tight identification requirements [102] are also required in se-
lecting an electron candidate. Electron candidates in this analysis are required to have
a transverse energy EmissT = Ecluster/ cosh(ηtrack) > 25 GeV and a pseudo-rapidity for the
calorimeter cluster position |ηcluster| < 2.47. Events with electrons falling in the calorimeter
barrel–end-cap transition region, 1.37 < |ηcluster| < 1.52, in which there is limited instru-
mentation, are rejected. High-quality electron candidates are selected using a set of cuts
which include stringent requirements on the matching between the track and the calorimeter
cluster (electrons of tight++ quality in ATLAS terminology). Furthermore, the longitudi-
nal impact parameter z0 of the electron candidates has to be compatible with the primary
vertex. This is ensured by requiring |z0| < 2 mm.
In addition, isolation criteria are required in order to reject candidates coming from
other sources than prompt W boson decays. Hadronic jets faking an electron, electrons from
heavy-flavour decays, and photon conversions comprise the major backgrounds for isolated
high-pT electrons associated with W boson decay.
Signal electrons from W boson decay are typically isolated from jet activity; by compar-
ison, leptons from a heavy flavor jet would be produced within a shower full of tracks and
energy deposits, therefore making it non-isolated. The isolation cuts imposed on the electron
candidates are tuned to achieve a uniform isolation efficiency across ηcluster and E
miss
T . This
is achieved by applying cuts on the energy deposited in the calorimeter cells in a cone of
radius ∆R = 0.2 around the electron and on the transverse momentum sum of the tracks in
a cone of size 0.3. The values of the cuts are chosen in order to have a simulated isolation
efficiency of 90%.
Triggering and identification efficiencies for electron candidates are measured in Z/W
boson data samples using a tag-and-probe method3. In addition, electron efficiency is mea-
sured in both data and MC. To take into account the differences between them, a scale factor
3To study the electron selection efficiency, this tag-and-probe method selects a sample of Z → e+e−
candidates events by applying a very tight selection on one of the two decay electrons, the tag leg, and a
relatively very loose selection on the other electron, the probe leg, i.e these selection cuts we concerned about
their efficiencies in this analysis are all probe. Based on the tag electrons, the efficiency of a certain loose
selection can be estimated. W → eν decays are used in certain circumstances, like identification or trigger
efficiency measurements.
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is introduced. The simulation-to-data correction factors determined from these studies are
function of the electron transverse energy and pseudo-rapidity.
5.3.2.2 Muons Isolation criteria are applied in order to reduce contamination from
events in which a muon is produced from a quark decay (for example heavy flavour quarks
that decay leptonically and result in a muon inside a jet). For that purpose, muon candidates
are required to pass a threshold on an isolation variable which is defined as the ratio between
the transverse momentum sum of tracks belonging to a cone of variable size around the muon
divided by the muon pT . In addition, an overlap removal between jets and muons is applied:
any candidate muon whose momentum direction is within a cone of size ∆R = 0.4 around a
jet with pT > 25 GeV and a jet vertex fraction as defined in Section 5.2.1 are removed from
events.
In addition, tight identification requirements must be passed [98]. They must have a
transverse momentum pT > 25 GeV and a pseudo-rapidity |η| < 2.5. Selected muons must
additionally satisfy a series of cuts on the number of track hits present in the various tracking
sub-detectors. The longitudinal impact parameter z0 of the muon candidates with respect
to the primary vertex is required to be smaller than ±2 mm.
The muon triggering and identification efficiencies have been measured from Z boson data
samples using the tag-and-probe method and corrections factors to match the simulation to
the data have been extracted as a function of the pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle of
the muon.
To estimate the fake and real selection efficiencies in the muon channel, candidate muons
with no isolation cuts applied are considered.
Non-isolated low-pTmuon candidates with pT > 10 GeV are also considered to veto dilep-
tonic background events. As in the case of loose electrons, these low-pT muon candidates are
removed if they overlap within ∆R < 0.4 with a tight muon candidate or jets. Hadronically
decaying τ candidates are not considered, because of the low reconstruction efficiency for
these objects below pT < 25 GeV.
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5.3.3 Identification of b-tagged jets
In this analysis, the MV1c b-tagging algorithm called MV1c is used, which in addition
to identifying b-quark jets, is trained and optimized to reject charm quark induced jets.
The MV1c is a neural network based algorithm and originates from the MV1 b-tagging
algorithm. It combines the neural network response of three high performance taggers (IP3D,
JetFitterCombNNc and SV1 algorithms).
The efficiency to identify a jet originating from a b-quark and the probability of mistak-
enly tagging a non b-quark jet (referred in this note as c-tagging, τ -tagging and mis-tagging
rates) are measured in data and MC simulated event samples in order to calibrate the b-
tagging algorithm. The b-tagging efficiency is measured in data by using different methods,
referred to as prelT and System8, which are based on dijet event samples with muons in the
final state [103]. The measurement of the b-tagging efficiency from simulated dileptonic tt¯
events is described in detail in Ref [104].
The b-tagging scale factor, obtained by combining the System8 calibration with calibra-
tion based on tt¯ samples, defined as the ratio between the data and simulation b-tagging
efficiencies, is derived as a function of the pT and η of the jet. The b-tagging calibration
also includes data-simulation correction factors corresponding to the c, τ and light-flavour
mis-tagging rates.
The b-tagged jets must have a central pseudo-rapidity, |η| < 2.5; the forward jets (2.5 <
|η| < 4.5) are therefore assumed as not containing b-quarks. In the following, the forward
candidate jets and the central jets not passing the b-tagging requirement are referred to as
non b-tagged jets or non b-jets.
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6.0 DATA AND SIMULATION SAMPLES
In last chapter, we discussed object reconstruction and identification from detector signals to
obtain the physics objects we are interested. In addition to looking at the generic selection
criteria for physics objects, we discussed the selection cuts for selecting the single top quark
events.
In this chapter, we present the data and simulation samples we will use in the analysis.
This begins with a brief introduction of the data samples we use and the trigger selection.
In Section 6.2.1, we discuss the single top quark signature and its background. A discussion
of the Monte Carlo samples followed in Section 6.2.2. To model some backgrounds accu-
rately, a data-driven method is required and a brief introduction the a matrix method is
introduced. Next, in Section 6.3 we define the signal dominated regions called signal region,
and three other background dominated control/validation regions that are used for evalu-
ating the background modelling. Section 6.4 discusses the background normalisation. For
most backgrounds, the initial normalisation step rescales the MC predicted cross section to
the state-of-the-event theoretical cross section prediction. The multijet background estima-
tion (see Section 6.2.1) uses no Monte Carlo and is entirely data-driven. The final signal and
background normalisation are estimated through a simultaneous maximum-likelihood fit to
the numbers of data events observed in the signal, control regions. Well modeled distribu-
tion shapes for the signal and backgrounds plus their normalisation scale factors in total
give a good modelling of the data. Finally, event yields and distributions of some kinematic
variables in t-channel signal regions are shown in Section 6.5.1. The distributions of three
angles θ, θ∗, φ∗ we defined in Section 3.1.4 are also included for completeness.
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6.1 DATA
The data samples used in this analysis were from pp collisions delivered by the LHC in
2012 at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s =8 TeV and collected by the ATLAS detector. The
amount of data used by this analysis corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 20.2 fb−1.
The uncertainty on the integrated luminosity is ±1.9% [105].
The ATLAS event trigger system is the hardware-based L1 trigger and software-based
HLT discussed in Section 4.2.7. During the data taking period different triggers were used
due to changing pile-up conditions. This analysis uses single-lepton triggers to select the
single top-quark t-channel signature as discussed in Section 6.2.1.
Events selected in the electron channel are triggered by requiring at L1 a transverse
energy deposit EmissT above 18 GeV, a reduced calorimetric granularity being considered at
this stage. At the HLT, the full granularity of the calorimeter as well as tracking information
are available and the reconstructed calorimeter cluster is matched to a track. The trigger
electron object is then required to be isolated and to have EmissT > 24 GeV. The electron
channel is also triggered on events with a EmissT threshold of 30 GeV at L1 and of 60 GeV at
the HLT but without isolation requirement in that case.
Events selected with a muon in the final state are triggered by requiring at L1 a muon
track with a transverse momentum pT greater than 15 GeV, this first level track being
matched to an EF muon track having pT > 24 GeV and satisfying isolation criteria or
having pT > 36 GeV without passing any isolation cuts.
6.2 EVENT TOPOLOGY AND SIMULATIONS
6.2.1 Event topology
The final state of t-channel single top quark signal events has an isolated lepton with high
pT , one missing ET from an undetected neutrino, a light jet in the forward region of the
detector, a b-jet in the central region of η that is coming from the leptonic top decay, and
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finally another b-jet in the forward region that originates from the gluon splitting. As we
can see in Figure 3.7, the final states of the t-channel single top quark signal (which is
described by a mix of the four-flavor-scheme (4FS) and five-flavor-scheme (5FS) process
as we discussed in Appendix A.1.) have a three-jets signature, but since the b jet in the
forward regions from the gluon splitting has a low acceptance, in this analysis, an exact
two-jets signature “l+2jets” (l represent lepton) requirement is used when select the events,
in which one of them is required to be b-tag jet, the other be the light jet called spectator
jet. The other backgrounds to the t-channel signal come from single top-quark production in
s-channel, Wt associated production, W boson production with jets, Z boson and disboson
production, tt¯ production, and multijet events.
For completeness, a summary of all the backgrounds in the single top quark t-channel is
included below.
• Single top quark background
The single top quark associated Wt and s-channel have very similar signature to the
t-channel process (See Figure 3.2). The W boson comes from the top quark in the
associated Wt with the other W can both decay hadronically or leptonically. If these
two W boson decay differently, it can give a signature similar to t channel. The s channel
production gives b-jet but can be mis-identified and thus mimic the signal.
• Single boson and diboson process
Other important backgrounds for t-channel signal are the production of a vector boson
(W or Z) in association with jets. If one of the jets comes from a heavy flavor quark,
the vector boson plus jets events have the same signature as signal events. Furthermore,
due to possible mis-identification of a light jet as b-quark jet, vector boson production
in association with only light jets also contributes to background contamination. The
diboson process (WW , WZ, and ZZ, where Z means Z/γ∗) can also contribute to the
background, if one of the bosons decays leptonically while the other decays hadronically.
• tt¯ background
Top-quark pair production constitutes an important background to single top-quark
events. Dileptonic tt¯ events which have a “2l+2jets” signature may mimic the single
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top-quark t-channel production final-state signature of two jets, if one of the leptons is
not identified.
• multijet background
Events originating from QCD processes are referred to as multijet backgrounds. Multijet
events may show a similar event signature as the t-channel selected signal if, in addition
to two reconstructed jets, and extra jet is mis-identified as an isolated lepton, or a
non-prompt lepton appears to be isolated, or electron from photon conversions are mis-
identified as prompt isolated leptons.
6.2.2 Monte Carlo simulations
The analysis of pp collisions at the LHC is challenging in two ways. On one hand, the
possible final states of physics process are complex; on the other hand, the experiment
setup is complicated by many sub-detectors of different geometric coverage and response.
To predict observed distributions of measured quantities, Monte Carlos (MC) simulation is
widely used in HEP. This analysis uses MC for the background estimates and the evaluation
of systematics uncertainties.
Monte Carlos simulation of pp collisions at the LHC proceeds in several steps. The first
step is the generation of the final state of the proton-proton collision. The second step is
the simulation of the ATLAS detector response, including the the interactions between the
particles and the detectors. Next, the electronic signals generated in sensitive components
of the detectors are simulated in a step called digitization. Finally, simulated events are
reconstructed in the same methods that applied to the actual data. The simulated events are
then reformatted and subjected to the same trigger selection and reconstruction procedure
as the real data.
Due to the complexity of the proton and of the final state hadron formation, the first
step in the MC event generation can be further divided into the following processes in most
event generators:
• Hard Process,
• Parton Shower (initial states and final states),
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• Hadronization,
• Unstable particle decays,
• Underlying event,
The hard process is the collision of two partons within the proton, and the production of
final state partons. The hard process simulation requires a full description of the momenta
and spins of leptons, quarks and gluons, but does not include the fragmentation of hadrons.
Figure 6.1: This figures shows the tt¯ events production at the LHC.
To understand this process better, we look at one specific example – the tt¯ events pro-
duction at the LHC. In fact, in the hard scattering of two colliding protons in LHC, the
top quarks are mostly produced in tt¯ pairs through the QCD interaction process between
protons. The subprocess of two interacting partons at high energy is illustrated in figure 6.1.
The PDF fi(x1, µF )(fj(x2, µF )) which describes the probability of finding a parton with fla-
vor i(j) carrying momentum fraction x1(x2) in proton P1(P2). The µF is called factorization
scale which is a reference scale at which the PDF’s are calculated. For practical purposes,
the PDFs are assumed to be universal objects, and any scattering process involving pro-
tons can be computed using the same PDFs with different perturbative calculations. The
proton-proton cross section σ1,2 → X is obtained by the following equations, which reflects
a factorization of the collisions into two components, one describing proton structure and
the other describing the parton-parton interaction as illustrated in Figure 6.1:
σP1,P2→X =
∑
i,j
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ 1
0
dx2fi(x1, µF )fj(x2, µF ) · σˆi,j
(
sˆ, αs(µR),
Q2
µ2R
,
Q2
µ2F
)
,
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or
σP1P2→tt¯ =
∑
i,j=q,q¯,g
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ 1
0
dx2fi(x1, µF )fj(x2, µF )σˆij→tt¯ (x1, x2,mt, αs(µR), µF ) (6.1)
if we consider the tt¯ production.
In these equations, σˆ denotes the cross section of the hard scattering (calculated through
perturbative QFT), sˆ = x1x2s is the squared center of mass energy of the hard scattering,
Q2 is the energy scale of the virtual particle defined as the negative of momentum transfer
of the hard collision Q2 ≡ −q2 and µR is the renormalization scale [106], another reference
scale used in computing the cross section.
The common practice used in computing the QCD perturbative calculation in tt¯ pro-
duction is to set µ2F and µ
2
R to the order of the hard-scattering energy Q
2, which is the top
mass m2t . The choice of scale is expected to have an effect on the observables, which can be
estimated by varying its value in Monte Carlo.
When Q2 is sufficiently large than the so-called QCD scale ΛQCD ∼ 0.2 GeV, the effective
QCD coupling is small and the perturbative expansion converges quickly. The perturbative
calculation gives an adequate approximation at high collision energies and the low-energy
(non-perturbative) non-perturbative physics can be absorbed into renormalized PDFs. The
PDFs cannot be predicted by theory but have been measured by experiments (i.e deep-
inelastic scattering experiment [107] by the experiment ZEUS [ZEU92] and H1 [H197] at
HERA) and can be evolved to the ATLAS energy scale using DGLAP equations [108]. The
PDFs can be extracted in different ways and analyses using simulation based on these PDFs
(such as the one in figure 6.2) are therefore dependent on the parametrization of the PDF
fits.
With αs(mt) < 1, the above cross section can be expanded in a fixed-order series in αs
as below:
σˆtt¯ = α
2
s[σˆ
(0)
ij→tt¯ + αsσˆ
(1)
ij→tt¯ + αsσˆ
(2)
ij→tt¯ + ...] (6.2)
where the first term in the bracket is the leading-order (LO), the second the next-to-leading-
order (NLO), the third term the next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) and so on.
The simplest Monte Carlo generators use only LO in hard scattering process. NLO
usually gives lengthy expressions and a longer running time for the Monte Carlo simulation.
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Figure 6.2: MSTW2008 LO parton distribution function at 68% C.L. of the gluon, the up,
the down and the charm, the strange quark for low and high Q2.
In the parton shower phase of event generators, the partons from the hard process are
colored particles, quarks and gluons. Like the bremsstrahlung in quantum electrodynamic,
in which scattered electric charges radiate photons, scattered colour charges radiate gluons.
This lead to final state radiation (FSR) and initial state radiation (ISR) partons from the hard
process. From quantum field theory, when a quark emits gluon in hard collision processes,
perturbation theory cannot calculate the process very well in the collinear limit or when the
gluon energy vanishes, because high order terms occur in the process when a soft gluon is
emitted or when a gluon or light quark into two partons in collinear regions. Additionally,
due to the non-Abelian structure of SU(3), gluons themselves are coloured particles and so
an emitted gluon can itself again cause further gluon radiation and parton multiplication.
The evolution of the parton shower can be simulated as step-by-step process by Monte Carlo,
starting from the hard process and working downwards to lower and lower energy scales to
a point ΛQCD where perturbation theory breaks down [109].
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Here it is necessary to switch to hadronization phase, where the formation of colour-
neutral hadrons takes place. After the hadronization, unstable hadrons decay into stable
daughter particles that can interact with the detector materials in the subsequent detector
simulation.
For Monte Carlo models that accurately simulate QCD hard-scattering events, one re-
quires a good model that of beam-beam remnants (BBRs) and the multi parton interactions
(MPI). Underlying events consist of the BBR and MPI and is an unavoidable background to
most collider observables. At the LHC, multiple inelastic collisions also take place in each
bunch-crossing between two neighboring protons, termed “pile-up” 1. The resulting event
contains particles that originate from the two outgoing partons and particles that come from
the breakup of two outgoing partons. BBRs are the left over part after a proton is knocked
out of each of the initial two beam hadrons, and these remnants are colour connected to
the rest of the event [110], compensating the colour taken away by the colliding partons.
Additionally, since the hadron is a composite object, the incoming partons in the collision
may interact more than once, through different partons in one single event (MPI). However,
on an event-by-event basis these two contributions to underlying events cannot be uniquely
separated from particles that come from the initial and final state radiation.
A description of MC simulation used in the analysis is discussed in next section.
6.2.3 Simulated event samples
Samples of events generated using MC simulations were produced using different event gener-
ators interfaced to various shower/hadronisation generators within the MC12a/b production
campaign [111, 112]. After the event generation step, trigger and detector simulation was
performed with the dedicated ATLAS software infrastructure [113] either making fully use
of GEANT4 [114] framework for a detailed physics description simulation or Atlfast2 [115]
framework for fast simulation. In this analysis, full simulated event samples were used as
baseline samples while to estimate the impact of anomalous couplings in Section 7.6 and to
evaluate most of the systematic effects, fast simulated event samples were used. Samples of
1This is actually called ‘in-time pile-up’, and there is also a notion of ‘out-of-time’ pile-up, referring to
the effects of proceeding and subsequent bunch-crossing.
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events generated using MC simulations were produced for t-channel signal and background
processes, and were used to evaluate models of efficiency and resolution in Section 7.2.1, and
to estimate systematic uncertainties in Section 7.8.
Parameters (such as one PDF input, the factorisation scale µ2F discussed in Section 3.1)
are tuned to the data from the proton-proton collision at the LHC. In some cases, input
parameters have a non-negligible effect on the final results of the analysis and contribute to
systematic uncertainty. Final measurements in this analysis depend on the top mass. In the
baseline MC samples, the top mass is set to be 172.5 GeV.
In order to estimate the efficiency and resolution (i.e migration matrix, see Section 7.3.1),
two LO simulated event samples were generated with Protos(version 2.2b using the CTEQ6L1
PDF sets [116]) and AcerMC (version 3.8) respectively. Events generated using Protos
were produced within the four-flavour scheme, i.e. incorporating only the 2 → 3 process
as depicted in the Figure 3.7. The factorisation scale is set to µ2F = −p2W for the spectator
quark and µ2F = p
2
b¯
+ m2b for the gluon, where pW and pb¯ are the three-momenta of the
exchanged W boson and of the b-antiquark originating from the gluon splitting, respectively.
This generator was also used to produce additional simulated event samples where different
configuration of anomalous couplings were enabled in both the production and the decay
vertices, varying just two couplings simultaneously in order to keep the top-quark width Γt
invariant and therefore the cross-section. The AcerMC multi-leg LO generator [117] using
the LO CTEQ6L1 PDF sets. This ME generator, AcerMC, incorporates both the 2 → 2
and 2 → 3 processes (see Figure 3.7(b)) featuring an automated procedure to remove the
overlap in phase space between them [118]. The factorisation and renormalisation scales are
set to µF = µR = mt = 172.5GeV.
The simulated samples for the t-channel single top signal and its background (except
the QCD background) are listed in Tables 6.1-6.3. For more details about the studies and
choices of these generators as well as the tunes of the generators, readers are suggested to
read the upcoming paper [119].
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t-channel description Generator PDF sets σ [pb] k -factor MC events Type
`+jets (t) Powheg-Box+Pythia+P2011C CT10f4/CTEQ6L1 17.519 1.050 4994481 FS
`+jets (t¯) Powheg-Box+Pythia+P2011C CT10f4/CTEQ6L1 9.396 1.061 4999879 FS
`+jets Protos+Pythia+P2011C CTEQ6L1 28.434 1.000 4999996 AFII
`+jets AcerMC+Pythia+P2011C CTEQ6L1 25.750 1.104 8997672 FS
`+jets (t) Powheg-Box+Pythia+P2012 CT10f4/CTEQ6L1 17.520 1.0500 4989989 AFII
`+jets (t¯) Powheg-Box+Pythia+P2012 CT10f4/CTEQ6L1 9.3935 1.0616 4999999 AFII
Table 6.1: Samples of simulated single top-quark t-channel events used as baseline samples.
Sample description Generator PDF sets σ [pb] k -factor MC events Type
s-channel (`+jets) Powheg-Box+Pythia+P2011C CT10/CTEQ6L1 1.642 1.107 1200000 FS
Wt-channel (incl.) Powheg-Box+Pythia+P2011C CT10/CTEQ6L1 20.461 1.093 999692 FS
tt¯ Powheg-Box+Pythia+P2011C CT10/CTEQ6L1 114.48 1.1995 49918212 FS
Table 6.2: Top-quark background simulated event samples used as baseline samples for this
analysis.
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Sample description Generator PDF sets σ [pb] k -factor MC events Type
ZW → eeqq Sherpa CT10 1.4622 1.0500 176000 FS
ZZ → eeqq Sherpa CT10 0.24854 1.0000 30000 FS
ZW → µµqq Sherpa CT10 1.4624 1.0500 176000 FS
ZZ → µµqq Sherpa CT10 0.24747 1.0000 30000 FS
ZW → ττqq Sherpa CT10 1.4523 1.0500 175999 FS
ZZ → ττqq Sherpa CT10 0.24167 1.0000 30000 FS
WW → eνqq Sherpa CT10 7.2790 1.0600 789998 FS
WZ → eνqq Sherpa CT10 1.9022 1.0500 209999 FS
WW → µνqq Sherpa CT10 7.2776 1.0600 779898 FS
WZ → µνqq Sherpa CT10 1.9076 1.0500 209900 FS
WW → τνqq Sherpa CT10 7.2756 1.0600 789995 FS
WZ → τνqq Sherpa CT10 1.9086 1.0500 210000 FS
W → eν + B filter Sherpa CT10 140.340 1.100 14997980 FS
W → eν + C filter, B veto Sherpa CT10 537.840 1.100 9998989 FS
W → eν + C veto, B veto Sherpa CT10 10295.000 1.100 49855968 FS
W → µν + B filter Sherpa CT10 140.390 1.100 14989485 FS
W → µν + C filter, B veto Sherpa CT10 466.470 1.100 9992484 FS
W → µν + C veto, B veto Sherpa CT10 10368.000 1.100 49716964 FS
W → τν + B filter Sherpa CT10 140.340 1.100 14925982 FS
W → τν + C filter, B veto Sherpa CT10 506.450 1.100 9993984 FS
W → τν + C veto, B veto Sherpa CT10 10327.000 1.100 49830968 FS
Z → ee + B filter Sherpa CT10 31.046 1.120 3999000 FS
Z → ee + C filter, B veto Sherpa CT10 314.260 1.120 2999995 FS
Z → ee + C veto, B veto Sherpa CT10 764.410 1.120 1000000 FS
Z → µµ + B filter Sherpa CT10 31.036 1.120 3997997 FS
Z → µµ + C filter, B veto Sherpa CT10 314.800 1.120 2997995 FS
Z → µµ + C veto, B veto Sherpa CT10 764.480 1.120 998999 FS
Z → ττ + B filter Sherpa CT10 31.008 1.120 3997994 FS
Z → ττ + C filter, B veto Sherpa CT10 314.490 1.120 2998998 FS
Z → ττ + C veto, B veto Sherpa CT10 764.570 1.120 1000000 FS
Table 6.3: Diboson, W +jets and Z +jets background MC samples used as baseline samples
for this analysis. All V +jets samples consider massive charm and bottom quarks.
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6.2.3.1 Data-driven event samples The multijet background has a large cross-section,
several orders of magnitude above top-quark and vector-boson productions, and a sizable
misidentification probability. However, the multijet process cannot be modelled by Monte
Carlo simulation accurately. In fact, the QCD background is usually estimated from the
data due to its large theoretical uncertainty and the computation challenge. In this analysis,
the multijet contribution, in the electron and muon channels, is estimated with a data-driven
matrix method [120]. In multijet events, isolated energy deposits can be falsely reconstructed
as a prompt lepton. The matrix method estimate the multijet background in data by deter-
mining the number of fake leptons passing the signal cuts. This method is presented in more
detail in [120]. To summarize this method, we discuss briefly the estimation of the multijet
contributions, which is then used to generate the multijet background samples.The method
starts by defining two types of lepton selections which we call them loose lepton and tight
lepton. Accordingly, we have the below four quantities:
• N loose(tight), the number of events with a lepton that pass the loose(tight) lepton selection.
• real(fake) = N
tight
real(fake)
N loose
real(fake)
, the fraction of the numbers of real(fake) lepton events passing the
tight cuts in terms of the total number of real(fake) lepton events passing the loose cuts.
Additionally, we have two more equations to constrain our N loose(tight):
N tight = N tightreal +N
tight
fake ,
N loose = N loosereal +N
loose
fake .
The real and fake are estimated in regions dominated with real lepton (Z → e+e− and
Z → µ+µ−) or with fake leptons (like events with low EmissT ). N loose and N tight can be
obtained directly from data. And with these four quantities, N tightfake is derived with:
N tightfake =
fake
real − fake
(
realN
loose −N tight) , (6.3)
With this data-drive multijet contribution expression, the QCD sample thus can be
generated from data events passing the loose lepton selection, by applying the derived QCD
weight factor. The matrix method is used to provide the shape modeling of the observables
as well as the overall normalisation.
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In additional, the multijet contributions in the electron and muon channels are alterna-
tively estimated using the mixed data-simulation jet–electron and purely data-driven anti–
muon models2, respectively.
In summary, the single top backgrounds come from the Wt channel, s channel, as well
as the tt¯ channels productions are normalised to their theoretical predictions, while the nor-
malisations of the multijet and W+jets contributions are estimated or rescaled, respectively,
from data-driven techniques, due to their large uncertainties on their theoretical cross sec-
tions. On the other hand, the shapes of the distributions are given by the MC simulation
for all background processes except for the multijet events for which data-derived templates
are used.
6.3 EVENT SELECTION
With the selected objects in Section 5.3, we can proceed with events selections with more
stringent requirements. This analysis uses four selections cuts to define four regions: a signal
region with a high fraction of t-channel events, a control region with a high fraction of tt¯
events, another control region with a high fraction of W -jets events and a validation region
with a high fraction of W -jets. The cuts that define the signal regions further discrim-
inate t-channel events from background contamination while these background dominant
control/validation regions are defined to evaluate the good modelling of the data by the MC
simulated predictions and thus determine their scale factors.
The events in these four regions are selected with a two step procedure. The first step is
to define a preselection signal region; then, the four regions are further defined.
2In the electron channel, the jet-electron model is built from a simulated di-jet sample requiring one
of the jets to be electron-like. The jet-lepton selection is applied to simulated di-jet events to obtain the
templates. In the muon channel, the anti-muon model is used. This model is derived from data selecting a
sample highly enriched in non-prompt muons. Details about these two methods are described in Ref. [120].
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6.3.1 Event preselection in the signal region
In t-channel single top events, the lepton produced from the decay of the W boson usually
emerges with high transverse momentum. Therefore, as discussed in Section 5.3.2, this
analysis requires exactly one isolated charged light lepton (electron or muon) selected with
transverse momentum pT > 25 GeV and pseudo-rapidity |η| < 2.5.
The scattered forward light jet typically has a transverse momentum of around 30 ∼ 40
GeV, while the central b-tagged jet has a hard pT distribution that peaks at around 60 GeV.
A pT threshold helps to reject backgrounds with soft jets. Therefore, exactly one b-tagged
jet with |η| < 2.5 and exactly one untagged jet with |η| < 4.5 are required in this analysis,
both with pT > 30 GeV (pT > 35 GeV when 2.7 < |η| < 3.5).
The b-tagged jet is selected with a MV1c value > 0.9195, which corresponds to a b-
tagging efficiency of 50%. The second b-quark coming from gluon splitting can result in an
additional b-tagged jet. This second b-tagged jet generally has a softer pT spectrum and a
broader η distribution compared to the b-tagged jet produced in the top-quark decay. To
reject jets from pile-up collisions, |JVF| > 0.50 is considered for low pT and central jets. The
magnitude of the missing transverse momentum carries the rest of the mass from W boson
and must be EmissT > 30 GeV.
Additional loose low-pT leptons are vetoed therefore reducing the contribution of dilepton
background events (mainly tt¯ dilepton events since tt¯ is the dominant dilepton backgrounds).
Two additional multijet background rejection criteria are applied. The transverse mass
of the lepton–EmissT system, which is the transverse mass W mass,
mWT =
√
pTEmissT − ~pT · ~EmissT
or
mT(`E
miss
T ) =
√
2pT (`)EmissT (1− cos∆φ(pT (`), EmissT )),
is required to be larger than 50 GeV. In the second expression, ∆φ
(
pT (`), E
miss
T
)
is the
difference in azimuthal angle between the pT of the lepton and the E
miss
T . Events that do not
contain a leptonically decaying W -boson is constructed with a lower mT(`E
miss
T ) . A cut on
this region removes these events.
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Also, a more stringent isolation cut on the lepton pT is applied to events in which the
lepton and leading jet, j1, are back-to-back,
pT (`) >
40
pi − 1 (|∆φ(j1, `)| − 1) GeV
where ∆φ(j1, `) is the difference in azimuthal angle between the lepton pT and the leading
jet in pT . As we can see from the Figure 6.3, multijet events are reduced by a cut on the
of lower region of the lepton, where the value of the cut depends on the azimuthal angle
between the leading jet and the lepton.
Figure 6.3: Distributions of the lepton pT as a function of the difference in azimuthal angle between
the leading jet j1 in pT and the lepton pT , in the signal preselected region for electrons (left) and
muons (right). The plots show the distribution of multijet data-driven prediction.
Finally two fiducial cuts are applied in order to remove a mis-modelling seen in the |η|
distribution of the non b-jet and in the |∆η| distribution between the two required jets.
These fiducial cuts are the following:
|η(non b-jet)| < 3.6
|∆η(b-jet, non b-jet)| < 4.5
This set of preselection requirements defines the so-called preselected signal region.
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6.3.2 Event selection in the signal region
In addition to the signal event preselection, further discrimination between single top-quark
t-channel events and background events is achieved by applying additional criteria following
the methods previous ATLAS measurements of the single top production cross section [121]
and the two angle analysis [12]:
• The pseudo-rapidity of the non b-tagged jet must satisfy |η(non b-jet)| > 2.0, since the
spectator jet tends to be forward in the t-channel signature.
• The sum of the pT of all final-state objects, HT , must be larger than 195 GeV, since the
HT distributions of the backgrounds peak at lower values than the t-channel signature.
• The mass of the reconstructed top quark, m(`νb), from its decay products is required
to be within 130–200 GeV, to reject background events from processes not involving top
quarks.
• The distance in η between the non b-tagged jet and the b-jet must be |∆η(b-jet, non b-jet)| >
1.5, to further reduce tt¯ contributions.
These selection requirements optimise the expected signal significance at 8 TeV, taking
into account the main systematic uncertainties. These criteria and the basic event selection
together define the t-channel signal region of the analysis.
6.3.3 Event selection in the control and validation regions
Two specific background–enriched control regions are defined in order to estimate the con-
tributions of the most important background processes in the t-channel signal region by
computing scale factors for the overall normalisations. In addition to these two control re-
gions a validation region is used to further control the modelling of the W+jets processes.
These three specific background–enriched regions are:
• A control region enriched in tt¯ events is defined by considering preselected events con-
taining two additional non b-tagged jets (i.e. four jets are required being just one of
them required to be b-tagged). The expected contribution of the signal process in this tt¯
control region is about 3%.
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• An enriched control region in W+jets events is defined in order to control the modelling
of the W+jets background. Events in this control region are selected by considering
the preselection criteria and vetoing the requirements of the signal selection. The signal
fraction in this W+jets control region is expected to be of the order of 11%. This control
region is enriched in W+jets events at a level of 36%.
• A third region is defined as a validation region enriched in W+jets events to further
control the modelling of the W+jets background. Events in this validation region are
selected by considering the preselection criteria imposing a relaxed b-tagging requirement
as mentioned in Section 5.2.2. The loose b-tagged jets are selected by considering the
MV1c working point corresponding to a b-tagging efficiency of 80%. In addition, all events
passing the signal preselection, i.e. satisfying the tighter signal b-tagging requirement (i.e.
MV1c value > 0.9195, corresponding to a b-tagging efficiency of 50%), are excluded. This
region has much larger enrichment in W+jets events though the flavour composition is
totally different to the signal region. The signal fraction in this W+jets control region
is expected to be of the order of 3%. This control region is enriched in W+jets events
at a level of 78%.
6.4 BACKGROUND ESTIMATION AND NORMALISATION
For all background processes, except multijet and W+jets production, the normalisations
are initially estimated by using the MC simulation scaled to the theoretical cross-section
predictions, and the event distribution modelling is taken from simulation.
The tt¯ events are normalised to the NNLO in QCD including resummation of NNLL soft
gluon terms with Top++2.0 [122–127], since its predicted cross-section is 252.89+13.30−14.52 pb [127],
in pp collisions at
√
s =8 TeV. The inclusive cross-sections of vector-boson production are
calculated to NNLO with the FEWZ program [128] and the MSTW2008 NNLO PDF sets,
with an uncertainty of 4% [129] and 5% for W+jets and Z+jets, respectively. Finally, the
cross-sections of diboson processes are calculated at NLO using the MCFM program [130],
within an uncertainty of 5%.
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The normalisation as well as the event modelling of the multijet background is estimated
from data using the matrix method [120, 131] we discussed in Section 6.2.3. The alternative
normalisation and modelling based on the mixed data-simulation jet–electron method [120,
121, 132] and the purely data-driven anti–muon selection [120] are also considered. From
the comparison of these two models an overall normalisation uncertainty of 70% is assigned
to the multijet contribution.
The final signal and background normalisation are estimated through a simultaneous
maximum-likelihood fit to the numbers of data events observed in the signal, tt¯ and W+jets
control regions described in Section 6.3.3. The likelihood function [132] is given by the
product of Poisson probability terms associated with the fitted regions, combined with the
product of Gaussian priors to constrain the background rates to their predictions within the
associated uncertainties. In the fit the t-channel contribution is treated as unconstrained.
The top-quark background contributions (tt¯, associated Wt and s-channel) are merged with
their relative fractions taken from simulation, and the applied constraint is derived from
the combination in quadrature of their cross-section uncertainties, that is 6%. The W+jets
contribution is constrained to the normalisation uncertainty of 34% and its flavour compo-
sition is taken from simulation. In these three fitted regions the production of a W boson in
association with heavy-flavour jets is the dominant contribution to the W+jets background,
predicted to be around 95% in the each region. The Z+jets and diboson contributions, which
are very low in the signal region (2% of the total expectation), are merged and fixed to the
predictions. The multijet contribution is kept fixed to its data-driven estimate. The results
of the maximum-likelihood fit together with the statistical post-fit uncertainties are found to
be 1.010± 0.005 and 1.128± 0.013 for the top-quark and W+jets background contributions
and 0.909± 0.022 for the t-channel signal. In the case of the W+jets validation region, just
overall scale factors for the W+jets background are estimated. These are simply extracted
by matching the total predicted event yields to the number of events observed in this vali-
dation region. All these scale factors are presented as overall scale factors to be applied to
the simulated event yields. The results are found to be stable when the constraints set to
the top-quark and W+jets backgrounds are significantly relaxed.
The overall normalisation scale factors are used to control the modelling of the kine-
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matic and angular variable distributions in the signal, control and validation regions. In
the subsequent steps of the analysis, the overall scaling of the t-channel prediction is not
relevant while the W+jets and top-quark backgrounds are normalised using these overall
scale factors.
6.5 EVENT YIELDS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
6.5.1 Event yields
Table 6.4 shows the number of observed and expected events for the the electron and muon
combined channels (labeled as “Combined”) in the signal, tt¯ and W+jets control and val-
idation regions after applying the overal normalisation scale factors to compute the event
yields.
The uncertainties correspond to the statistical uncertainty from the size of the simulated
event samples (data-driven samples for multijet background). The table also shows the signal
to background ratio, S/B, for each region, being greater than one in the signal region and
small in the control and validation regions. Good agreement (within statistical uncertainties)
is observed between data and prediction when these overall normalisation scale factors are
used.
In addition to the event yields tables, Figure 6.4 shows the pie charts with the expected
contribution of the t-channel signal and different background processes in the signal, control
and validation regions.
6.5.2 Kinematic distributions in the signal region
The procedure used to simulate background together with those procedures used to estimate
multijet contamination, and to rescale the simulated samples using information from the
control regions, and to rescale the simulated samples using information from the control
regions, and validated by a series of control plots to check the background estimate with
different selection criteria, give confidence that the physics modelling, the detector modeling,
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Signal region tt¯ control region W+jets control region W+jets validation region
Process
t-channel 4395±17 1688±12 11601±29 9306±27
tt¯, Wt, s-channel 2017±15 62864±77 48120±82 23937±61
W +heavy-jets 1910±49 6898±65 45410±200 157260±480
W +light-jets 87±31 218±38 3110±200 130900±1000
Z +jets, Diboson 157±7 1118±37 4734±77 17750±300
Multijet 375±13 862±27 8910±61 20140±120
Total expected 8941±64 73650±120 121890±310 359300±1200
Data 8939 73662 121913 359320
S/B 0.97 0.02 0.11 0.03
Table 6.4: Event yields for the combined electron and muon channels (labeled as “Com-
bined”) in the signal, tt¯ and W+jets control and validation regions. The predictions are
derived from simulation samples together with their theoretical cross-section except mul-
tijet which is estimated using a data-driven matrix method. The uncertainties shown are
statistical only.
and the background estimate are accurate. We can now proceed to investigate the properties
of the t-channel events in the signal region, and in particular the distributions of the decay
angles discussed in next chapter.
Figures 6.5-6.6 show the some important kinematic distributions in the signal region for
reconstructed and selected objects. In all these figures distributions for electrons and muons
are shown separately and additionally distributions for separate central and forward lepton
η regions are also provided.
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Figure 6.4: Relative contribution of the predicted signal and background processes in the
signal, tt¯ and W+jets control, and validation regions. The multijet background is estimated
using data-driven techniques, while contributions from simulated W+jets, top-quark back-
grounds and t-channel event samples are normalised to the results of a maximum-likelihood
fit to event yields.
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Figure 6.5: Kinematic distributions of the pT of the lepton (including separate central and forward
lepton η regions) in the signal region for the electron (left) and for the muon (right) channels,
comparing observed data, shown as the black points with statistical uncertainties, to SM signal
and background predictions. The lower plots show the ratio of data to prediction in each bin.
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Figure 6.6: Kinematic distributions of the EmissT (including separate central and forward lepton η
regions) in the signal region for the electron (left) and for the muon (right) channels, comparing
observed data, shown as the black points with statistical uncertainties, to SM signal and background
predictions. The lower plots show the ratio of data to prediction in each bin.
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The distributions of the angular observables, θ, θ* and φ* that were introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1.4, are shown in Figure 6.7.
Isolation requirements placed on the leptons play an important role in the shape of these
angular distributions. From Figure 3.8 one can see that for cos θ = −1, the spectator jet
overlaps with the b-tagged jet. Similarly, for cos θ* = −1, the lepton overlaps with the b-
tagged jet. Therefore, in both cases, the acceptance is significantly reduced. For cos θ = +1
the acceptance is maximal since the spectator jet is back-to-back to the b-tagged jet. For
cos θ* = +1 though the lepton is back-to-back to the b-tagged jet, the acceptance is not
maximal since the lepton is in the same plane as the spectator jet and therefore it may
overlap with this jet. For φ* = 0, pi or 2pi, the lepton is in the same plane as the spectator
jet and therefore it may overlap with this jet. This is disfavored by the isolation criteria,
so acceptance drops in these three regions. On the contrary, acceptance is maximal for
φ* = ±pi/2, since the lepton is in a perpendicular plane to the spectator.
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Figure 6.7: Angular distributions of cos θ (a), cos θ* (b) and φ* (c) in the signal region for
the electron and muon channels merged, comparing observed data, shown as the black points
with statistical uncertainties, to SM signal and background predictions.
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7.0 MEASUREMENT OF ANOMALOUS COUPLINGS IN THE
TOP-QUARK DECAY VERTEX WITH SINGLE TOP-QUARK EVENTS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The effective contributions to the Wtb interaction vertex is called an effective couplings, and
when those couplings do not exist at leading order in the SM, they are called anomalous
couplings; i.e, measurable values of VR, gL or gR are called “anomalous”.
This Chapter presents a simultaneous measurement on the full space of parameters gov-
erning the Wtb vertex using the angular dependences of single top-quark t-channel events
from the normalised triple differential decay rate of top-quark decays (see section 3.1.4),
performed using single top events selected from data in 2012 at
√
s = 8 TeV. Conceptually
this is a measurement of each of the anomalous coupling parameters VL, VR, gL, and gR; plus
the polarisation P of the top quark, with a full covariance matrix.
The analysis is carried out in a Fourier-dual space of coefficients in an angular expan-
sion. A “M-function”, which is a product of a normalisation factor, an associated Legendre
function Pmk (cos θ), and a spherical harmonic, Y
m
l (θ
∗, φ∗), is defined and used as the basis
function for this procedure and for modelling background processes. To deconvolve detector
effects, an angular analogue of the ordinary convolution theorem is used.
7.1.1 The triple differential decay rate of polarised single top quarks
In section 3.1.4 and Refs. [133, 134] it is shown that the helicity formalism [55] applied to the
decay of polarised single top quarks, leads to the expression 3.13 for the triple differential
decay rate for a top quark.
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It proves useful to express the decay rate as a finite series in orthogonal functions. These
functions are constructed as a direct product of spherical harmonics and an additional as-
sociated Legendre polynomial. Since there appears to be no shorthand notation for these
functions in the literature, we have named them M -functions. These are defined and de-
scribed in the next section.
7.1.2 Definition and properties of the M -functions
The function Mmk,l (θ, θ
∗, φ∗) is defined as the product of a normalisation factor, an associated
Legendre function, Pmk (cos θ), and a spherical harmonic, Y
m
l (θ
∗, φ∗). The degrees k and l of
the associated Legendre function and the spherical harmonic are arbitrary, but both functions
must have the same order m:
Mmk,l (θ, θ
∗, φ∗) ≡
√
2k + 1
2
(k −m)!
(k +m)!
Pmk (cos θ)Y
m
l (θ
∗, φ∗) . (7.1)
It may also be expressed purely in terms of spherical harmonics:
Mmk,l (θ, θ
∗, φ∗) =
√
2k + 1
2
(k −m)!
(k +m)!
Pmk (cos θ)Y
m
l (θ
∗, φ∗)
=
√
2piY mk (θ, 0)Y
m
l (θ
∗, φ∗)
=
√
2piY mk (θ, φ
∗)Y ml (θ
∗, 0). (7.2)
Properties of the M -functions follow immediately from the well-known properties of the
spherical harmonics. They form an orthonormal set with respect to the measure dΩM ≡
dΩdΩ∗ = d(cos θ)dΩ∗: ∫
Mk,l,m(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)Mm
′∗
k′ ,l′ (θ, θ
∗, φ∗)dΩM =∫
4pi
∫ pi
0
Mk,l,m(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)Mm
′∗
k′ ,l′ (θ, θ
∗, φ∗) sin θdθdΩ∗ = δk,k′δl,l′δm,m′ .
(7.3)
The complex conjugate of an M -function is
Mm∗k,l (θ, θ
∗, φ∗) = M−mk,l (θ, θ
∗, φ∗). (7.4)
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In addition to these two properties, a third one, which may be called Gaunt’s theorem
in analogy to corresponding theorems for spherical harmonics and Legendre polynomials, is
easily proven with their aid:
Mk,l,m(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)Mm
′
k′ ,l′ (θ, θ
∗, φ∗) = Wm,m
′M
k,l,k′ ,l′ ,L,KM
M
K,L(θ, θ
∗, φ∗), (7.5)
where Wm,m
′M
k,l,k′ ,l′,L,K =
√
2piGm,m
′
,M
k,k′ ,K G
m,m
′
,M
l,l′ ,L , and G
m,m
′
,M
k,k′ ,K and G
m,m
′
,M
l,l′ ,L are the Gaunt coeffi-
cients, which are in turn related to the more familiar Clebsch–Gordan coefficients Cm,m
′,M
l,l′,L
through the relation
Gm,m
′,M
l,l′,L =
√
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)
4pi(2L+ 1)
Cm,m
′,M
l,l′,L C
0,0,0
l,l′,L . (7.6)
7.1.3 Triple differential decay rates in M -functions
The triple differential decay rate, Equation 3.13, written in terms of M -functions is:
%(θ, θ∗, φ∗;P ) =
1
N
dN
dΩdΩ∗
=
1
2
√
2pi
[(
|A1, 1
2
|2 + |A−1,− 1
2
|2 + |A0, 1
2
|2 + |A0,− 1
2
|2
)
M0,0,0(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)
+
√
3
2
(
|A1, 1
2
|2 − |A−1,− 1
2
|2
)
M0,1,0(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)
+
1
2
√
5
(
|A1, 1
2
|2 − 2|A0, 1
2
|2 − 2|A0,− 1
2
|2 + |A−1,− 1
2
|2
)
M0,2,0(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)
+ P
{
1√
3
(
|A1, 1
2
|2 − |A0, 1
2
|2 + |A0,− 1
2
|2 − |A−1,− 1
2
|2
)
M1,0,0(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)
+
1
2
(
|A1, 1
2
|2 + |A−1,− 1
2
|2
)
M1,1,0(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)
+
1
2
√
15
(
|A1, 1
2
|2 + 2|A0, 1
2
|2 − 2|A0,− 1
2
|2 − |A−1,− 1
2
|2
)
M1,2,0(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)
− 1√
2
(
A1, 1
2
A∗
0, 1
2
+ A∗−1,− 1
2
A0,− 1
2
)
M1,1,1(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)
− 1√
2
(
A∗
1, 1
2
A0, 1
2
+ A−1,− 1
2
A∗
0,− 1
2
)
M1,1,−1(θ, θ∗, φ∗)
− 1√
10
(
A1, 1
2
A∗
0, 1
2
− A∗−1,− 1
2
A0,− 1
2
)
M1,2,1(θ, θ
∗, φ∗)
− 1√
10
(
A∗
1, 1
2
A0, 1
2
− A−1,− 1
2
A∗
0,− 1
2
)
M1,2,−1(θ, θ∗, φ∗)
}]
. (7.7)
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More compactly, it can be written as
%(θ, θ∗, φ∗;P ) =
1
N
dN
dΩdΩ∗
=
2∑
k=0
2∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
ak,l,m
√
2Y mk (θ, φ
∗)Y ml (θ
∗, 0)
=
2∑
k=0
2∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
ak,l,mMk,l,m(θ, θ
∗, φ∗). (7.8)
The restriction to k ≤ 2 and l ≤ 2 in Equation 7.8 is caused by the limited spin states
of the initial and final state fermions and the vector boson at the weak vertex.
Only nine of the coefficients ak,l,m are nonzero and can be parameterised with six physics
parameters representing three amplitude fractions and two phases which are called the gen-
eralised helicity fractions and phases :
• f1, the fraction of decays containing transversely polarised W bosons,
f1 =
∣∣∣A1, 1
2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣A−1,− 1
2
∣∣∣2∣∣∣A1, 1
2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣A−1,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣A0, 1
2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣A0,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 , (7.9)
• f+1 , the fraction of transversely polarised W boson decays that are right-handed,
f+1 =
∣∣∣A1, 1
2
∣∣∣2∣∣∣A1, 1
2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣A−1,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 , (7.10)
• f+0 , in events with longitudinally polarised W bosons, the fraction of b-quarks that are
right-handed,
f+0 =
∣∣∣A0, 1
2
∣∣∣2∣∣∣A0, 1
2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣A0,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 , (7.11)
• δ+, the phase between amplitudes for longitudinally polarised and transversely polarised
W bosons recoiling against right-handed b-quarks,
δ+ = arg
(
A1, 1
2
A∗
0, 1
2
)
, (7.12)
• δ−, the phase between amplitudes for longitudinally polarised and transversely polarised
W bosons recoiling against left-handed b-quarks,
δ− = arg
(
A−1,− 1
2
A∗
0,− 1
2
)
, (7.13)
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In what follows, we define ~α as ~α ≡ {f1, f+1 , f+0 , δ+, δ−}. In addition, P , the top-quark
polarisation, is considered separately from ~α because it depends on the production of the
top quark, rather than the decay. There is no analytical expression for P in terms of the
transition amplitudes, so P is treated as a nuisance parameter.
Using b-quark mass mb = 4.95 GeV, mt = 172.5 GeV, and mW = 80.399 GeV, and using
the LO expressions for ~α [12, 135], their expected values are
f1 = 0.304, f
+
1 = 0.001, f
+
0 = 6 · 10−5, δ+ = δ− = 0.0.
In addition, the parameterisation of Equations 7.9-7.13 can also be computed in terms
of couplings VL,R and gL,R. Approximate expressions (valid for mb = 0) are given in Ap-
pendix A.2. Unless there are significant right-handed transitions, which is not expected in
the SM, δ+, is not observable in top-quark decays. The nine nonzero coefficients ak,l,m(~α;P )
are:
a0,0,0 =
1√
8pi
,
a0,1,0 =
√
3√
8pi
f1(f
+
1 −
1
2
) ,
a0,2,0 =
1√
40pi
(
3
2
f1 − 1) ,
a1,0,0 = +P
1√
24pi
(
f1
(
2f+1 − 1)
)
+ (1− f1)
(
1− 2f+0
))
,
a1,1,0 = +P
1√
32pi
f1 ,
a1,2,0 = +P
1√
480pi
(
f1
(
2f+1 − 1)
)− 2 (1− f1) (1− 2f+0 )) ,
a1,1,1 = −P 1√
16pi
√
f1(1− f1)
{√
f+1 f
+
0 e
iδ+ +
√
(1− f+1 )(1− f+0 )e−iδ−
}
,
a1,1,−1 = −P 1√
16pi
√
f1(1− f1)
{√
f+1 f
+
0 e
−iδ+ +
√
(1− f+1 )(1− f+0 )eiδ−
}
,
a1,2,1 = −P 1√
80pi
√
f1(1− f1)
{√
f+1 f
+
0 e
iδ+ −
√
(1− f+1 )(1− f+0 )e−iδ−
}
,
a1,2,−1 = −P 1√
80pi
√
f1(1− f1)
{√
f+1 f
+
0 e
−iδ+ −
√
(1− f+1 )(1− f+0 )eiδ−
}
.
(7.14)
All the other coefficients are zero in single top-quark decays.
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The goal of this analysis is to extract simultaneous bounds on all of the physics parame-
ters. Two parameterisation schemes are used. W boson helicity fractions via f1 = FR + FL,
where FR = f1f
+
1 and FL = f1(1 − f+1 ). One parameterisation scheme consists of the six
generalised helicity fractions and phases ~α of Equations 7.9-7.13. Another consists of the
anomalous couplings VL, VR, gL, and gR. Bounds on these parameters are obtained by first
determining the angular coefficients ak,l,m. The techniques are described after first describing
the event selection and background estimation.
7.2 ANALYSIS METHOD
7.2.1 Overview
An outline of the analysis follows; the steps described here will be explained in detail later in
this section. A technique called orthogonal series density estimation (OSDE) [136] is used,
which is essentially a Fourier technique, to determine moments of the angular distribution in
data (or in a validation sample). Using a MC training sample and employing a generalised
convolution theorem, the migration matrix, introduced in Section 7.3.1, is determined, dif-
fering from that of a more standard analysis in that it operates in the domain of angular
coefficients rather than the domain1 of the original kinematic variables θ, θ*, and φ*. The
migration matrix is then used to deconvolve the detector response from the physics, and
recover the angular moments ak,l,m(~α). The extracted values of the angular moments can be
propagated to values of the parameters ~α ≡ {f1, f+1 , f+0 , δ+, δ−, P}, using Equation 7.14 or
further propagated to the parameters VL,R and gL,R.
The procedure outlined here is complicated by the presence of nonlinearities. The de-
scription offered in following section neglects these complications, which are described later,
in Section 7.6.
1The language here is inspired by Fourier analysis, where one refers to the “time domain” and the
“frequency” domain.
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7.2.2 Orthogonal series density estimation
Imagine a dataset D
D = {(θ1, θ∗1, φ*1), (θ2, θ∗2, φ*2), ...} (7.15)
distributed according to the probability distribution %(θ, θ*, φ*) of Equation 7.8. From this
dataset one wishes to determine, the coefficients ak,l,m. These coefficients can formally be
expressed, using the orthonormality of the M -functions, as
ak,l,m =
∫
%(θ, θ*, φ*)Mm
′∗
k′ l′ (θ, θ
*, φ*)dΩM . (7.16)
Suppose one wanted to employ MC techniques to calculate the value of the integral on the
right, which, one can notice, expresses the expectation value of the quantity Mm
′∗
k′ l′ (θ, θ
*, φ*)
for a dataset distributed according to %(θ, θ*, φ*). Since the dataset is already on hand, one
can simply compute the mean value of Mm
′∗
k′ l′ (θ, θ
*, φ*):
ak,l,m = 〈Mm∗k,l (θ, θ*, φ*)〉 (7.17)
where the average is taken over the dataset D. This average is the MC estimate of the
coefficient ak,l,m.
The technique, called Orthogonal Series Density Estimation (OSDE), is extremely useful
for fitting any type of data for which the PDF has a natural decomposition in a basis of
orthogonal functions. Such a basis can, for multivariate PDFs, be constructed by taking the
product of lower-dimensional basis functions. The M -functions furnish, in fact, an example
of that.
The dataset can consist of real or simulated data. In either case the coefficients ak,l,m have
statistical uncertainties and correlations. A full covariance matrix for the complete vector
of parameters, i.e. both the real and imaginary parts of each coefficient, can be computed
from the usual MC techniques.
To interpret the measurement of the coefficients ak,l,m as a measurement of the parameters
~α, the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients ak,l,m are packed into a vector ~v0 and the
corresponding covariance matrix, obtained from OSDE, into a real-valued matrix C. The
coefficient a0,0,0 is omitted in this procedure because it is constrained by normalisation, and
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not determined by physics. Since the number of parameters used to describe the complex
coefficients dim(~v) = 9 exceeds dim(~α) = 6, an over-constrained system is found, i.e. more
equations than unknowns. A fit which profiles the quantity
χ2(~α) = (~v(~α)− ~v0)T C−1 (~v(~α)− ~v0) (7.18)
over the parameters ~α is therefore performed, using Markov chain MC (MCMC) [137].
7.2.3 Measuring the Wtb vertex with orthogonal series density estimation
In this section the OSDE technique is applied to the problem of estimating parameters ~α
defined in Equation 7.14 in the absence of detector effects. This is not part of the normal
analysis flow, but is done here in order to familiarise the reader with the techniques in their
simplest form. The exercise is first carried out with simplified (Toy) MC, then with Protos
MC. It does not only illustrates OSDE technique, but also provides some information on
how the dataset constrains the parameters ~α. Good constraints are in principle possible on
all of the parameters with the exception of the parameter δ+. A substantial amount of right-
handed coupling at the Wtb vertex is required before angular distribution become sensitive
to δ+.
7.2.3.1 Simplified MC simulation A simplified MC is developed to test the extraction
of physics parameters from these simulation data distributed according to Equation 7.8. This
MC generates uniformly in cos θ, cos θ*, and φ*, and performs J. von Neumann rejection [138]
against the PDF in Equation 7.8. A total of 5M events are generated. Then, OSDE is applied
to the simulation data to determine the angular coefficients. Figure 7.1 shows the table of
OSDE fitted parameter values and the nine angular coefficients compared with their input
values. The so-determined function is then overlaid with the simulation data. The figure also
includes two-dimensional elliptical Mollweide-like projections of the extracted probability
density, θ vs. φ* and θ* vs. φ*. Finally one-dimensional projections of the probability
density for θ, θ*, and φ* are also shown and compared with the input simulation data.
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Parameter measured value deviation pull
f1 0.30320 ± 0.00052 −0.00038 −0.74
δ− [rad] -0.00012 ± 0.00045 −0.00012 −0.31
P 0.89903 ± 0.00098 0.00002 0.03
Re [gR] -0.00029 ± 0.00050 −0.00029 −0.58
Im [gR] -0.00024 ± 0.00076 −0.00024 −0.31
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Figure 7.1: Results of an OSDE fit to generator-level simplified MC as input simulation
data. The nine extracted angular coefficient values with the tree-level model are also shown
in (b). Two-dimensional elliptical Mollweide-like projections of the extracted probability
density are shown in (c) and (d). One-dimensional projections of the probability density for
three angles ompared with the input data are shown in (e), (f), (g) respectively.
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7.2.3.2 Protos MC simulation The fits in this section are performed to simulated
event samples of single top-quark t-channel events generated with SM values of all parame-
ters, using the Protos generator at
√
s =8 TeV. In Figure 7.2 (a) the angular coefficients
are compared with their input values, and the so-determined function is then overlaid with
the simulation data. This figure includes a table of the fitted parameter values. Figure 7.2
(b) shows the coefficients compared with the model. Its lower plot shows the residuals from
this comparison. These residuals are significant; they come from finite width effects in the
Protos MC. They are taken into account when computing the systematic uncertainty as
it is discussed in Section 7.8, but they are negligible in comparison to other contributions.
Figure 7.2 (c–d) show two-dimensional elliptical Mollweide-like projections of the extracted
probability density for θ vs. φ* and θ* vs. φ*, respectively. Finally, Figure 7.2 (e–g) show
one-dimensional projections of the probability density for cos θ, cos θ* and φ*, compared with
the input simulation data. In their lower plots the residuals from this comparison are shown.
In simulated event samples produced with the Protos generator the top-quark mass
is drawn from a Breit–Wigner distribution. The average mass of the top quark in the
simulation sample differs from the top-quark mass set in the generator input parameters.
The shift however depends upon an acceptance window as well as phase space. The residuals
can be eliminated by using the average top-quark mass within the simulation Protos sample
in the calculation of the model, but this depends upon the acceptance window and does not
represent a more accurate description of the physics.
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Parameter measured value deviation pull
f1 0.30006 ± 0.00065 −0.0035 −5.41
δ− [rad] 0.00089 ± 0.000615 0.00089 1.45
P 0.8998 ± 0.0019 −0.0092 −4.79
Re [gR] 0.00357 ± 0.00079 0.0036 4.53
Im [gR] -0.0017 ± 0.0012 −0.0017 −1.44
(a) Fit results
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Figure 7.2: Results of an OSDE fit to generator-level Protos MC as input simulation data.
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7.3 DECONVOLUTION OF DETECTOR EFFECTS
Angular distributions of decay products of the top quark are heavily sculpted and smeared
by detector effects, namely efficiency and resolution2. Dramatic effects appear even at the
level of the trigger. Nonetheless, OSDE can be applied to reconstructed quantities even
though their distribution has no known analytic form, even approximate. The results of an
OSDE analysis are shown separately for electrons and muons in Figures 7.3-7.4 for Protos
simulation. Figures 7.3-7.4 (a) show the angular coefficients obtained from reconstructed
quantities. Many more coefficients are present this time, owing to the more complicated
angular structure of the measured distributions. The challenge is to recover the underlying
physics coefficients from these reconstruction-level coefficients. In addition, residuals are
not shown here since there is no model for the reconstructed coefficients. Figures 7.3-7.4
(b–c) show two-dimensional elliptical Mollweide-like projections of the extracted probability
density for θ vs. φ* and θ* vs. φ*, respectively. Finally, Figures 7.3-7.4 (d–f) show one-
dimensional projections of the probability density for cos θ, cos θ* and φ*, compared with the
input simulation data. In their lower plots the residuals from this comparison are shown.
Detector effects, both efficiency and resolution, are treated simultaneously in this analy-
sis. Their description is in terms of an expansion in direct products of M -functions, because
in this form their incorporation into the analysis is mathematically simple and computation-
ally efficient, thanks to a type of convolution theorem for M -functions that it is developed in
this section. Starting with a few definitions, one can designate the true values of the angular
variables as θT, θ
∗
T, and φ
∗
T, and the reconstructed values as θR, θ
∗
R, and φ
∗
R. In addition, one
can introduce a discrete variable s which takes the value 0 or 1, according to whether (s=1)
or not (s=0) the event has been reconstructed and passed the final selection criteria. The
probability for the variable s can be expressed in terms of the Kronecker delta,
P (s) = εδ1(s) + (1− ε)δ0(s) (7.19)
where δi(s) ≡ δis and ε is the efficiency. The two functions δi for i=0,1 form a complete set
2Background is also an important effect, but is discussed later.
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Figure 7.3: Results of an OSDE fit to reconstructed events with deconvoluted detector effects
in the electron channel for Protos MC as input simulation data.
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Figure 7.4: Results of an OSDE fit to reconstructed events with deconvoluted detector effects
in the muon channel for Protos MC as input simulation data.
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of orthonormal functions for the discrete variable s, in the sense that∑
s=0,1
δi(s)δj(s) = δij (7.20)
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The joint PDF for an event to have some particular value of s to have been produced
with θT, θ
∗
T, and φ
∗
T and to have been reconstructed at θR, θ
∗
R, and φ
∗
R will be denoted as
R(s, θT, θ∗T, φ∗T, θR, θ∗R, φ∗R) (7.21)
It will be seen that this “resolution function” can be incorporated into the decay rate
distributions if it is expressed in a basis of functions based upon M -functions, and the δ’s.
Such a basis is the set of functions defined as products of
• a δ function in s
• an M -function in θT, θ∗T, and φ∗T, and
• an M -function in θR, θ∗R, and φ∗R.
Then,
R(s, θT, θ∗T, φ∗T, θR, θ∗R, φ∗R) = ri,k,l,m,k′,l′,m′δi(s)Mmk,l(θT, θ∗T, φ∗T)Mm
′
k′,l′(θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R). (7.22)
An infinite series will describe any well-behaved function.
From MC simulation, a dataset is obtained
DT =
{
(θT,1, θ
∗
T,1, φ
∗
T,1, θR,1, θ
∗
R,1, φ
∗
R,1), (θT,2, θ
∗
T,2, φ
∗
T,2, θR,2, θ
∗
R,2, φ
∗
R,2...)
}
(7.23)
called the training dataset. To describe this dataset does not require an infinite number of
terms, and therefore the series can be truncated, Equation 7.22, at a maximum value of k,
l, k′, and l′. The joint probability density R(s, θT, θ∗T, φ∗T, θR, θ∗R, φ∗R) is therefore completely
described by a finite number of coefficients ri,k,l,m,k′,l′,m′ , and these can be determined by
applying OSDE to the training dataset.
We will be interested in the probability that a detected event migrates from a set of true
angles to a set of detected angles, i.e., with s=1, so
R(1, θT, θ∗T, θR, θ∗R, φ∗R) = ri,k,l,m,k′,l′,m′δi(1)Mmk,l(θTθ∗T, φ∗T)Mm
′
k′,l′(θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R).
= r1,k,l,m,k′,l′,m′M
m
k,l(θTθ
∗
T, φ
∗
T)M
m′
k′,l′(θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R). (7.24)
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so that we will only need the coefficients r1,k,l,m,k′,l′,m′ . We can get those by applying OSDE
to R.
r1,k,l,m,k′,l′,m′ = 〈δ1(s)Mm∗k,l (θTθ∗T, φ∗T)Mm
′∗
k′,l′ (θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R)〉
=
[∑
n∈S
wnM
m∗
k,l (θTnθ
∗
Tn, φ
∗
Tn)M
m′∗
k′,l′ (θRn, θ
∗
Rn, φ
∗
Rn)
]
/
∑
n
wn (7.25)
In this expression, which allows for weighted events, the sums run over events in the
training sample DT, restricted, in the numerator, to those events in the subsample S of
events passing all selection cuts, and unrestricted in the denominator. One might have
objected that an event which is, say lost to the trigger, may not have a of θR, θ
∗
R, and φ
∗
R,
since it is not reconstructed, but one can see from Ref. 7.25 and from the above discussion
that such events are never used, anyway.
7.3.1 Migration coefficients
The expression for the joint probability density, Equation 7.21, and its coefficients, Equa-
tion 7.25, needs to be recast as a conditional probability in order to be useful. We will
require the probability
P(s = 1, θR, θ∗R, φ∗R|θT, θ∗Tφ∗T) (7.26)
for an event which is produced with a given value of, θT, and θ
∗
T to be detected (implying
s=1), and to be reconstructed with angles θR, θ
∗
R, and φ
∗
R. The relation between the two
PDFs is:
P(s = 1, θR, θ∗R, φ∗R|θT, θ∗T, φ∗T) =
R(s = 1, θT, θ∗T, φ∗T, θR, θ∗R, φ∗R)
P(θT, θ∗T, φ∗T)
(7.27)
where P(θT, θ∗T, φ∗T) is the probability density value of θT, θ∗T, and φ∗T. The conditional
probability can also be expanded:
P(s = 1, θR, θ∗R, φ∗R|θT, θ∗T, φ∗T) = gk,l,m,k′,l′,m′Mmk,l(θT, θ∗T, φ∗T)Mm
′
k′,l′(θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R) , (7.28)
The denominator of Equation 7.27 is
P(θT, θ∗T, φ∗T) = ak,l,mMmk,l(θ, θ∗, φ*) (7.29)
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Substituting Equation 7.29 into Equation 7.27, using the expansions in Equation 7.24 and
7.28, integrating, applying Gaunt’s theorem (Equation 7.5) and rearranging gives us the
relation:
aκ,λ,µW
µ′,µ,M
κ′,λ′,κ,λ,K,L · gκ′,λ′,µ′,K′,L′,M ′ = r1,K,L,M,K′,L′,M ′ (7.30)
Each value of K, L, M , K ′, L′, M ′, gives a separate complex matrix equation which can be in-
verted to determine the coefficients gκ′,λ′,µ′,K′,L′,M ′ . The coefficients aκ,λ,µ and r1,K,L,M,K′,L′,M ′
are taken from the training sample. The Eigen package is used for the matrix inversion. The
resulting set of coefficients gκ′,λ′,µ′,K′,L′,M ′ will be referred to as the migration coefficients, for
reasons to be seen.
It is also worth to mention that the coefficients aκ,λ,µ are indeed needed to compute the
coefficients gκ′,λ′,µ′,K′,L′,M ′ . In other words the migration matrix depends on the physics pa-
rameters. This will be discussed in Section 7.6 though it can anticipate that this dependance
is taken into account, as shown by Equation 7.42, by the reweighting procedure used in the
analysis described in this note to remove the nonlinearities.
In summary, OSDE is applied to the training sample in order to obtain coefficients of
the joint probability distribution, and Equation 7.30 is inverted to obtain the coefficients of
a conditional probability distribution, which will next be applied as described in the next
section.
7.3.2 Convolution
The observable distribution of reconstructed events is the underlying physics PDF, Equa-
tion 7.8 convolved with the conditional probability density, Equation 7.26:
%(θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R) =
∫
%(θT, θ
∗
T, φ
∗
T)P(θR, θ∗R, φ∗R|s = 1, θT, θ∗T, φ∗T)dΩMT (7.31)
This equation can be expressed as a matrix relation between coefficients:
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Ak,l,mMmkl (θR, θ∗R, φ∗R)
=
∫
aK,L,MM
M
KL(θT, θ
∗
T, φ
∗
T)gK′,L′,M ′,k,l,mM
M ′
K′,L′(θT, θ
∗
T, φ
∗
T)M
m
k,l(θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R)dΩ
M
T
=
∫
aK,L,MM
−M∗
KL (θT, θ
∗
T, φ
∗
T)gK′,L′,M ′,k,l,mM
M ′
K′,L′(θT, θ
∗
T, φ
∗
T)M
m
k,l(θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R)dΩ
M
T
= aK,L,MδK,K′δL,L′δ−M,M ′gK′,L′,M ′,k,l,mMmk,l(θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R)
= aK,L,MgK,L,−M,k,l,mMmk,l(θR, θ
∗
R, φ
∗
R)
(7.32)
Or
Ak,l,m = gK,L,−M,k,l,maK,L,M . (7.33)
This important equation is analogous to the convolution theorem in ordinary Fourier analysis.
The real and imaginary parts of the reconstructed coefficients Ak,l,m, together with their
variance and correlations, can be determined from real or simulated data, by applying OSDE
as described in Section 7.2.2 to reconstructed quantities. The next step is to recover the
true coefficients, aK,L,M from the reconstructed coefficients Ak,l,m. This is an exercise in
deconvolution. We have set ourselves up to carry out the deconvolution of detector effects
in the Fourier-dual space of angular coefficients, and we are now ready to take the next
step. Before doing so, we want to re-express the key elements of the procedure in a more
convenient form.
7.3.2.1 Matrix notation The coefficients Ak,l,m and aK,L,M appearing in Equation 7.33
can be represented as vectors denoted as ~A and ~a, respectively, while gK,L,−M,k,l,m can be
represented as a matrix denoted as G. Let us say that the vector ~a belongs to the “true-
space” while the vector ~A belongs to the “reconstruction-space” or just the “reco-space”.
Generally, reco-space will be larger than true-space. The vector ~a is defined in the following
way. First, “pack” the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients aK,L,M in true-space into
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a flat array of real numbers in the following order.
~a =

Re [a0,0,0]
Re [a1,0,0]
Re [a0,2,0]
Re [a1,0,0]
Re [a1,1,0]
Re [a1,1,1]
Im [a1,1,1]
Re [a1,2,0]
Re [a1,2,1]
Im [a1,2,1]

(7.34)
This vector is arranged so that the value of the index M increases most rapidly, followed
by L, followed by K (though any unique ordering of the elements is equally valid if used
consistently). For other coefficients with M=0, the imaginary parts are omitted because
they are determined by the condition that the PDF be real; and both real and imaginary
parts of coefficients with M < 0 are omitted because they are merely the complex conjugates
of the coefficients with M > 0. When included, the imaginary part of a coefficient always
follows immediately the corresponding real part, in the vector.
The same scheme is then used to pack a real valued vector ~A of coefficients in reco-space,
determined using OSDE. However, the length of the vector (i.e. the dimensionality of reco-
space) depends upon the number of coefficients needed to model the full, detector-sculpted
PDF for accepted, reconstructed events. The covariance matrix associated with the vector,
also obtained from OSDE, is called C; its inverse. the “weight matrix” is W = C−1.
Finally, the migration coefficients can also be expressed in matrix form. The mapping
is as follows. For each row i and each column j, first determine the indices k, l, m of the
coefficients in reco-space corresponding to i and the indices k′, l′, m′ of the coefficients in
true-space corresponding to j. Locate the complex migration coefficient gk′,k′,−m′,k,l,m using
those indices. Then, define a real-valued migration matrix G whose elements (G)ij are
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• +Re [gk′,k′,−m′,k,l,m] if i(k, l,m) is the index of a real element of ~a, and j(k′, l′,m′) is the
index of a real element of ~A.
• +Re [gk′,k′,−m′,k,l,m] if i(k, l,m) is the index of an imaginary element of ~a, and j(k′, l′,m′)
is the index of an imaginary element of ~A.
• −Im [gk′,k′,−m′,k,l,m] if i(k, l,m) is the index of an real element of ~a, and j(k′, l′,m′) is the
index of an imaginary element of ~A.
• +Im [gk′,k′,−m′,k,l,m] if i(k, l,m) is the index of an imaginary element of ~a, and j(k′, l′,m′)
is the index of an real element of ~A.
With these definitions, Equation 7.33 can be written as:
~A = G · ~a (7.35)
7.3.3 Deconvolution
Equation 7.35 cannot be inverted in practice because the matrix G has more rows than
columns, indicating a situation in which too many equations constrain two few variables.
Owing to statistical fluctuations in the measured quantities, they cannot all be simultane-
ously satisfied. The number of rows can be reduced by considering fewer equations. The
higher order terms in reco-space, of which there are an infinite number, will be truncated
since they represent high-frequency components bringing little information on the true coeffi-
cients. In what follows a truncation is done at Lrecomax = K
reco
max = 2 (subscript “reco” represents
indices in the reco-space while superscript “max” is the maximum index value of a given
series) a choice that will be justified later. When so truncated, the matrix G is still not
invertible, but since a full covariance matrix for C = W−1 = Cov( ~A) is available, one can
invert in the sense of minimizing the function
χ2(~a) = ( ~A−G · ~a)T ·W · ( ~A−G · ~a) (7.36)
over the vector ~a. This can be done analytically, and yields the solution
~a = VGTW ~A (7.37)
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where
V = Cov(~a) = (GTWG)−1 . (7.38)
(These equations will be familiar to anyone who has implemented a track fit, or a vertex
fit. A derivation is given in Appendix A.3.). In this way one has deconvolved the detector
effects, obtaining again a measurement (central values and covariance matrix) for the real
and imaginary parts of the coefficients ak,l,m.
7.3.4 Closure tests
The procedure described in the preceding section has been applied and tested with simulated
LO t-channel events generated with ProtosI˙n addition, this closure tests are performed
independently to electrons and muons. In all cases, the efficiency and resolution models
(i.e. the migration matrix) are build from an independent subsample of the given simulated
event sample, in particular, taking 4/5 of the total sample while the rest of simulated events,
i.e. 1/5 of the total sample, are used as the validation sample. This choice is found to be
the best option in order to have the statistical uncertainty low enough. Figure 7.5 show
the results of these closure tests using simulated events samples produced with Protos
generators. Figure 7.5 (a–b) show the nine deconvolved angular coefficients for electrons and
muons separately. The model is compared with input data in all these distributions.
From the deconvolved angular coefficients one can obtain the generalised helicity fractions
(f1, f
+
1 and f
+
0 ), the phase δ−, and the polarisation P . This is done by first performing
a statistical combination of measured coefficients for electrons and for muons, and then
propagating the measurement of angular coefficients to the generalised helicity fractions and
phases by minimizing the χ2 in Equation 7.18. Fit results are shown in Figure 7.5(c).
7.3.5 Optimisation of Krecomax and L
reco
max
From Equation 7.38 one can identify two sources of statistical uncertainty in the final es-
timator for ~a, one is the statistical uncertainty on the reconstructed coefficients ~A and its
covariance C, and the other is statistical uncertainty on the migration matrix G. The former
comes from data fluctuations, while the latter comes from training sample fluctuations. As
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Parameter measured value deviation pull
f1 0.291733 ± 0.0211668 −0.0118565 −0.560145
δ− [rad] -0.0167406 ± 0.0345881 −0.0167406 −0.484
P 0.889926 ± 0.045926 −0.00907426 −0.197585
Re [gR] 0.0136336 ± 0.0281602 0.0136336 0.484145
Im [gR] 0.00961913 ± 0.0198118 0.00961913 0.485525
(c) Fit results
Figure 7.5: Results of the closure tests using a simulation sample produced with the Pro-
tos generator are shown. Table (c) displays the fit results using the deconvolved angular
coefficients.
the number of reconstructed coefficients used in the deconvolution equation increases, the
precision on true quantities increases, but so does the noise from training sample fluctua-
tions. In principle, one could carry out an optimisation exercise in which both quantities are
quantified for various values of Krecomax and L
reco
max, which are algorithmic parameters affecting,
potentially, the precision of the measurement. Table 7.1 show the results of varying Krecomax
and Lrecomax on the Protos SM samples, to determine the sensitivity of the final measurement
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on these algorithmic parameters. From these studies one sees that beyond Krecomax = L
reco
max = 2,
there is no increase in precision on measured quantities. Therefore no benefit in increasing
these values is observed, and Krecomax = L
reco
max = 2 are taken to be the default values for the
deconvolution algorithm.
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Parameter measured value deviation pull
Krecomax = L
reco
max = 2
f1 0.30375 ± 0.01425 0.00016 0.0112281
δ− [rad] -0.0003 ± 0.0069 −0.0003 −0.0434783
P 0.904688 ± 0.0303125 0.0056875 0.187629
Krecomax = L
reco
max = 3
f1 0.30125 ± 0.01425 −0.00234 −0.164211
δ− [rad] -0.0009 ± 0.0069 −0.0009 −0.130435
P 0.899062 ± 0.030625 6.25e−05 0.00204082
Krecomax = L
reco
max = 4
f1 0.30275 ± 0.013 −0.00084 −0.0646154
δ− [rad] -0.0009 ± 0.0066 −0.0009 −0.136364
P 0.898438 ± 0.0303125 −0.0005625 −0.0185567
Krecomax = L
reco
max = 5
f1 0.30325 ± 0.01325 −0.00034 −0.0256604
δ− [rad] -0.0003 ± 0.0066 −0.0003 −0.0454545
P 0.900313 ± 0.0284375 0.0013125 0.0461538
Krecomax = L
reco
max = 6
f1 0.30325 ± 0.0125 −0.00034 −0.0272
δ− [rad] 0.0003 ± 0.0063 0.0003 0.047619
P 0.904688 ± 0.026875 0.0056875 0.211628
Table 7.1: Krecomax and L
reco
max are varied on the Protos SM sample to determine the sensitivity
of the final measurement on these algorithmic parameters. No appreciable change is seen
beyond Krecomax = L
reco
max = 2, which are taken to be the default values for the deconvolution
algorithm.
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7.4 BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
In the following two subsections it is described the determination of the background co-
efficients and the validation of background-enabled fits to a combined validation sample
consisting of simulated signal and background.
7.4.1 Determination of background shape
The shape of the background is determined through an OSDE analysis of a hybrid sample
consisting of background events from simulation samples, and selected data events from
samples enriched in multijet events used to estimate multijet backgrounds as described in
Section 6.4. Coefficients are determined through Krecomax = L
reco
max = 4, although the standard
working point as determined by the studies of Section 7.3.5 is Krecomax = L
reco
max = 2. Note that
the inclusion of higher order terms has no effect on the extracted value of lower order terms.
This is similar to the results discussed in Section 7.3.5 for signal-only studies. The results of
the OSDE fits with the reconstructed background are shown in Figures 7.6-7.7 for electrons
and for muons respectively.
7.4.2 Background-enabled fits to a MC validation sample
The coefficients determined from the background fit, and their covariance, are saved and
applied to the final fit to data or, alternately, to a validation sample consisting of signal plus
background. This background-enabled fit requires only a simple modification to the decon-
volution procedure introduced in Section 7.3.3: in Equation 7.35, the vector ~A, containing
the real and imaginary parts of reconstructed coefficients, is modified by subtracting the
background coefficients ~B and rescaling:
~A → 1
fs
~A+
(
1− 1
fs
)
~B, (7.39)
where fs is the signal fraction. On the other hand, the covariance matrix C is modified to
include the contribution from the background,
C→
(
1
fs
)2
C +
(
1− 1
fs
)2
~Cb, (7.40)
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Figure 7.6: Results of an OSDE fit to reconstructed background in the electron channel as input
simulation data. The extracted angular coefficient values from reconstructed background events are
also shown as blue points with statistical uncertainties in (a).
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Figure 7.7: Results of an OSDE fit to reconstructed background in the muon channel as input
simulation data. The extracted angular coefficient values from reconstructed background
events are also shown as blue points with statistical uncertainties in (a).
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where Cb is the covariance matrix for the background coefficients alone. The second term
in this expression represents a systematic uncertainty due to statistical uncertainties in the
background estimate, and may be included or omitted according to whether one wishes to
consider total uncertainty or just the statistical uncertainty.
Closure tests have been performed using a validation sample consisting of signal-contaminated
(simulated or data-driven) event samples of background. The results are shown in Fig-
ures 7.8-7.9 using the simulated signal event sample produced with the Protos generator.
Finally, fitted parameter values, deviations, and pulls are shown in Table 7.2. These tables
demonstrate that the main generalised helicity fractions (i.e. f1 and δ−) and the polarisa-
tion P can be successfully extracted in the presence of background and detector effects. In
addition, also the anomalous couplings Re [gR] and Im [gR] can be successfully extracted.
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Figure 7.8: Results of an OSDE fit to reconstructed signal plus background events in the
electron channel as input simulation data. For the signal, simulated events produced with
the Protos generator are used.
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Figure 7.9: Results of an OSDE fit to reconstructed signal plus background events in the muon
channel as input simulation data. For the signal, simulated events produced with the Protos
generator are used. The extracted angular coefficient values from reconstructed events are also
shown as blue points with statistical uncertainties in (a). Two-dimensional elliptical Mollweide-like
projections of the extracted probability density are shown for three angles in (b) and (c). The lower
plots show the residual of input data and the model in each bin.
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Parameter measured value deviation pull
f1 0.284432 ± 0.0345329 −0.0191581 −0.554777
δ−[rad] -0.0114499 ± 0.0526142 −0.0114499 -0.217619
P 0.885102 ± 0.0627653 −0.0138977 −0.221423
Re [gR] 0.0259808 ± 0.04513 0.0259808 0.575687
Im [gR] 0.00638962 ± 0.0291451 0.00638962 0.219235
(a) Fit Results (Protos)
Table 7.2: Parameters extracted from a fit to Protos signal MC in the presence of back-
ground. The fit includes both electron and muon samples.
7.5 HIGH-STATISTICS TESTS OF THE BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
AND DECONVOLUTION PROCEDURES
In this section we describe the statistical properties of fits used to obtain the angular coef-
ficients amkl. We have developed a pseudoexperiment generator providing data in the same
format as that provided to the fitter. We do not consider nonlinearities in the section; they
are considered later, in Section 7.6.
Pseudoexperiment generation is based upon a simplified MC. SM values for all of the
physics parameters ~α are input to the MC, along with a migration matrix determined from
AcerMC and background coefficients determined from an analysis of the combination of
all background sources, both those that are estimated using MC and those that are data-
driven. This is performed separately for electrons and for muons. This procedure allows
us to generate multiple statistically independent pseudoexperiments which include detector
effects. Fits to the pseudo-data are then performed using the migration matrix determined
from AcerMC. The migration matrix is not varied in the analysis.
We performed 100k signal-only experiments with the expected sample size in 8 TeV data.
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As with the data, a statistical combination of coefficients from muon and electron channels
is performed, and then the result is fit to determine the parameters from the combined
electron/muon sample.
Pull distributions are computed and shown in Figures 7.10-7.11 for the real and imaginary
part of all of the deconvolved angular coefficients that have been extracted using OSDE.
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Figure 7.10: Results of a fit to 100k pseudoexperiments. The plot shows the pull distributions
of the first four of nine angular coefficient parameters.
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Figure 7.11: Results of a fit to 100k pseudoexperiments. The plot shows the pull distributions
of the nine angular coefficient parameters.
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7.6 NONLINEARITIES AND THEIR ELIMINATION
The triple differential decay rate is a projection of a higher dimensional PDF governing the
production and decay of single top quarks in the t-channel. Because of the integration over
production kinematics, the migration matrix depends on the physics parameters.
7.6.1 Variation of the migration matrix
For fits to validation samples at the reconstruction level, the following terminology is used.
The “external” migration matrix is always the migration matrix coming from the t-channel
SM event sample. The “internal” migration matrix is taken from the validation event sample
itself. For the SM point, “internal” and “external” migration matrices are the same. Distri-
butions of the linearity under each set of conditions is shown in Figure 7.12, together with
distributions at the generator level where detector effects are absent. Because no analytic
form for the true polarisation exists Figure 7.13 shows the extracted polarisation values vs.
generator level polarisation, using the internal migration matrix and the other using the
external migration matrix. For samples in which VR = gL = 0, the constraint f
+
0 = f
+
1 = 0
in the fit to polarisation.
At the generator level there are no sizeable nonlinearities; detector effects introduce
nonlinearities on the order of up to ∼ 15% when the external migration matrix is applied,
but they disappear when the internal migration matrix is used instead. We conclude that the
effect arises, as expected, because the migration matrix varies with the physics parameters.
By following the variation in a final fit we can hope to eliminate it.
We proceed as follows. The final fit is obtained by minimizing the value of χ2 (Equa-
tion 7.18). The value of the physics parameters change at each evaluation point; so does
the migration matrix and so, therefore do the deconvolved coefficients. Conceptually, Equa-
tion 7.35 can be thought of as
~a = G−1 · ~A (7.41)
and we now consider the possibility that G depends upon the physics parameters, i.e:
G−1 = G−1(~α) (7.42)
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and in that case Equation 7.35 (conceptually, Equation 7.41) is no longer the correct solution;
indeed no closed-form solution at all can be found to the minimisation problem.
The practical scheme we have adopted to implement the required variation is reweighting
an existing sample of SM Protos MC. The event-per-event reweighting factor zi for event
i in the training sample is defined as a ratio of event-per-event matrix elements M:
zi ≡ |M(pAi, pBipCi, pDi|V
′
L, V
′
R, g
′
L, g
′
R)|2
|M(pAi, pBi, pCi, pDi|VL, VR, gL, gR)|2
where pAi and pBi (pCi and pDi) are the four-momentum of the incoming (outgoing) partons
in the hard scattering process of the ith event; the primed coupling constants denote the
varied parameters, and the unprimed coupling constants represent unvaried parameters,
corresponding to those used during the original run of simulation. The procedure uses the
matrix element calculation implemented within Protos. These on-the-fly computations
allow a training sample produced with any value of the couplings (e.g. SM) to be transformed
to another sample with different couplings; the transformation can be executed in about one
second on a single node of the Pittsburgh Tier 3 system. This is fast enough to be completed
at each time that χ2 is evaluated. Because now the deconvolution χ2 (Equation 7.36) depends
upon the physics parameters, it is included in the likelihood together with the χ2 for the
parameterized physics model to match the deconvolved coefficients, which is described by
Equation 7.18, such that the total χ2 to be minimized is the sum of the two terms.
In Figure 7.14 shows the non-SM samples compared to the SM sample produced with the
Protos generator, both before and after the reweighting procedure. The anomalous cou-
pling configuration of the latter samples are such that the so-called normal forward-backward
asymmetry [139, 140] is ANFB = ±0.1(additionally, Appendix A.4 shows the derivation of this
asymmetry in terms of this analysis). One can see significant differences in all plots before
reweighting, and excellent agreement after.
Thousands of pseudoexperiments are required to understand the statistical properties of
the estimates, to produce pull distributions, etc. The reweighting procedure, even though it
is highly parallel, cannot generate such a large number of experiments in reasonable time.
Instead, the migration matrix is computed on a four-dimensional grid in f1, f
+
1 , f
+
0 ,
and δ− and use Lagrange interpolation between the grid points. Two points are used in
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f+1 , f
+
0 , while four are used in f1 and δ−. The range of interpolation is f1 ∈ [0.24, 0.36],
f+1 ∈ [0.0, 0.25], f+0 ∈ [0.0, 0.25], δ− ∈ [−0.5, 0.5].
In Figure 7.15 one can see that the linearity has been restored by the adopted reweighting
procedure, for almost all of the points on the graph. The exception is a point generated with
a large values of f1 = 0.5, which is well outside of the interpolation window. The point is
show in red in Figure 7.15 and is omitted from other plots. This shows that the linearity
corrections and interpolation methods work well within the chosen interpolation window
and even outside of the window. Nonlinearities are again apparent at values of f1 ∼ 0.5.
A small scatter in points reflects the statistical errors in the samples, as well as statistical
fluctuation in the reweightable sample used to obtain the migration matrix. We conclude
that no significant nonlinearity is present in the algorithm in a broad window around the
SM point in parameters space. The nonlinearity correction is then applied in our final fits,
in addition to reweighting of the tt¯ background, which is the subject of the next section.
7.6.1.1 About the polarisation Figure 7.15 shows the best fit to a linear relationship
between generated and extracted polarisation. It is investigated whether deviation from the
relationship y = x+ 0 is significant. To decorrelate the slope and intercept parameters, the
relationship is re-parameterised as:
(y − 0.9) = m(x− 0.9) + b (7.43)
and fit for the slope m and the intercept b. The fitted values are m = 0.933 ± 0.079 and
b = 0.012 ± 0.009. While a collective offset appears possibly significant, one notes that all
of the input points are subject to a common systematic uncertainty, due to the statistical
uncertainty from the migration matrix. This results in a common offset whose magnitude
is estimated to be 0.015, equal to the statistical uncertainty on the polarisation of the SM
point. Adding this uncertainty (on the slope) in quadrature with the full covariance matrix
of from the linear fit, it is obtained the 68% C.L. uncertainty ellipse as shown in Figure 7.16,
compared there with the parameters expected for perfect linearity. It can be concluded that
the nonlinearity in Figure 7.15 is not statistically significant.
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Figure 7.12: Fitted values of selected parameters vs. input values to the Protos generator. Figures (a)
and (b) show distributions made at the generator level. Figures (c) and (d) show distribution made after
deconvolution with the SM internal migration matrix. Figures (e) and (f) show distributions made with
external migration matrix.
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Figure 7.13: Fitted values of the polarisation P vs. P determined from Protos at generator
level. Figure (a) shows distribution made after deconvolution with the SM internal migration
matrix. Figure (b) shows distribution made with external migration matrix.
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Figure 7.14: Demonstration of the reweighting procedure applied to adjust the migration matrix to varied
physics parameters in the cos θ, cos θ* and φ* distributions. Figures show angular distributions of MC event
samples generated with ANFB = ±0.1, shown as blue or red lines, compared with SM (left) or reweighted SM
(right) MC event samples, shown as the black points.
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Figure 7.15: Fitted values of selected parameters vs. values input to the Protos generator,
after the application of the reweighting procedure.
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Figure 7.16: Details of a fit to reconstructed polarisation P as a function of the input P
value. The measured values are consistent with a zero nonlinearity.
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7.6.2 Variation of the tt¯ background shape
The tt¯ production is a significant source of background contamination in this analysis as
shown in Section 6. Angular distributions of this background depends upon the value of the
anomalous couplings. Therefore, not only the signal but also the background model needs
to be adjusted during a fit to the data.
The way in which this is accomplished is similar to the procedures, discussed in the
previous subsection, for eliminating nonlinearities. An event-per-event weight is calculated
for simulated tt¯ events based upon a ratio of matrix elements. The denominator of this
ratio is the matrix element computed using the same SM parameter values used during the
original generation of tt¯ events. The numerator is the matrix element re-computed with the
parameter values at which the χ2 is evaluated. During the fit, the ratio is then used to
reweight the tt¯ baseline sample at each evaluation of χ2.
However, only the LO Protos event generator is capable for the moment of generat-
ing matrix elements with different configuration of anomalous couplings, though the NLO
Powheg-Box generator (used as baseline) gives the best description of the tt¯ background.
Thus, the two generators are combined in the following way in order obtain the advantages
of each. The background coefficients ( ~A in Equation 7.39) are obtained from events gener-
ated with Powheg-Box while their variation only is obtained from events produced with
Protos. The reweighting factor is computed using the Protos matrix element calculation.
In order to have a feeling about how important is the dependance of the anomalous
couplings in the tt¯ background, Figure 7.17 shows the effect of varying different anomalous
couplings3 on the shape of the tt¯ process prediction. In most cases the size of the effect
is small; only a variation in f+0 and f
+
1 (a rather large one is shown in the figure) has
a significant effect on the distributions. Additionally, Figure 7.18 shows how the angular
coefficients vary with different anomalous couplings for the electron channel. As in the
previous case, significant effects are just seen for f+0 and f
+
1 .
3Different values of f1, f
+
1 , f
+
0 or δ− is achieved by considering different values of anomalous couplings.
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Figure 7.17: These distributions show the effect of anomalous couplings on the shape of
the tt¯ background. The Protos generator is used to obtain all of the plots. In each row,
distributions with SM parameters are compared, with the same distributions reweighted to
varied couplings. Histograms are normalised to the same area. The top row shows the effect
of a change in the parameter f1, the middle row shows the effect of a simultaneous change
in parameters f+0 and f
+
1 , and the bottom row shows the effect of a change in δ−.
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Figure 7.18: These distributions show the effect of anomalous couplings on the shape of the
tt¯ background coefficients. Shown in the slewing of the angular coefficients with variation in
the different parameters. These plots were obtained using the electron channel.
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7.7 STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE FINAL ESTIMATOR
7.7.1 Pull distributions
Pull distributions are a standard way of checking the accuracy of a fit procedure and val-
idating the errors on fitted quantities. In our analysis, as one can see in the figures of
the next section, likelihood profiles are highly non-Gaussian; in the best cases they exhibit
obvious asymmetries; and in the worst cases they reach their maxima at the boundary of
the physical parameter space. Among the helicity fraction parameters, only f1 and δ− are
eligible for point estimation, and even these require asymmetric error bars. We require a
practical scheme to evaluate the pull of a single pseudoexperiment when the likelihood is
non-Gaussian.
The following definition is based upon likelihood ratios (as are our final confidence in-
tervals). For each parameter under study, we minimise the likelihood function L twice; first,
over all parameters; second, over all parameters except the parameter µ under study, which
is constrained to the “true” (input) value µinput of the pseudoexperiment. The difference
−2∆ log (L) ≡ −2 log (L(µinput)) + 2 log (L(µbest)) is a quantity of interest, where µbest is
the optimal value of µ, i.e., the one which minimises −2 ln (L(µ)). In the case of Gaussian
likelihood functions with ideal coverage, this quantity takes a value less than 1.0 in 68.3 % of
the pseudoexperiments, and less than 4.0 in 94% of the pseudoexperiments, and in general
is distributed as a χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom. Thus, for a single pseudoex-
periment, the standard distance between µbest and µinput is [−2∆ log (L)]1/2. This is almost
what we want, except that it is an unsigned quantity. We therefore give it a positive sign if
the optimal value is greater than the input value, and negative otherwise. This definition is
useful only in cases where input values are sufficiently far from the boundaries of the physical
parameter space, i.e. for f1 and δ−, but not for f+1 , f
+
0 , or P . In these cases we can still
check coverage properties of likelihood profiles from the distribution of −2∆ log (L).
The procedure illustrated in the previous section, including nonlinearity corrections, is
repeated on an ensemble of independent pseudoexperiments. The pseudoexperiments are
generated for different points in the space of physics parameters, consisting of 25 equally
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spaced points on the interval [-0.5,0.5], for δ− and also 25 equally spaced points the interval
[0.1,0.5] for f1. The likelihood function includes both systematic and statistical errors.
Distributions of [−2∆ log (L)]1/2 are shown in Figure 7.19. A clear bias can be seen in the
distributions for f1, and small distortions are visible in the δ− distribution. This indicates a
need for somewhat heavier statistical techniques.
Figure 7.19: Pull distributions for f1 and δ− from pseudoexperiments. The plot includes
pseudoexperiments generated over a wide range of input values, from -0.5 to 0.5 for δ−, and
from 0.1 to 0.5 for f1. A clear bias can be seen in a point estimate of f1, while δ− has an
apparently reasonable shape.
Now, we look at data from the pseudoexperiments in another way, plotting −2∆ log (L)
rather than its signed square root. This is shown in Figure 7.20, together with the χ2
distribution for one degree of freedom (red curve), which is the ideal case. In these plots we
can see that there is a near perfect agreement between the pseudoexperiments and the ideal
curve, not only for δ− and f1, but for the other physics parameters as well. Our next step
will be to divide the experiments up by the input value of the parameter under study.
To set a Feldman–Cousins confidence interval [141] on a parameter we use the likelihood
ratio −2∆ log (L) as a test statistic, and determine cutoff values for 68.3% and 95.4% confi-
dence levels. These cutoff values, which in the Gaussian limit are 1.0 and 4.0, are shown in
Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22, for different input value of each parameter. Shown in black on
these plots are the likelihood profiles from the data. The points at which these black curves
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intersect the red (blue) dotted lines define the 68.3% (95.4%) confidence intervals. These
intersection points show small only differences from the ideal case. These plots are used to
determine final confidence intervals on parameters of interest. The data from the f1 scan is
also used for coverage adjustment on Re [gR/VL], while data from the δ− scan is also used
for coverage adjustment on Im [gR/VL].
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Figure 7.20: −2∆ log (L) distributions for helicity fractions and phases from pseudoexper-
iments. The plot includes pseudoexperiments generated over a wide range of input values,
from -0.5 to 0.5 for δ−, and from 0.1 to 0.5 for f1.
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Figure 7.21: Cutoff values in −2∆ log (L) for helicity fractions and phases obtained from
pseudoexperiments in a scan over input values.
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Figure 7.22: Cutoff values in −2∆ log (L) for anomalous couplings obtained from pseudoex-
periments in a scan over input values.
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7.8 SOURCES OF SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTY
Systematic uncertainties are evaluated in the angular coefficients ak,l,m and then propagated
to the physics parameter or anomalous coupling spaces.
Unless addressed specifically, the efficiency and resolution models (i.e. migration ma-
trix) in t-channel events used to estimate the impact on the deconvolved measurements of
the various sources of uncertainties are those extracted from the nominal SM-like simula-
tion sample produced with the Protos generator. The background models are determined
from MC simulation samples with either alternative generators or parameters varied by their
uncertainties. A likelihood is constructed from the resulting model, using events generated
with nominal values of the varied parameters. The difference between the central values
estimated at the nominal value of a parameter and at the value varied by its uncertainty, or
half the difference between central values estimated with the parameter varied up and down
by its uncertainty, is used to construct a covariance matrix for each source of systematic
uncertainty. The total covariance matrix for the systematic uncertainties and its correla-
tion matrix are found from the sum of the covariance matrices determined for individual
uncertainties.
When estimating the impact of the various sources of uncertainties, the variations are
propagated in a correlated way to the rates and to the shapes. The variations due to
the systematic uncertainties are also propagated in a correlated way to the signal region
and to the two control regions used to constrain the top-quark and W+jets background
contributions. For the statistical uncertainties, the variations in the signal and control
regions are considered as independent. A set of overall scale factors associated with the
top-quark and W+jets backgrounds and with the signal events are extracted for each source
of systematic or statistical variation, through the procedure explained in Section 6.4. The
backgrounds are then re-normalised with the extracted overall scale factors before being
subtracted to the observed data. Then the systematic and statistical uncertainties on the
fitted normalisation factors are propagated to the measurement.
The sources of systematic uncertainties are split into the following categories:
Detector modelling: the systematic uncertainties on the reconstruction and energy
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calibration of electrons, muons and jets are propagated in the analysis through variations in
the modelling of the detector response. Uncertainties related to leptons come from trigger,
identification and isolation efficiencies, as well as from the energy scale and resolution [97, 98].
For the jets, the main source of uncertainty is the energy scale, evaluated using a combination
of in situ techniques [142]. Other jet-related uncertainty sources are the modelling of the
energy resolution [143] and reconstruction efficiency [142], and the modelling of the tagging
efficiencies of b-quark jets, c-quark jets and light-quark jets [104, 144]. The uncertainties
from the energy scale and resolution corrections applied to leptons and jets are propagated
to the computation of the EmissT . The scale and resolution uncertainties due to soft jets
and to contributions of calorimeter energy deposits not associated with any reconstructed
objects are also considered independently. For all detector modelling uncertainties, positive
and negative uncertainties are estimated separately from the corresponding shifts.
Background normalisation: the uncertainties on the normalisation of the top-quark
and W+jets background processes are determined from the maximum-likelihood fit. For
the Z+jets and diboson processes a normalisation uncertainty of 34%, which is the result
of adding in quadrature the theory uncertainty of 5% as mentioned in Section 6.4 and
24% per additional jet, accordingly to the Berends–Giele scaling [145], is applied to the
predictions. For the data-driven normalisation of the multijet background the uncertainty of
70% estimated from the comparison of the matrix method estimates with those given by the
jet–electron and anti–muon methods is used. The uncertainty on the integrated luminosity
is 1.9% [105] and it is propagated through the normalisation of the simulated backgrounds.
Signal and background modelling: Systematic uncertainties associated with the
signal and background modelling are estimated by comparing different generators and by
varying parameters in the event generation. The uncertainty on the predicted efficiency
and resolution models for the t-channel single top-quark process, used to deconvolve recon-
structed quantities (from Powheg-Box interfaced to Pythia), is estimated by comparing
the nominal Protos with AcerMC, both interfaced to Pythia. The uncertainty on the
ME calculation in the simulation of the t-channel process is estimated in two ways; by
comparing Protos with Powheg-Box, both interfaced to Pythia, to account for the
mis-modelling of a LO generator to the NLO process and by by comparing Powheg-Box
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with MG5 aMC@NLO, both interfaced to Herwig, to account for different NLO genera-
tors. For the tt¯ process, Powheg-Box is compared with MC@NLO, both also interfaced to
Herwig. The uncertainty on the PS and hadronisation is evaluated by comparing Powheg-
Box interfaced with Pythia and Herwig for both, the t-channel and tt¯ processes. The
uncertainty on the amount of radiation is evaluated for the t-channel and tt¯ processes by com-
paring the Powheg-Box samples generated with varied hard-process interfaced to Pythia
with different hadronisation scales or sets of tuned parameters. In this case, the uncertainty
is defined by the maximal shift with respect the nominal measurement.
The impact of the flavour composition on the modelling of the W+jets distributions is
determined by propagating an uncertainty of 50% on the ratio between W+bb and W+cc
contributions. As reported in Section 6, W+light jets events give a small contribution in the
signal region and no associated modelling uncertainty is taken into account. An additional
shape modelling uncertainty is considered for the W+jets contribution by applying an event-
by-event shape reweighting procedure. This reweighting is derived from the matching to the
data (after subtraction of all processes other than W+jets) in the distribution of the pT of
the W boson in the W+jets validation region.
Systematic uncertainties related to the PDFs are evaluated for all processes, except for
the multijet contribution. The uncertainty is estimated, following a procedure based on the
PDF4LHC prescription [146], by calculating a multidimensional envelope of the uncertainties
at 68% C.L. of the CT10, MSTW2008NLO and NNPDF2.3 [147] sets.
Finally, two additional uncertainties are also considered in this analysis. The uncertainty
due to possible polarisation nonlinearities and their elimination through event reweighting
is estimated by considering the deviation from the ideal polarisation linearity to a true
polarisation of 100% or as low as 80%. Furthermore, an uncertainty is derived to account
for top-quark finite-width effects, arising from the combination of a Breit–Wigner line-shape
of the generated top-quark mass and acceptance cut.
Limited size of simulation samples: The uncertainty due to the limited size of the
MC samples arise from the statistics of background MC on one hand, and from the statistics
of signal MC on the other. Statistical uncertainty due to simulated background statistics
enters through the background coefficients and it is estimated during the OSDE analysis
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of simulated background. It is evaluated by subtracting, in quadrature, the covariance of
the deconvolved coefficients with and without the inclusion of the statistical uncertainties
from the background. Statistical uncertainty to simulated signal statistics enters through
the migration matrix and it is evaluated by subdividing the simulated signal into equally-
sized sub-samples. Migration matrices are computed for each sub-sample, each one being
used to deconvolve the full nominal signal sample. From these results a covariance matrix is
computed due to simulated signal statistics.
The expected uncertainties due to data statistics are evaluated from pseudoexperiments.
The covariance matrix is evaluated for each experiment and then averaged. The result is
taken as the expected covariance for the signal. The square root of diagonal elements are
the predicted uncertainties on the coefficients.
Tables 7.3-7.5 show a detailed breakdown of the contributions to the systematic and
statistical uncertainties on the measured angular coefficients. The tables are sorted follow-
ing the classification discussed in the previous subsections: detector modelling, background
normalisation and signal and background modelling. The individual contributions are given
with its sign for the up and down variations in order to explicitly show their behaviour.
Note that the “Up” and “Down” columns show the comparison of the nominal measured
angular coefficients with the +1σ and −1σ measured angular coefficients respectively. In
addition, the column “Symmetrised” shows the final symmetrised uncertainty4. When just
one number is shown, just one variation of a given source of systematic uncertainty is avail-
able and therefore compared with the nominal. In this case, this uncertainty is symmetrised
(i.e. its ± value is considered) when computing the total systematic uncertainty. The “Up”,
“Down” and “Symmetrised” columns represent the same as in the previous tables. The
total systematic uncertainty is computed by adding in quadrature all the individual system-
atic uncertainties and the MC statistics uncertainties after the symmetrisation. Finally the
total statistics and systematic uncertainty is computed by adding in quadrature the total
systematics and the expected data statistics.
4The symmetrisation of the “Up” and “Down” uncertainties is simply done as Symmetrised =√
Up2+Down2
2
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Units (10−4) Re [a0,1,0] Re [a0,2,0] Re [a1,0,0]
Systematic source Up Down Symmetrised Up Down Symmetrised Up Down Symmetrised
Electron energy resolution −24 −28 ±26 +24 +19 ±21 −7 −4 ±6
Electron energy scale +15 −42 ±31 +18 +3 ±13 +7 −24 ±18
Electron scale factor (id.) −1 +1 ±1 +2 −2 ±2 −1 +1 ±1
Electron scale factor (recon.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +1 −1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Electron scale factor (trigger) −4 +4 ±4 +2 −2 ±2 +1 −1 ±1
Muon momentum resolution (id.) −1 −2 −1
Muon momentum smearing resolution +2 +4 −5
Muon scale factor (id.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Muon scale factor (reco.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Muon momentum scale +5 −5 ±5 −2 +3 ±2 +2 −5 ±4
Muon scale factor (trigger) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Jet energy scale ±44 ±49 ±47 ±58 ±54 ±56 ±65 ±52 ±59
Jet energy resolution −43 +82 +9
Jet reconstruction efficiency +1 <0.5 +1
Jet vertex fraction +4 +11 ±8 −4 −8 ±6 +3 +10 ±7
Jet b-tagging scale factor −3 +3 ±3 −1 +1 ±1 +5 −5 ±5
Jet c-tagging scale factor +8 −9 ±8 +4 −4 ±4 −7 +8 ±8
Jet mis-tagging scale factor <0.5 +1 ±1 +3 −4 ±3 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
EmissT (cell-out + soft jet resolution) −5 −15 ±11 −1 +9 ±7 −5 −10 ±8
EmissT (cell-out + soft jet scale) −3 −8 ±6 +17 −5 ±13 −6 −2 ±4
Top-quark background normalisation (overall scale factors) −1 +1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
W+jets normalisation (overall scale factors) +1 −1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 −1 +1 ±1
Z -jets normalisation +6 −6 ±6 +8 −8 ±8 +1 −1 ±1
Diboson normalisation −1 +1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Multijet normalisation <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Luminosity <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
t-channel LO modelling +13 −42 +5
t-channel LO/NLO modelling −49 +53 −35
t-channel NLO modelling −26 +45 −55
t-channel hadronisation −62 −2 −25
t-channel scale variation +23 −51 ±39 +3 −2 ±3 +50 −66 ±58
t-channel colour reconnection −18 +3 −20
t-channel underlying event +10 −14 +18
t-channel top-quark finite width effect +3 −6 +1
tt¯ NLO modelling +18 −20 +36
tt¯ hadronisation −3 −29 +23
tt¯ scale variation +10 −19 ±15 −19 +23 ±21 −2 −8 ±5
W+jets shape modelling +16 −10 +42
W+heavy-jets flavour composition −17 +30 ±24 −12 +23 ±18 +19 −36 ±29
Possible polarisation nonlinearity <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +8 +3 ±6
PDF +27 +23 +23
MC statistics (signal) ±24 ±19 ±16
MC statistics (background) ±51 ±72 ±62
Expected data statistics ±130 ±101 ±102
Total systematics ±150 ±156 ±159
Total statistics ⊕ systematics ±198 ±186 ±189
Table 7.3: Breakdown of the contribution of each source of uncertainty to total uncertainties
on the measurement of Re [a0,1,0], Re [a0,2,0] and Re [a1,0,0].
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Units (10−4) Re [a1,1,0] Re [a1,2,0] Re [a1,1,1]
Systematic source Up Down Symmetrised Up Down Symmetrised Up Down Symmetrised
Electron energy resolution +14 +14 ±14 −29 −29 ±29 −5 −14 ±11
Electron energy scale −1 +19 ±14 −21 −14 ±18 +27 −36 ±32
Electron scale factor (id.) +1 −1 ±1 −1 +1 ±1 −1 +1 ±1
Electron scale factor (recon.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Electron scale factor (trigger) +1 −1 ±1 −1 +1 ±1 −3 +3 ±3
Muon momentum resolution (id.) −1 −2 +2
Muon momentum smearing resolution −4 −7 +1
Muon scale factor (id.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Muon scale factor (reco.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Muon momentum scale −3 +5 ±4 +2 −2 ±2 +4 −5 ±4
Muon scale factor (trigger) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +1 −1 ±1
Jet energy scale ±99 ±111 ±105 ±46 ±43 ±44 ±94 ±97 ±96
Jet energy resolution +28 +10 +3
Jet reconstruction efficiency −2 <0.5 +1
Jet vertex fraction −6 −14 ±10 +2 +5 ±4 +6 −2 ±4
Jet b-tagging scale factor −2 +2 ±2 −1 +1 ±1 +1 −1 ±1
Jet c-tagging scale factor −4 +5 ±4 +12 −14 ±13 +5 −6 ±6
Jet mis-tagging scale factor <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 −2 +2 ±2 +6 −7 ±7
EmissT (cell-out + soft jet resolution) +9 +13 ±11 −1 −7 ±5 +7 +1 ±5
EmissT (cell-out + soft jet scale) +8 −3 ±6 −18 −7 ±14 <0.5 −2 ±1
Top-quark background normalisation (overall scale factors) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
W+jets normalisation (overall scale factors) +1 −1 ±1 −1 +1 ±1 −1 +1 ±1
Z -jets normalisation +6 −6 ±6 −2 +2 ±2 −1 +1 ±1
Diboson normalisation +1 −1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +1 −1 ±1
Multijet normalisation <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Luminosity <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
t-channel LO modelling −47 +29 +63
t-channel LO/NLO modelling +4 −30 −27
t-channel NLO modelling <0.5 −12 −27
t-channel hadronisation −9 −44 −18
t-channel scale variation −52 +55 ±53 +54 +3 ±38 +17 −76 ±55
t-channel colour reconnection +22 −14 −13
t-channel underlying event −22 +33 −12
t-channel top-quark finite width effect −7 <0.5 +9
tt¯ NLO modelling −37 +14 +22
tt¯ hadronisation −29 +15 +5
tt¯ scale variation −17 +22 ±19 +47 −21 ±36 +3 −6 ±5
W+jets shape modelling −14 +6 +12
W+heavy-jets flavour composition +10 −19 ±15 −25 +47 ±37 −14 +25 ±20
Possible polarisation nonlinearity +5 +2 ±4 −8 −3 ±6 −12 −5 ±9
PDF +25 +29 +28
MC statistics (signal) ±19 ±24 ±16
MC statistics (background) ±61 ±69 ±33
Expected data statistics ±130 ±133 ±84
Total systematics ±167 ±129 ±151
Total statistics ⊕ systematics ±212 ±185 ±173
Table 7.4: Breakdown of the contribution of each source of uncertainty to total uncertainties
on the measurement of Re [a1,1,0], Re [a1,2,0] and Re [a1,1,1].
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Units (10−4) Im [a1,1,1] Re [a1,2,1] Im [a1,2,1]
Systematic source Up Down Symmetrised Up Down Symmetrised Up Down Symmetrised
Electron energy resolution +1 <0.5 ±1 +16 +17 ±16 −4 <0.5 ±3
Electron energy scale +3 −2 ±2 +8 +2 ±6 −1 −3 ±2
Electron scale factor (id.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +3 −3 ±3 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Electron scale factor (recon.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +1 −1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Electron scale factor (trigger) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +3 −3 ±3 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Muon momentum resolution (id.) −1 −1 <0.5
Muon momentum smearing resolution −2 −3 <0.5
Muon scale factor (id.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Muon scale factor (reco.) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Muon momentum scale <0.5 −1 ±1 −4 +4 ±4 +1 <0.5 ±1
Muon scale factor (trigger) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 −1 +1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Jet energy scale ±25 ±15 ±21 ±36 ±36 ±36 ±13 ±9 ±11
Jet energy resolution −6 −27 +23
Jet reconstruction efficiency <0.5 −1 <0.5
Jet vertex fraction +1 −3 ±2 −5 +1 ±3 <0.5 +3 ±2
Jet b-tagging scale factor <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +3 −3 ±3 +1 −1 ±1
Jet c-tagging scale factor −1 +1 ±1 −10 +11 ±11 −2 +3 ±2
Jet mis-tagging scale factor <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 −6 +6 ±6 +2 −1 ±2
EmissT (cell-out + soft jet resolution) +1 +7 ±5 +16 +10 ±13 −3 +6 ±5
EmissT (cell-out + soft jet scale) −2 +2 ±2 +8 −8 ±8 −1 −6 ±4
Top-quark background normalisation (overall scale factors) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +1 −1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
W+jets normalisation (overall scale factors) <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 −1 +1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Z -jets normalisation +1 −1 ±1 +2 −2 ±2 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Diboson normalisation <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +1 −1 ±1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Multijet normalisation <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Luminosity <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
t-channel LO modelling −15 +17 −9
t-channel LO/NLO modelling +1 −27 −8
t-channel NLO modelling +7 −61 −24
t-channel hadronisation −14 −2 −2
t-channel scale variation −1 +11 ±8 −20 +80 ±59 +14 −16 ±15
t-channel colour reconnection +10 +9 −12
t-channel underlying event −2 +34 <0.5
t-channel top-quark finite width effect −3 +2 <0.5
tt¯ NLO modelling +6 −4 −10
tt¯ hadronisation +7 +7 −3
tt¯ scale variation −1 +2 ±2 −15 +15 ±15 <0.5 +2 ±1
W+jets shape modelling <0.5 −18 −2
W+heavy-jets flavour composition <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +29 −54 ±43 +7 −13 ±11
Possible polarisation nonlinearity <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 +5 +2 ±4 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
PDF +6 +34 +12
MC statistics (signal) ±9 ±24 ±8
MC statistics (background) ±16 ±53 ±21
Expected data statistics ±26 ±109 ±32
Total systematics ±39 ±139 ±52
Total statistics ⊕ systematics ±47 ±177 ±61
Table 7.5: Breakdown of the contribution of each source of uncertainty to total uncertainties
on the measurement of Im [a1,1,1], Re [a1,2,1] and Im [a1,2,1].
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7.9 RESULTS
Distributions and tables in this section are based upon a numerical calculation of the like-
lihood function which is computed from observed data and MC inputs, and includes the
interpolated reweighting procedure as described in this note. This is a function of the gener-
alised helicity fractions and phases f1, f
+
1 , f
+
0 , δ−, δ+ and P , or alternately of the anomalous
couplings VL, VR, gL, gR, and P .
Limits on parameters of interest can be obtained from likelihood profiles, or joint likeli-
hood profiles; allowing many conclusions to be drawn from the collected pp collision data at
a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. This section discusses the more pertinent ones.
7.9.1 Bounds on generalised helicity fractions and phases
No external constraints or assumptions on couplings are imposed in this section. The physics
parameters, ~α ≡ {f1, f+1 , f+0 , δ+, δ−, P}, are uniquely measured in the analysis described in
this note and they are constrained as follows.
In the first place, likelihood profiles for the quantities f+0 and f
+
1 are shown in Figure 7.23.
The 68% contours represent the statistical or the total uncertainty on the measurement.
The measured limit for f+0 , i.e. for the fraction of b-quarks that are right-handed in
events with longitudinally polarised W bosons, is
f+0 < 0.041 (68% C.L.)
f+0 < 0.085 (95% C.L.)
(7.44)
consistent with the SM expectation of f+0 = 6 · 10−5. The measured limit for f+1 , i.e. for the
fraction of transversely polarised W boson decays that are right-handed, is
f+1 < 0.053 (68% C.L.)
f+1 < 0.118 (95% C.L.)
(7.45)
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Figure 7.23: Likelihood profiles for the parameters f+0 (a–b) and f
+
1 (c–d) with statistical
only (left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties incorporated. The black points
indicate the largest evaluated likelihood in each bin of the profiled variable. The red dashed
line represents SM expectation. Regions shown in green and yellow represent the 68% and
95% C.L., respectively. A black line indicates the observed value.
consistent with the SM expectation f+1 = 0.001. All the intervals for f
+
0 and f
+
1 include
all statistic and systematic uncertainties. Conservatively, no correction is made for over-
coverage of these intervals.
Next, likelihood profiles are shown in Figure 7.24 (a–b) for the parameter f1, i.e. the
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fraction of decays containing transversely polarised W bosons.
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Figure 7.24: Likelihood profiles for the parameters f1 (a–b) and δ− (c–d) with statistical
only (left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties incorporated. The black points
indicate the largest evaluated likelihood in each bin of the profiled variable. The red dashed
line represents SM expectation. Regions shown in green and yellow represent the 68% and
95% C.L., respectively. A black line indicates the observed value.
The profiles can be summarised as:
f1 = 0.296
+0.020
−0.023 (stat.)
+0.044
−0.046 (syst.) = 0.296
+0.048
−0.051 (stat. + syst.) (7.46)
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which agrees with the SM expectation of f1= 0.304. Furthermore this result improves the
previous ATLAS measurement [12] of f1 = 0.37±0.05 (stat.)±0.05 (syst.) without imposing
here any SM constraints on f+1 and f
+
0 . No coverage correction is required for these estimates.
The phase between amplitudes for longitudinally polarised and transversely polarised
W bosons recoiling against right-handed b-quarks, δ−, has been obtained from likelihood
profiles, which are shown in Figure 7.24 (c–d). The resulting measurement is
δ− = 0.002pi+0.013pi−0.014pi (stat.)
+0.009pi
−0.010pi (syst.) = 0.002pi
+0.016pi
−0.017pi (stat. + syst.) (7.47)
which shows no discrepancy with the SM value of zero, and therefore shows no sign of BSM
CP violation at the Wtb vertex. In addition, this result also improves the previous ATLAS
measurement [12] of δ− = −0.014pi± 0.023pi (stat.)± 0.028pi (syst.) again without imposing
any SM constraints on f+1 and f
+
0 . Again, no coverage correction is required.
Finally, likelihood profiles for the top-quark polarisation P have also been obtained and
are shown in Figure 7.25.
They lead to the following constraint on the top-quark polarisation
P > 0.864 (68% C.L.)
P > 0.718 (95% C.L.)
(7.48)
No coverage correction is required. This is consistent with the SM prediction of P ≈ 0.9 at
√
s =8 TeV as shown in Refs. [148–150].
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Figure 7.25: Likelihood profiles for the top-quark polarisation parameter P with statistical
only (a) and statistical and systematic (b) uncertainties incorporated. The black points
indicate the largest evaluated likelihood in each bin of the profiled variable. The red dashed
line represents SM expectation. Regions shown in green and yellow represent the 68% and
95% C.L., respectively. A black line indicates the observed value.
7.9.2 Joint likelihood profiles for the generalised helicity fractions and phases
Correlations between the extracted parameters can be identified by producing joint likelihood
profiles. Thus Figures 7.26-7.27 show the joint likelihood profiles for the parameters f+1 ,
f+0 and δ− as a function of f1. In general these distributions show only weak correlation
between the parameters. This is shown already for f1 and δ− parameters in Ref. [12] (where
the correlation is ρ(f1, δ−) = 0.15).
Additionally, Figure 7.28 shows joint likelihood profiles for P as a function of f1 (a–b)
and δ− (c–d). A weak correlation is found between P and f1 while no correlation is found
between P and δ−. More joint likelihood profiles can be found in Appendix A.5.
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Figure 7.26: Joint likelihood profiles for the parameters f+1 (top) and f
+
0 (bottom) as a
function of f1 with statistical only (left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties
incorporated.
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Figure 7.27: Joint likelihood profiles for the parameter δ− as a function of f1 with statistical
only (left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties incorporated.
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Figure 7.28: Joint likelihood profiles for the parameters f1 (a–b) and δ− (c–d) as a function
of the top-quark polarisation P with statistical only (left) and statistical and systematic
(right) uncertainties incorporated.
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In summary, Table 7.6 shows the contribution of each source of systematic uncertainty
to the two most sensitive physics parameters f1 and δ
−, respectively. The total systematic
uncertainty is obtained by adding in quadrature all the individual systematic uncertainties
and the MC statistics uncertainties. Finally the total statistics and systematic uncertainty
is computed by adding in quadrature the total systematics and the expected data statis-
tics. The leading systematic uncertainties for f1 come from the jet measurements and the
generator modelling. For this parameter, data statistics is also an important uncertainty.
In the case of δ−, the leading systematic uncertainties are jet measurements, the generator
modelling and MC statistics. Anyhow, the measurement of δ− is dominated by the data
statistics uncertainty.
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Source σ(f1) σ(δ−)/pi
Data statistics 0.022 0.013
Jets 0.029 0.007
Leptons 0.014 0.002
EmissT <0.001 <0.001
Generator 0.027 0.006
Parton shower and hadronisation 0.004 0.003
PDF variations 0.008 0.004
Background normalisation <0.001 <0.001
Multijet normalization <0.001 <0.001
W+jets shape 0.015 0.005
Luminosity <0.001 <0.001
MC statistics 0.009 0.006
Other <0.001 <0.001
Total systematics 0.044 0.011
Total statistics + systematics 0.049 0.017
Table 7.6: Sources of systematic uncertainty on the measurement of physics parameters f1
and δ−. Individual sources are evaluated separately for shifts up and down, and symmetrised
uncertainties σ(f1) and σ(δ−) are given. The total systematic uncertainty is computed
by adding in quadrature all the individual systematic uncertainties and the MC statistics
uncertainties. Finally the total statistics and systematic uncertainty is computed by adding
in quadrature the total systematics and the expected data statistics.
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7.9.3 Likelihood profiles for the anomalous coupling constants
The results of the previous subsections can also be interpreted in terms of anomalous cou-
plings, VR, gL, and gR. Likelihood profiles and joint likelihood contours for these couplings
are shown in Figures 7.29-7.30 and Figure 7.31 respectively. In each case the measured values
are consistent with the SM prediction, i.e. VR = gL,R = 0.
The bounds obtained on VR and gL, and shown in Figure 7.29, and are far weaker than
those which may be obtained from radiative b-quark decays [151], but show consistency with
b-quark physics.
For the coupling constant Re [gR], it has been obtained
Re
[
gR
VL
]
= 0.006+0.033−0.028 (stat.)
+0.063
−0.059 (syst.) = 0.006
+0.071
−0.065 (stat. + syst.) (7.49)
or
Re
[
gR
VL
]
∈ [−0.122, 0.168] (95% C.L.) (7.50)
which is consistent with the SM prediction. This result improves the previous ATLAS
measurement at 7 TeV [12] of Re [gR/VL] = −0.13±0.07 (stat.)±0.10 (syst.) or Re [gR/VL] ∈
[−0.36, 0.10] at 95% C.L., where VR = gL = 0 is explicitly assumed. A small correction for
under-coverage is applied to the upper edge of the 95% confidence interval, only (without
which we would have quoted 0.153 as the upper limit).
Meanwhile for Im [gR/VL] it is obtained
Im
[
gR
VL
]
= −0.005± 0.027 (stat.) +0.020−0.012 (syst.) = −0.005+0.034−0.030 (stat. + syst.) (7.51)
or
Im
[
gR
VL
]
∈ [−0.066, 0.059] (95% C.L.) (7.52)
showing consistency with the SM prediction. No coverage correction is required. This
measurement also improves all previous ATLAS results. These are the results presented in
Ref. [12] based on 7 TeV data and the most recent results based on 8 TeV data presented
in Ref. [140]. In the former, Im [gR/VL] is measured to be 0.03 ± 0.06 (stat.) ± 0.07 (syst.)
or Im [gR/VL] ∈ [−0.17, 0.23] at 95% C.L., assuming VR = gL = 0. In the latter, Im [gR]
is measured to be within [−0.17, 0.06] at 95% C.L., assuming VL = 1 and all anomalous
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couplings other than Im [gR] vanishing (VR = gL = 0 and Re [gR] = 0). None of these
assumptions are considered in the analysis presented in this note.
The joint likelihood profile in the space of the parameters Re [gR/VL] and Im [gR/VL] is
also shown in Figure 7.31. A small correlation is observed from these contours.
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Figure 7.29: Likelihood profiles for |VR/VL| (top) and |gL/VL| (bottom) with statistical only
(left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties incorporated.
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Figure 7.30: Likelihood profiles for Re [gR/VL] (top) and Im [gR/VL] (bottom) with statistical
only (left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties incorporated.
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Figure 7.31: Joint likelihood profiles for Re [gR/VL] as a function of Im [gR/VL] with statistical
only (left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties incorporated.
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Table 7.7 shows the contribution of each source of systematic uncertainty to the two most
sensitive coupling rations Re [gR/VL] and Im [gR/VL], respectively. The leading systematic
uncertainties for Re [gR/VL] and Im [gR/VL] are the same as for f1 and δ− respectively. The
measurement of Im [gR/VL] is dominated by the data statistics uncertainty.
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Source σ(Re [gR/VL]) σ(Im [gR/VL])
Data statistics 0.030 0.027
Jets 0.039 0.009
Leptons 0.017 <0.001
EmissT <0.001 <0.001
Generator 0.030 0.010
Parton shower and hadronisation <0.001 0.003
PDF variations <0.001 <0.001
Background normalisation <0.001 <0.001
Multijet normalization <0.001 <0.001
W+jets shape 0.007 0.009
Luminosity <0.001 <0.001
MC statistics <0.001 0.013
Other <0.001 <0.001
Total systematics 0.061 0.017
Total statistics + systematics 0.068 0.032
Table 7.7: Sources of systematic uncertainty on the measurement of coupling rations
Re [gR/VL] and Im [gR/VL]. Individual sources are evaluated separately for shifts up and
down, and symmetrised uncertainties σ(Re [gR/VL]) and σ(Im [gR/VL]) are given. The total
systematic uncertainty is computed by adding in quadrature all the individual systematic
uncertainties and the MC statistics uncertainties. Finally the total statistics and systematic
uncertainty is computed by adding in quadrature the total systematics and the expected
data statistics.
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7.9.4 Comparision between previous two angle analysis and three angle analysis
For a more complete and direct comparison with the previous measurement done from double
differential angular decay rates at 7 TeV [12], Figure 7.32 shows both joint likelihood profiles
in the space of the parameters Re [gR/VL] and Im [gR/VL].
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Figure 7.32: Comparison of the joint likelihood profiles of the parameter Re [gR/VL] as a
function of Im [gR/VL] for Ref. [12] and the results from the analysis presented in this note.
In both cases statistical and systematic uncertainties are incorporated. The grey point
represents SM expectation. Regions shown in blue/green and orange/yellow represent the
68% and 95% C.L., respectively. A black cross or x mark indicate the observed value of
each case. In the previous ATLAS result VR = gL = 0 is assumed while no assumptions are
considered in this analysis.
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7.9.5 Angular coefficients extracted from data with SM-like model
Finally, in Figure 7.33, a distribution of the deconvolved angular coefficients extracted from
data, compared with the SM prediction is shown. The migration matrix used to deconvolve
is fixed here to that of the SM prediction.
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Figure 7.33: Deconvolved coefficients from data using the migration matrix from the SM.
Data are shown as blue points with statistical and systematic uncertainties while SM predic-
tion is shown as a red line. In addition, the χ2 value is shown. Real parts of the coefficients
are indicated with black labelling on the x-axis while imaginary parts are indicated with red
labelling.
7.10 CONCLUSION
The analysis presented in this publication uses the triple-differential decay rate in electroweak
production and subsequent decay of single top quarks to constrain the complex parameters
of the effective Lagrangian that describes the properties of the Wtb vertex. An analysis of
angular distributions of the decay products of single top quarks produced in the t-channel
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constrains these parameters simultaneously. The analysis is applied to 20.2 pb−1 of pp col-
lision data at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV collected with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. The selected events contain one isolated electron or muon, large EmissT and exactly two
jets, with one of them identified as likely to contain a b-hadron. A cut-based analysis is used
to discriminate the signal events from background, and then electron and muon channels are
merged. The OSDE technique is used to perform an angular analysis of the triple-differential
decay rate in order to determine six observables simultaneously, that is, five generalised he-
licity fractions and phases, as well as the polarisation of the produced top quark. Detector
effects are deconvolved from the data by measuring differential rates using Fourier techniques,
in particular a variant of the ordinary convolution theorem. The fraction f1 of decays con-
taining transversely polarised W bosons is measured to be f1 = 0.296
+0.048
−0.051 (stat. + syst.).
The phase δ− between amplitudes for transversely and longitudinally polarised W bosons
recoiling against left-handed b quarks, is measured to be δ− = 0.002pi+0.016pi−0.017pi (stat. + syst.),
giving no indication of CP violation. The fraction of longitudinal to transverse W bosons
accompanied by right-handed b-quarks are also constrained at 95% C.L. to f+1 < 0.118
and f+0 < 0.085. Based on these measurements limits are placed at 95% C.L. on the ratio
of the complex coupling parameters gR and VL such that Re [gR/VL] ∈ [−0.122, 0.168] and
Im [gR/VL] ∈ [−0.066, 0.059]. Constraints are also placed on the magnitudes of the ratios
|VR/VL|, and |gL/VL|. Finally the polarisation of single top quarks in the t-channel is con-
strained to be P > 0.718 (95% C.L.). None of the above measurements make assumptions
on the value of any of the other parameters or couplings and all of them are in agreement
with the SM expectations.
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APPENDIX
A.1 FLAVOR SCHEMES IN SINGLE TOP T-CHANNEL PRODUCTION
The t-channel or W -gluon fusion single top production can be calculated in two different
schemes in Fig A1. The top right one is the so called four-flavor scheme(or 2 to 3 process)
where proton is considered to be composed of only four light quarks(u, d, c and s); the
b and b¯ quarks arise from the splitting of a virtual gluon into bb¯. If the mass of the b
quark taken to be 0, a singularity arises in the case that the final b¯ is collinear with the
incoming gluon. When computing the total cross section, the collinear terms is proportional
to ln(
Q2+m2t
m2b
),where Q2 ≡ −q2 is the virtuality of the W boson of four-momentum q. Since
the total cross section of this calculation contains these logarithmically enhanced terms, the
perturbation series do not converge quickly. A PDF of b quark, b(x, µ2), is introduced to
resolve this difficulty by summing the logarithms to all orders of perturbation theory and
describes the splitting of gluons into bb¯ pairs inside the colliding hadrons [152]. Once a b quark
is used, the way one orders the perturbation theory should be changed. The leading order
process is now described by the first process in Fig A1(top), or the five-flavor scheme(a 2 to 2
process). In this formalism, the four-flavor scheme is a higher order correction(NLO) of order
of 1/ ln((Q2 + m2t )/m
2
b with respect to the five-flavor scheme(LO). However, the four-flavor
scheme also includes the collinear logarithmically enhanced term that is already summed
into the b quark distribution function. A removal of these overlapped terms is required
to consider this effect. Additionally, there are also other corrections of order of αs, these
terms, as well as the five-flavor scheme without the collinear part gives the NLO correction.
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Figure A1: Leading order Feynman diagram of single top production at the LHC: (top)
t-channel (middle) Wt associated production (bottom) s-channel.
In reality, different Monte Carlo generators have different ways in their implementations
of t-channel single top production. The baseline generator used in this analysis is Protos,
version 2.2, using the four-flavor scheme, with the CTEQ6L1 PDF(See chapter 5, section
Event generation).
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A.2 AMPLITUDES AND PHASES IN TERMS OF ANOMALOUS
COUPLINGS
A.2.1 Amplitudes
In this section, it is shown how the anomalous couplings (VL, VR, gL, gR) are related to the
six observable quantities ~α, i.e. the generalised helicity fractions and phases. This formula
is used to extract constraints on anomalous couplings. Starting with the following relations
between amplitudes on one hand and dimensionless form factors (A0, A1, B0 and B1) on the
other, from Ref. [54]:
4 |~q|
mt
B1 =
∣∣∣A1, 1
2
∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣A−1,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 ,
2B0 =
∣∣∣A1, 1
2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣A−1,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 ,
−2 |~q|
mt
A1 =
∣∣∣A0, 1
2
∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣A0,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 ,
A0 =
∣∣∣A0, 1
2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣A0,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 , (.1)
where |~q| = mt
2
(1− x2W ), being mt the top-quark mass and xW = mW/mt. Therefore,
∣∣∣A1, 1
2
∣∣∣2 = B0 + 2 |~q|
mt
B1,∣∣∣A−1,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 = B0 − 2 |~q|
mt
B1,
2
∣∣∣A0, 1
2
∣∣∣2 = A0 − 2 |~q|
mt
A1,
2
∣∣∣A0,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 = A0 + 2 |~q|
mt
A1. (.2)
If the b-quark mass mb is ignored, the dimensionless form factors are expressed as:
B0 =
(|VL|2 + |VR|2) (1− x2W ) + 1x2W (|gL|2 + |gR|2) (1− x2W )
− 2
xW
Re [VLg
∗
R + VRg
∗
L] (1− x2W ),
B1 = −
(|VL|2 − |VR|2)+ 1
x2W
(|gL|2 − |gR|2)+ 2
xW
Re [VLg
∗
R − VRg∗L] , (.3)
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So ∣∣∣A1, 1
2
∣∣∣2 = B0 + (1− x2W )B1,
= 2
(
1− x2W
) |VR|2 + 1− x2W
x2W
(
2 |gL|2
)− 4(1− x2W )
xW
Re [VRg
∗
L] ,
=
2(1− x2W )
x2W
(
x2W |VR|2 + |gL|2 − 2xWRe [VRg∗L]
)
,
=
2(1− x2W )
x2W
|xWVR − gL|2 . (.4)
Similarly, one can obtain∣∣∣A−1,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 = 2(1− x2W )
x2W
|xWVL − gR|2 (.5)
To get A0, 1
2
and A0,− 1
2
one can set
α · (VR − xWgL) → A0, 1
2
,
β · (VL − xWgR) → A0,− 1
2
; (.6)
and set the sum of their module to A0,
A0 =
1
x2W
(|VL|2 + |VR|2) (1− x2W ) + (|gL|2 + |gR|2) (1− x2W )
− 2
xW
Re [VLg
∗
R + VRg
∗
L] (1− x2W ) (.7)
thereby determining the scale α and β to obtain∣∣∣A0, 1
2
∣∣∣2 = 1− x2W
x2W
|VR − xWgL|2∣∣∣A0,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 = 1− x2W
x2W
|VL − xWgR|2 (.8)
In summary, one has ∣∣∣A1, 1
2
∣∣∣2 = 21− x2W
x2W
|xWVR − gL|2 ,∣∣∣A0, 1
2
∣∣∣2 = 1− x2W
x2W
|VR − xWgL|2 ,∣∣∣A−1,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 = 21− x2W
x2W
|xWVL − gR|2 ,∣∣∣A0,− 1
2
∣∣∣2 = 1− x2W
x2W
|VL − xWgR|2 . (.9)
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A.2.2 Phases
Only VR and gL appear in the amplitudes A1, 1
2
and A0, 1
2
while only VL and gR appear in
the amplitudes A−1,− 1
2
and A0,− 1
2
. The relative phases between these two sets of amplitudes
cannot be observed in the taken approximation (mb = 0) and therefore it can be fixed it by
taking arg
(
A0, 1
2
A∗
0,− 1
2
)
= 0. Then the phase angles δ−, δ+ can be related to the anomalous
couplings by setting √
2
2x2W + 1
(xWVR − gL) = A1, 1
2
eiδ+ ,√
1
2x2W + 1
(VR − xWgL) = A0, 1
2
,√
2
2x2W + 1
(xWVL − gR) = A−1,− 1
2
eiδ− ,√
1
2x2W + 1
(VL − xWgR) = A0,− 1
2
.
(.10)
Equations .9-.10 determine the amplitudes given the anomalous couplings. To solve for
VL, VR, gL and gR given all the amplitudes and two phase angles requires the inversion of a
complex matrix. To this procedure, rotations by an arbitrary phase factors to both (VL, gR)
and (VR, gL) are added so that both VL and VR are made real.
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A.3 COMBINE ELECTRON AND MUON CHANNEL FIT
The OSDE technique can be used to determine the coefficients vector and their corresponding
covariance matrices as we see in Section 7.2.2. In this analysis, we apply OSDE calculation on
electron and muon channel events separately, thus a combination procedure is required. In
this section, we discuss about the method we used to get a combined deconvolved coefficients
vector and its covariance from two independent deconvolved coefficients vectors extracted
from electron and muon channel events separately, and their corresponding independent
covariance matrices. We start with a standard χ2 fit derivation in a linear least square
model and show that two independent covariances/coefficients can be added following the
equation below to get a combined covariance/coefficients:
C−1 = C−11 +C
−1
2
a = C (C−11 a1 +C
−1
2 a2)
where a1 and a2 are the two coefficients vectors that calculated by OSDE technique on
the electron and muon channel events, C 1 and C 2 their corresponding covariance matrices
calculated also by the OSDE, a and C the combined coefficients/covariance.
A.3.1 Devonvolution Method
The model of Linear Least Square: y = Aa
• y=measured data
• A=matrix(fixed)
• a=parameter
• V y=covariance matrix of y
An identical expression is to assume the error terms ωi are identical independent distribution,
then we have
y = Aa +ω (.11)
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• Least Squares Principle 1: minimize the expression (W = V −1y )
S(a) = (y −Aa)TW (y −Aa) or χ2 = 1
2
S(a)
Derivative of χ2 are below:
g =
∂χ2
∂a
H =
∂2χ2
∂aiaj
(.12)
Before we give the explicit expression of those two derivatives, let’s look at some matrix
calculus.
Define:
∂y
∂x
=

∂y1
∂x1
∂y1
∂x2
∂y1
∂x3
. . . ∂y1
∂xn
∂y2
∂x1
∂y2
∂x2
∂y2
∂x3
. . . ∂y2
∂xn
...
...
...
. . .
...
∂yd
∂x1
∂yd
∂x2
∂yd
∂x3
. . . ∂yd
∂xn

i. If
y = Ax, (.13)
then
∂y
∂x
= A
ii. And
∂y
∂z
= A
∂x
∂z
(.14)
iii.
α = xTAx
∂α
∂x
= xT (A +AT ) (.15)
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iv. If
α = yTx,
then
∂α
∂z
= xT
∂y
∂z
+ yT
∂x
∂z
(.16)
v. The most important one is
α = xTAx,
then
α
∂z
= xT (A +AT )
∂x
∂z
(.17)
g =
∂χ2
∂a
= −ATWy + (ATWA)a
H =
∂2χ2
∂aiaj
= (ATWA) (.18)
Solution (from ∂F/∂a = 0) is linear transformation of the data vector y:
aˆ =
[
(ATWA)−1ATW
]
y = By (.19)
Covariance matrix of aˆ by “error” propagation:
V [aˆ] = BV [y]BT
=
[
(ATWA)−1ATW
] ·W −1 · [(ATWA)−1ATW ]T
= (ATWA)−1ATW ·W −1 ·WA(ATWA)−1
= (ATWA)−1
= inverse of H (.20)
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A.3.2 Combine Electron and Muon Channels
In the analysis of this thesis, angular coefficients and their convariance matrices are deter-
mined separately for electrons and muon. They are combined by the following equations:
C−1 = C−11 +C
−1
2
a = C (C−11 a1 +C
−1
2 a2),
which maybe described by experessing the total total χ2 of the two different measurements
and assuming they are independent.
χ21 =
1
2
(y1 −A1a1)TW 1(y1 −A1a1)
χ22 =
1
2
(y2 −A2a2)TW 2(y2 −A2a2)
χ2 = χ21 + χ
2
2
It’s not difficult to derive the results from using
g =
∂χ2
∂a
H =
∂2χ2
∂aiaj
, (.21)
which χ2 is now the sum of those two χ2i (i = 1, 2) represents two independent channels.
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A.4 DERIVATION OF THE FORWARD-BACKWARD ASYMMETRY IN
THE NORMAL DIRECTION
In this section a relationship between the forward-backward asymmetry in the normal direc-
tion [139, 140], ANFB, is derived as well as the quantities measured in this analysis. A
N
FB is not a
separate independent observable but is completely determined by ~α ≡ {f1, f+1 , f+0 , δ+, δ−, P}
and therefore it can be calculated and compared with the measurement in Ref. [139, 140].
The derivation is most easily accomplished starting from expressions from the two-angle anal-
ysis, where the normalized double-differential decay rate ρ(θ*, φ*) is expressed in spherical
harmonics:
ρ(θ*, φ*) =
∑
lm
almY
m
l (θ
*, φ*). (.22)
The asymmetry ANFB is simply defined in the interval [−1, 1] as
ANFB =
Nevt(cosφ
* > 0)−Nevt(cosφ* < 0)
Nevt(cosφ* > 0) +Nevt(cosφ* < 0)
(.23)
being Nevt(cosφ
* > 0) and Nevt(cosφ
* < 0) the number of events in each hemisphere in
cosφ*. These can be derived from Equation .22 by integration over their corresponding
hemispheres
Nevt(cosφ
* > 0) =
∫ pi
0
dφ*
∫ pi
0
dθ*almY
m
l (θ
*, φ*)d cos θ*,
Nevt(cosφ
* < 0) =
∫ 2pi
pi
dφ*
∫ pi
0
dθ*almY
m
l (θ
*, φ*)d cos θ*.
(.24)
In addition, the normalization of the PDF requires that
Nevt(cosφ
* > 0) +Nevt(cosφ
* < 0) = 1. (.25)
The integration of φ* is simple, and the asymmetry is only generated by m 6= 0 terms
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ANFB = Nevt(cosφ
* > 0)−Nevt(cosφ* < 0) =
2
−l≤m≤l,m6=0∑
0<l<2
∫ pi
0
alm
√
2l + 1
4pi
√
(l −m)!
(l +m)!
Pml (cos θ
*)
(−1)m − 1
im
· d cos θ*.
Let
Rml =
∫ pi
0
Pml (cos θ)d cos θ. (.26)
Explicit expressions for these integrals (from Ref. [153], and taking into account the
different phase convention used there for the associated Legendre function) are:
Rml =
2m
l
· [(l/2)!]
2(l +m)!
[(l −m)/2]![(l +m)/2]!(l + 1)! , (l,m even),
Rml = −
mpi
l · 22l+1 ·
(l +m)!(l + 1)!
{[(l + 1)/2]!}2 [(l −m)/2]![(l +m)/2]! (l,m odd),
Rml = 0 (l +m = odd). (.27)
In Ref. [12] it is shown that the only nonvanishing coefficients in the double-differential
decay rate are a0,0, a1,0, a2,0, a1,1, a1,−1, a2,1, a2,−1. The first three contribute nothing because
m = 0, and ANFB reduces to:
ANFB = −
√
6pi
2
(a11
i
+
a1,−1
i
)
=
√
6piIm [a11]
Since we know from Ref. [133]
a1,1 = −a∗1,−1 = P
√
3pi
16
√
f1(1− f1)
{√
f+1 f
+
0 e
iδ+ +
√
(1− f+1 )(1− f+0 )e−iδ−
}
we have
ANFB =
3
√
2
16
piP
√
f1(1− f1)
{√
f+1 f
+
0 sin δ+ −
√
(1− f+1 )(1− f+0 ) sin δ−
}
. (.28)
If the anomalous couplings are small, we have
δ− = −tan−1
(
(x−1W − xW )Im [gR]
)
(.29)
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where xW = mW/mt and other quantities unaffected to first order, and under those circum-
stances, inserting SM values into Equation .28, we have
ANFB = 0.64P Im [gR] , (.30)
in agreement with Ref. [54].
The coefficient a11 in a two-angle analysis expansion of the PDF can be related to the
coefficient a111 in the present analysis in the following way:
a11 = −
√
3
4
pia111 (.31)
so that Equation .28 can also be written as:
ANFB = −
3
√
2
4
pi
3
2 Im [a111]
and ANFB can practically be read from the plot of the deconvolved coefficients.
Similarily, we can also derive ATFB, AFB and A
B
FB
ATFB = −
3
√
2
4
pi
3
2Re [a111]
AFB = −
√
6pia010
AWFB = −
√
6pia100
ABFB =
√
6pia100
(.32)
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A.5 ADDITIONAL JOINT LIKELIHOOD PROJECTIONS
The analysis performed in this note is a combined simultaneous fit to the single top-quark
t-channel differential decay rate which yields a multidimensional likelihood function. This
function can be calculated from the angular coefficients extracted in the analysis and pro-
jected in many ways. The most important projections have been show in Section 7.9, other
projections are shown in this appendix to give a more complete picture. Thus, additional
joint likelihood projections are shown in Figures A2-A3 for the generalised helicity fractions
and phases. Figure A2 shows the joint likelihood profiles for δ− and P as a function of f+0
while Figure A3 shows the joint likelihood profiles for the parameters f+0 , δ− and P as a
function of f+1 .
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Figure A2: Joint likelihood profiles for the parameters δ− (a–b) and P (c–d) as a function
of f+0 with statistical only (left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties incor-
porated. The grey point represents SM expectation. Regions shown in green and yellow
represent the 68% and 95% C.L., respectively. A black cross indicates the observed value.
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Figure A3: Joint likelihood profiles for the parameters f+0 (a–b), δ− (c–d) and P (e–f) as a function of f
+
1
with statistical only (left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties incorporated. The grey point
represents SM expectation. Regions shown in green and yellow represent the 68% and 95% C.L., respectively.
A black cross indicates the observed value.
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Figure A4 shows additional joint likelihood projections for the anomalous coupling con-
stants. In particular, it shows the joint likelihood profiles for |gL/VL| as a function of |VR/VL|.
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Figure A4: Joint likelihood profiles for the parameter |gL/VL| as a function of |VR/VL| with
statistical only (left) and statistical and systematic (right) uncertainties incorporated. The
grey point represents SM expectation. Regions shown in green and yellow represent the 68%
and 95% C.L., respectively. A black cross indicates the observed value.
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